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Special generation
of auto retailers
is stepping aside
Lithia CEO Bryan DeBoer says prime
time for dealer consolidation was 19982003. The publics were rockin’ — and
rolling up stores.
But these are superheated times, too.
DeBoer says he spends a third of his
time on M&A. “It’s also what I love to do.”
What’s driving consolidation now? For
one thing, so many great dealers are
calling it a career, and buyers are circling.
But wait, dealers have retired before.
What’s different now?
I have no statistical proof, but the
number of car retailers who are age 70 or
80 must be at an all-time high.
Ron Sompels, a partner in accounting
firm Crowe Horwath’s automotive
practice, says it may
be because so many
young dealers got
their start 30 to 40
years ago with new
import franchises.
They had no hope of
getting a Big 3 store.
Now those dealers
are packing it in. But
by Richard Johnson
they made some
important discoveries over the years.
Crowe Horwath partner Rick Kotzen
says they built a “model of management”
that sustained them.
“Some great car dealers kept their
relevance and their excellence deep into
their lives,” said Kotzen. “But all great
things have their time limits.”
Sompels suggests they benefited from
the emergence of public groups 20 years
ago. Call it a midcareer boost.
At first, the bootstrappers rejected
centralized, corporate-style
management. But because they were
smart they began to mimic the systems
and controls the publics adopted.
“They finally said, ‘We’ve got to change
the business model,’” said Sompels.
“They went for corporate management.”
It’s been a savvy generation, maybe the
auto business’ greatest generation.

More cars. Few answers.
Product plan lifts VW
dealers but recovery
path still unclear
Ryan Beene
rbeene@crain.com

olkswagen brand chief Herbert
Diess vowed to “redefine” VW’s
beleaguered brand identity in the
U.S. market and pledged to boost
production to support U.S. sales this year,
but dealers say several issues remained
unresolved after VW’s make meeting.
The 90-minute meeting marked a ceasefire in VW’s strained relationship with its
U.S. dealers. Dealers say they came away
convinced VW would continue to pursue the
objectives championed by former VW of
America CEO Michael Horn, even without
any clear signs of how VW plans to rebuild
its reputation with customers and regulators
in the wake of its diesel-emissions crisis.
Citing a government gag order, Diess
and other executives offered no details
about technical fixes for affected diesel vehicles or compensation for consumers, attendees said. Neither did they discuss the
prospect of settlement talks with dealers,
who on Friday formed a special committee to lead negotiations with VW on compensation for losses incurred by dealers
since the scandal erupted in September.
Instead, VW’s executives stuck mostly to
the product talking points, reaffirming longstanding plans to launch two key crossovers
next year and pledging to boost production
of some models to support sales in 2016, ac-

V
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Herbert Diess, VW’s global brand chairman, told reporters after the 90-minute make
meeting: “We’re looking forward to really managing through the crisis and then really
relaunching the brand and looking at a much more positive future.” Behind him is Mario
Guerreiro, executive vice president for group communications at VW’s U.S. arm.
cording to dealers who attended.
Some dealers looked at those comments
as a reassuring sign, but others felt the executives missed an opportunity to show
that they grasped the severity of the crisis
facing some dealers and the brand itself.
“I would title the meeting ‘We’re working on it,’” said Steve Kalafer, owner of the
17-franchise Flemington Car & Truck
Country group of dealerships, which in-

cludes a VW store in Flemington, N.J.
“There were no promises other than broad
statements that we’re working on it and
we’re doing our best. This is nothing more
than more of the same.”
There were apologies, but they were
“somewhat muted,” Kalafer said. “I think
they’re tired of apologizing.”
see VW, Page 90

Tesla proof U.S. wants made-to-order?
Largely, Americans
still want to get cars
off the lot right now

People wait in
line near a
Tesla store in
Pasadena,
Calif., to put
deposits on a
Model 3,
which likely
won’t be
delivered for
at least 18
months.

Larry P. Vellequette
Richard Johnson is print editor
of Automotive News.
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■ HEAD TURNERS: Some booths that
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■ NEW SHOWROOM: New virtual-reality
headsets hit the market. | PAGE 6 |
■ PARTY TIME: Pictures tell the stories
of conventiongoers having fun. | PAGE 92 |

lvellequette@crain.com

hat’s wrong with this picture? Here at the NADA convention, dealers and consultants are sounding alarms
about expanding inventories, rising incentives, shrinking margins and the notion
that a cyclical industry has reached the top
of another cycle.
But while dealers were sitting in make
meetings in Las Vegas, more than 250,000
consumers were lining up to throw $1,000
deposits at Tesla for its Model 3, a new car
that likely won’t be delivered for at least 18
months.

W

REUTERS

Every one of those deposits is a free loan
for Tesla. Those Model 3s, when they arrive, will have no incentives, no floorplan
expense, no advertising costs.
How ironic that an upstart car company
is fulfilling the dream of decades of auto
executives to fundamentally change the
way Americans buy automobiles.

Decades after auto executives first tried
to spark a European-style build-to-order
business model, new-vehicle sales in the
U.S. are still bound to a costly system that
requires acres of vehicles in stock.
Automakers last month reported their
see ORDERING, Page 91

WE DON’T DO
BALLPARKS
The vAuto way is simple: Every used car decision
is made with data-driven precision. This year,
the 7,500+ Provision® dealers who rely on
our industry-leading insights and exclusive
Live Market View will continue to soar above
the national averages in inventory turns and
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margins and more cars on the market.
Starting with your pricing, you’ll see how precision
pulls shoppers into your inventory, moves it
faster and makes more total gross. You’ll see
how precision results in better decisions, less
guesswork and fewer aged cars. And you’ll see
why Provision has proven time and again to be
the only way the best dealers want to work.

vAuto.com/noballparks | 888-362-5783

Get your demo at the show! Come see us at booth #1522C.
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‘It’s still a hot market’ for buy-sell
Jamie LaReau
jlareau@crain.com

Buyers and sellers sound bullish about the
dealership buy-sell market for the rest of
2016, although for different reasons.
Buyers see more sellers coming to market
— especially groups vs. individual stores —
and money is still cheap.
Sellers, on the other hand, are encouraged
by continued high valuations.
“It’s still a hot market,” said Bryan DeBoer,
CEO of Lithia Motors Inc. “Some of the market conditions in the last few months have

brought to light the fact that if you
“We’re seeing a lot of the same acwant to get out, now is the right
tivity as last year,” said Dean Fitztime to do it.”
patrick, president of Larry H. Miller
The publicly held group made
Dealerships. “We’re active and lookeight acquisitions last year and Deing to grow.”
Boer said it will do more in 2016,
The Miller group did not make any
even though the decline in share
acquisitions last year, but Fitzpatrick
prices among the publics has put a
said it is “close to” doing some deals
crimp in merger and acquisition DeBoer: “Now is this year as prices approach levels
the right time.”
strategies.
that make “sense for us.”
DeBoer and other large dealers
Penske Automotive Group Chairsay sellers are still asking high prices, but that man Roger Penske said, “We’re open for busiit’s not preventing deals from being done.
ness. We’re looking across a broad spectrum

of opportunities: U.S. retail, commercial vehicles in the U.S. and Canada.”
Western Europe also is attractive, he said.
Penske expects to grow the company 3 to 4
percent each year organically and another 3
to 5 percent via acquisitions. “We don’t see
anything slowing that down,” he said.
Buy-sell adviser Mark Johnson, president of
MD Johnson Inc. in Seattle, said dealership
earnings have “flattened,” prompting more
sellers to exit while valuations are high.
see BUY-SELL, Page 91

LaNeve: Stair
steps “helped
dealer profitability
and our volume,
and we’ve made
some very
positive changes
to it based on
dealer feedback.”

Standing out from the crowd
Exhibitors add
unique touches,
fun to turn heads

Ford opts
to extend
stair steps

Nick Bunkley
nbunkley@crain.com

For its first NADA convention,
Car360 got a booth in a distant corner of the show floor. But it still had
little trouble drawing a constant
gaggle of onlookers intrigued by the
DeLorean it put on display.
Car360, whose technology creates
slick-looking 3-D images of a vehicle by taking a quick walk around it
with a smartphone, figured it
should use something unique to
grab dealers’ attention.
“Nobody else does 3-D like this,
and we needed something iconic,”
said Bruno Francois, the CEO and
founder. “We could put a Porsche
or a Ferrari or whatever, but it’s not
as iconic.”
An Irish-made, gull-winged sports
car from a 1980s movie trilogy is just
one of many creative ways for vendors to get noticed among the largely monotonous grid of exhibitors.
Many have made themes or stunts a
tradition at the annual convention,
to the point that attendees look for
them year after year.
Dealer Solutions & Design, a firm
that has managed the construction
or renovation of more than 1,000
dealerships, decided to change
things up after several years of
dressing as doctors and nurses.
(The medical theme involved handing out hypodermic needle-shaped
pens reading, “Give us a shot at
your next facility.”)
This year’s booth mimicked a
construction site, with cones, blueprints laid out over a pair of
sawhorses, a large plastic water
cooler and a few “builder babes” for
good measure. The firm’s president, Bob Stewart, wore a hardhat
and reflective vest as he passed out
pacifiers bearing the slogan, “Don’t
babysit your next facility.”
“We just try to think of something
a little different so people remember us,” Stewart said. “We believe in
having a pattern interrupt — when
people are walking along the show
floor they’ve got their minds on
something else, so we hand them
these and people go, ‘What? What
do you all do?’”
Sports themes are common, particularly putting and basketball
games. Experian Automotive took
the March Madness theme a step
further with a giant crane game

4 months added
to pilot program
Nick Bunkley
nbunkley@crain.com

NICK BUNKLEY PHOTOS

ADESA’s Mark Gellman points to an auction bidder for a Harley-Davidson motorcycle at the company’s booth.

Auto/Mate CEO Mike Esposito,
left, speaks with Chevrolet dealer
Randy Farnsworth at his
company’s Hawaii-themed booth.

Bruno Francois, founder of Car360, demonstrates an app that can create
360-degree images of vehicles. “Nobody does 3-D like this,” he says.
filled with inflatable basketballs.
There are lots of giveaways and
incentives, too — from plastic cars
or stuffed mascots to money and
other prizes. SiriusXM offered dealers who signed up for its offerings
the chance to win one of three guitars autographed by Willie Nelson,
Buddy Guy or Dan Auerbach of the
Black Keys.
Dealertrack gave $100 gift cards to
any dealer who attended a
prescheduled demonstration, and
added on an iPad mini for anyone
who bought a product afterward. A
spokeswoman said it ran the same

promotion last year, giving out 155
gift cards and 122 iPads, and
brought nearly double the supply of
each this time.
ADESA, which operates auto auctions, drew a sizable crowd Saturday
when it auctioned off a HarleyDavidson Dyna Street Bob FXDB
motorcycle. The auction raised
$128,000 for the NADA Foundation’s
Frank E. McCarthy Memorial Fund.
Auto/Mate, a dealer management
system provider, has tried a variety
of approaches in recent years. It offered an oxygen bar in 2015 and set
up a shaved-ice cart this year as

part of an elaborate Hawaiian
theme.
CEO Mike Esposito, who wore a
Hawaiian shirt and flower lei while
greeting show-goers, said the
theme was conceived not only to
make people take notice, but also to
reflect the company’s relaxed business atmosphere. Because most potential customers are likely already
under contract with a competitor,
Esposito said the goal is that dealers
will remember their encounter with
Auto/Mate when they eventually
have the option to switch providers.
“You really want people to stop
and say, ‘Hey, what’s going on over
here?’“ Esposito said. “We get great
reactions from people who walk
by.” c

The Ford brand is extending its
year-old stair-step incentive program at least through July and making some tweaks in response to
feedback from dealers, but executives are evaluating whether it
should remain in place long term.
The program, known as the Volume Growth Bonus, has remained
in the pilot stage since March 2015.
Ford told dealers it’s adding four
months to the program, starting in
April.
“We think it’s served us well. We
think it’s helped dealer profitability
and our volume, and we’ve made
some very positive changes to it
based on dealer feedback,” Mark
LaNeve, Ford Motor Co.’s vice president for U.S. marketing, sales and
service, told Automotive News after
the Ford make meeting on Saturday.
LaNeve said Ford intends to keep
using the program “as long as we
think we’re getting the highest value out of spending that money on
VGB in terms of the dealers being
able to impact the market, but if data’s telling us something else we’ll
look at other alternatives.”
In 2015, a year when dealers were
hampered by low inventories of the
redesigned F-150 pickup, the Ford
brand’s U.S. market share declined
0.1 percent. But sales rose 8.1 percent and the more than 3,000 dealers in Ford’s network experienced a
fifth consecutive year of record
profitability — evidence that the
stair-step and other programs are
helping dealers as well as Ford, said
Stephen Odell, executive vice president of global marketing, sales and
service.
“It has to be a win for both parties,” Odell said. “It can’t be a winlose.” c
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QUESTION
New-vehicle sales are still
growing, but more slowly.
Are you tightening your belt?
Frank Pena, president,
Potamkin Hyundai in Miami:
“We have not forgotten the
lessons we learned in 2008 and
control expense and inventory.
We are watching inventory,
grosses and F&I — which is
becoming more important. The
market will not get bigger but it
will not go backward. It is
mature.”
Todd Blue, CEO, IndiGO Auto
Group, which has dealerships
in California, Texas and
Missouri: “We are talking about
inventory and model mix —
having a healthy mix of cars in
the markets where we operate.
Some are seasonal markets. We
do not believe sales will exceed
17 to 17.5 million — it is a
healthy and mature market.”

GM pledges to boost truck output
Mike Colias
mcolias@crain.com

hevrolet and Buick-GMC dealers were
told at their joint make meeting to expect increased pickup and SUV production, as General Motors pushes to
grow market share for all three brands.
Dealers who attended said GM executives are
looking for retail share growth this year across
those brands, including 10 percent growth for
GMC. GM already expanded its market share
about 1 percentage point in the first quarter, to
16.4 percent, the company said Friday.
Chevrolet U.S. Vice President Brian Sweeney
confirmed that dealers were told to expect increased production of the Silverado full-size and
Colorado midsize pickups, though he didn’t discuss numbers.
“We did tell them that they’re going to see

C

more of both,” Sweeney said in an interroughly 4,300 dealerships renovate
view after the meeting. “There is inventheir stores and has become critical to
tory and availability upside on both.”
the bottom lines of many dealers.
Sweeney said he expects to sustain
Sweeney said the 2.0 version of EBE
Chevy’s brisk retail sales pace, driven by
still is being hashed out with the Chevy
continued strong demand for pickups
and Buick-GMC dealer councils, but
and SUVs, as well as the redesigned
should look “extremely similar” to the
Malibu midsize sedan and the nextprogram that has been in place since
generation Cruze compact, which ar- Sweeney: More 2010. He said it would emphasize inSilverados and
rives in dealerships this month.
vestment in technology and processes,
“We never want to give up any ground. Colorados
such as operation of business developIt’s good, healthy share,” Sweeney said
ment centers.
when asked if the retail sales gains are sustainBrad Sowers, a St. Louis-area dealer and chairable. “It’s conquest. I think we’ve taken it out of man of the Chevrolet National Dealer Council,
Toyota and Honda and Ford for sure.”
said the EBE program will continue to pay dealGM execs also told dealers to expect a continu- ers on each vehicle they order from the factory.
ation of the Essential Brand Elements incentive
“Once we’ve finalized everything,” Sowers
program once the current one expires in the fall. said, “I think dealers are going to feel really good
The program has helped the majority of GM’s about it.” c

Carlson vows to press fight against regulation
Ryan Beene
rbeene@crain.com

the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s guidance on
dealer-originated auto loans,
which Carlson called an
“overreach into our business
model.”
Carlson said only dealers
should be authorized to perform all recall repairs for all
customers, though he cautioned against legislation to
require dealers to fix all recalls
on used cars prior to sale.
Such a move would ground
millions of cars unnecessarily
and diminish vehicle trade-in
values, because only 6 percent of recalls are “hazardous,” he said, citing a 2014
analysis by the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers.
Carlson said: “Washington
must understand that all recalls are not the same.” c

Ernie Boch Jr., CEO, Subaru
of New England in Norwood,
Mass.: “I am always tightening
my belt because last year was so
amazing and this year is slower
but we’ll get there. I work with
the dealers — because I am a
distributor — to tighten up
some of the online strategy.”

Incoming NADA Chairman
Jeff Carlson vowed to keep up
the group’s fight against government
overreach
and
pledged to make the group
more consumer-focused in
2016.
In a speech at the convention, the Colorado dealer who
drove a beer truck to pay his
way through college, said
dealers nationwide need to be
engaged in NADA’s policy and
legislative advocacy mission.
“It’s no secret that the dealer franchise system has been
under attack, unfairly and relentlessly,” Carlson said. “But
the best defense is a good offense.”
He urged support of a U.S.
Senate bill, S. 2663, to unwind

Rocky DiChristofano,
president, Tucson Subaru in
Tucson, Ariz.: “We are still
bullish about this year and a
higher SAAR. We are still looking
forward to higher sales so we
aren’t tightening our belts.”

Karl Rove, Howard Dean agree:
Trump will not be president

Larry Zinn, general manager,
Warren Henry Auto Group in
Miami: “So far, we have been
fortunate and have had good
growth. We have not seen a
slowdown. We developed good
habits and productivity in our
employment — we try not to
duplicate duties. We stay lean
and have good principles.”

JOE WILSSENS

Incoming NADA Chairman Jeff Carlson, right, accepts the gavel from 2015
Chairman Bill Fox on Saturday at the convention.

Larry P. Vellequette
Scott Casebeer, Capitol
Chevrolet-Cadillac in Salem,
Ore.: “We are not tightening our
belt. We are looking for ways to
increase employment and sales.
Our business plan is volume in
every department — more
repair orders, more parts sales,
more vehicle sales and more
aftermarket sales. We intend to
grow every aspect of the
business.”

on the

record
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“We have a Concierge program and
if you go online
you can
configure and
buy the S90. We
sold 12 S90 cars
last week with
no advertising
and no PR. That
is a good
response.”

LEX KERSSEMAKERS,
CEO, Volvo USA

lvellequette@crain.com

Former Democratic Party
Chairman Howard Dean and Republican senior presidential adviser Karl Rove agree on one
thing in a chaotic election year:
Donald Trump will not be elected president of the United States.
Despite confounding pundits
and political experts for nine
months, a Trump presidency “is
not gonna happen,” Rove said,
explaininging that Trump’s
negatives were too high to win
in the general election in November.
Dean agreed, but warned delegates at the convention: “I’ve
been wrong about Trump every
week since June 16,” when the
New York businessman entered
the race.
Both men headlined an hourlong political discussion Saturday at the convention, moderated by Politico’s Mike Allen.
While they sparred at the edges
of partisanship, both men drew
applause when they talked nostalgically about past issues
where Democrats and Republi-

WHAT’S HAPPENING

TODAY
EXPOSITION
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m., Las Vegas
Convention Center
INSPIRATIONAL SESSION
9-10:15 a.m.
Hall N4
Speaker: Peyton Manning, former
NFL quarterback
MAKE MEETINGS
Hyundai, Infiniti, Mitsubishi,
Porsche, Toyota
10:45-12 p.m.
WORKSHOPS
10:45-12 p.m.
SPECIALTY WORKSHOPS
1-2:15 p.m.
2:30-3:45 p.m.

JOE WILSSENS

Howard Dean, left, and Karl Rove share their views. Both drew
applause when they talked about Democrats and Republicans
working together to get things done.
cans worked together to get
things done.
They said that the anger fueling Trump’s candidacy has its
roots in the different ways different segments of the popula-

tion recovered from the recession.
Trump’s supporters, Rove
said, want “somebody strong to
pick up a brick and throw it
through the window.” c

American International Automobile
Dealers Association luncheon
Westgate Las Vegas Resort &
Casino
Paradise North Ballroom
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Ticket required
RECEPTION (by invitation only)
Hyundai reception
Palazzo Hotel, Lavo Terrace
6:30-8 p.m.

Join us in booth 1124C.

Connect,
and
Conquer.
Integrate your dealership,
and outperform your
competition.
Stop by booth 1124C to discover how Dealertrack
and Dealer.com products and services connect
to provide your shoppers and your dealership a
continuous workflow that will ignite your sales.
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DIGEST
Inflator shipment due
soon, Honda says
Honda expects an early
break in the logjam of
replacement parts for
recalled airbags, the
automaker told dealers.
About 35,000 replacement
airbag inflators are due to be
shipped to Honda and Acura
dealers as early as April 11,
Honda officials said. Acura
dealers got similar word on
Friday; company officials
clarified on Saturday that the
Honda and Acura shipments
were part of the same batch.
Another 55,000 replacement
inflators are expected by the
end of May; by July, a total of
140,000 replacement
inflators will be available,
Honda said.
The parts will be shipped
first to high-humidity areas,
because vehicles in those
climates run a higher risk of
an airbag inflator rupture
during a crash, Honda
spokesman Chris Martin said.
— David Undercoffler

GM to add minority,
female store owners
General Motors plans to
add 10 minority-owned
dealerships and 10 femaleowned dealerships this year.
Minorities own 231 GM
dealership rooftops and
women own 234 GM
dealership rooftops, or about
11 percent of the
automaker’s dealerships,
said Eric Peterson, vice
president of diversity dealer
relations, during an
interview at the convention.
Peterson said many of the
dealers in GM’s Women’s
Retail Network are secondor third-generation dealers.
GM is prepared to work with
women who want to become
dealers or dealership
managers, or work in the
service department, he added.
— Arlena Sawyers

on the

record

❝

“Every BMW dealer gets calls
nonstop, ‘I want to buy your store, I
want to buy your store.’ Now I have
BMW dealers call me and say,
‘You’ve got to get me out of this
brand. I’ve got to
punch all these
cars. I can’t
dealer trade
these cars. The
factory’s beating
me up. I’m going
to go try to buy
another
dealership.’ It’s such a great
product, and it’s always been such a
great franchise, and this car
punching thing has crazed these
dealers to all of a sudden say, ‘Look,
I just can’t do this anymore.’”

MARK JOHNSON, president,
MD Johnson

The new showroom: Virtual reality
Gabe Nelson
gnelson@crain.com

I

t’s finally possible for dreamers,
gamers and shoppers to look
around the cockpit of a $200,000
Ferrari California while sitting
on the couch in their underwear.
With a wave of virtual-reality
headsets hitting the market this
year, retailers and car-shopping services are being urged to consider the
gadgets as the entertainment and
shopping medium of the future, because it delivers a more immersive
experience than watching a video.
California-based Evox Images,
known in the auto industry for the
360-degree images used on carshopping websites, has built an app
for Samsung’s Gear VR device to
show the power of the platform.
The app, which has been down-

JOE WILSSENS

AUTO NEWS

Franklin McLarty, CEO of RML Automotive in Lewisville, Texas, checks
out the Oculus Rift virtual reality headset at the Izmo booth.
loaded 250,000 times since its debut, allows a user wearing a plastic
headset to virtually sit inside a
Volkswagen GTI. The user can look

around by turning his head and
swiping a touchpad on the side of
the viewer to, say, change the seats
from leather to plaid cloth.

David Falstrup, CEO of Evox, said
in an interview that he wants dealers to use VR headsets as a shopping tool that helps customers visualize their choices.
“We’re working to transform how
people shop for cars, so that VR supports the dealers and also supports a
cross-brand shopper,” Falstrup said.
“We don’t see anybody else that
could deliver this, because of the
time it takes to generate a library of
images to fuel it and the patentable
technology to deliver it effectively.”
Samsung’s Gear VR, which costs
$100, uses the screen of a smartphone to trick the eyes into perceiving a 3-D image. It was the first
modern VR headset to go on sale to
the public, but Facebook-owned
see VIRTUAL, Page 90

Penske wants lower, better-focused output

R

oger Penske worries that automakers
are overproducing — but he still lacks
utility vehicles at Penske Automotive
Group dealerships.
“I know we need more trucks,” Penske, chairman of the country’s second-largest new-car retailer, said Thursday after the Automotive News
Retail Forum.
Penske dealerships are 72 percent premium
luxury, he said. Penske, 79,
spoke with Staff Reporter
Amy Wilson.

&
QA

Q: Will 2016 be a better year than 2015?
A: Any type of 17 million [in industry vehicle
sales] is a great year for us. There will be market
share movements because of availability of
crossovers and trucks by some manufacturers
that have them and other ones that don’t. But
we’ve got high consumer confidence, we have
very low unemployment, and we have great credit
availability. With that, we’ll have a very good year.
If sales are plateauing, how are you as a retailer preparing?

If we have a downturn, we’re going to
new cars, we’re only up $50 million, so
look at the number of people we have
we’ve been able to manage our invenwithin the organization. We’re going to
tory pretty well. If you look at your earlook at all of our processes, any consullier question, we would get very tough
tant we have involved in our business.
with our guys on reducing the inventoWe’re going to beef up our used-car opry. That’s the first thing you do because
erations because that’s where we can
it takes costs out from a floorplan pergenerate profitability on the front end. A
spective. The other thing is, we need to
big focus will be to get more “share of Penske: “Too
have a better mix. The OEMs have got
wallet” in parts and service. We’re going much push”
to pull back the throttle.
to continue to invest in body shop, the
tire business, the quick-lane business. There’s a On production? Are they overproducing
part of our financial statement that says sublet — now?
that means where we send something out. I want
Oh, I think so. There’s too much push right
sublet to be zero as we go into a time when we now. You’re starting to see we’ve touched 80 or
might see some pressure on the business.
90 days on average, and we’ve got to keep that
down. That’s going to save everybody money.
What shape is your inventory in?
They’ve all been on this train of continued sucAt the end of March, our new-car inventory [in cess and growth for the last five or six years. The
the U.S.] is up about $100 million. In units, it’s premium luxury guys have certainly seen that.
up about 2,000 units. Now some of that is stop- The Big 3 have really started to execute in their
sale. Between new and used, I’ve got $60 million models. As the premium luxury [automakers]
of stop-sale. Our used-car inventory is down have come down into the lower-priced MSRPs,
about $50 million if you look at the same period.
that’s put pressure on them to compete, and
If you look at our inventory from December on that’s made things more difficult. c

Jenell Ross named Woman of the Year Entries for Best
Arlena Sawyers
asawyers@crain.com

Jenell Ross, president of Bob Ross
Auto Group in Centerville, Ohio, received the Barbara Cox Automotive
Woman of the Year Award.
Sandy Schwartz, president of Cox
Automotive, presented the award at
the Northwood University Dealer
Education Awards breakfast on Saturday.
Ross, a second-generation dealer,
has stores operating Buick, GMC,
Mercedes-Benz, Alfa Romeo and
Fiat franchises.

Ross: Positive
influence

“Jenell positively influences
the automotive
industry
and
leads an awardwinning dealer
group while advocating for important community
causes,”
said Schwartz in

a statement.
Ross is a member of NADA; the
National Association of Minority
Automobile Dealers; the General

Motors Minority Dealers Association; and the Chrysler Minority
Dealers Association.
In 2013, Ross was chairwoman of
the American International Automobile Dealers Association. She is involved in numerous community organizations and is an avid supporter
of breast cancer research and education through her annual Pink Ribbon
Driven fundraising campaign.
The Barbara Cox Automotive
Woman of the Year Award recognizes
female business leaders committed
to improving the auto industry. c
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Dealers, GM keep used-car portal talks open
Automaker better
understands concerns,
California group says

“

“We want to be able
to tell our dealers with
confidence that the
program that is being
offered to them
complies with California
law. The problem is, as
it stands right now, we
can’t say that with
confidence.”

asawyers@crain.com

he president of a California dealer
group said the “the jury is still out”
regarding whether a General Motors
online used-vehicle sales portal
aimed at consumers complies with state
laws, but at least the automaker better understands the group’s concerns.
That assessment comes after a conversation between a GM representative and the
California New Car Dealers Association
about the legality of the GM Factory PreOwned Collection site, Brian Maas said.
“I think GM has a better understanding
how serious our concerns are and that they
are legally based,” said Maas. “We’re hoping
to get to a place where we can have meaningful dialogue about what are the next
steps going forward.” At least 169 of the association’s 1,150 members are franchised
GM dealers.
A GM spokeswoman said, “We are continuing to have a dialogue with the California
dealer association group. We continue to
address their concerns, but there are no new
developments.”
In February, GM agreed to hold a conference call with association members to discuss their differences but then canceled.
Maas said the call took place in March but
would not say exactly when or who from GM
was on the call. He also said he is hopeful
that the dialogue will continue and the
group’s legal concerns will be addressed.

T

Legal questions
“We want to be able to tell our dealers with
confidence that the program that is being offered to them complies with California law,”
Maas said. “The problem is, as it stands right
now, we can’t say that with confidence because we haven’t gotten assurances that the

“

Arlena Sawyers

Brian Maas
California New Car Dealers Association

The GM Factory Pre-Owned Collection site had “more than 1,300” participating GM
dealerships as of late March. The automaker had 4,245 U.S. dealerships as of Jan. 1.
program is California compliant.”
ters to GM. For example, it questioned
Maas said there may be some dealers who
whether the program puts GM in unfair
have business concerns about the program,
competition with its dealers for used-car
but “that is up to the individual dealer to figsales and expressed concerns that the auto
ure out. That is not our concern.”
company is engaged in auto brokering. GM
The online portal, factorypreowned
has denied that is the case.
collection.com, went live Feb. 9. As of late
The group also contended that the Kelley
March, “more than 1,300” GM dealBlue Book suggested price that acerships were participating, the GM
companies each vehicle listing is
spokeswoman said, up from almost
“unrealistic” and “therefore mis1,100 in late February. As of Jan. 1,
leading.”
GM had 4,245 U.S. dealerships.
Adjustments
The portal offers low-mileage
GM has altered parts of the proChevrolet, Buick, GMC and Cadillac
gram based on dealer feedback.
vehicles that have come off lease,
In a Feb. 19 letter addressed to
have been retired from daily-rental
Maas, George Doss, manager in
operators or are from GM’s compa- Maas: The jury
GM’s Industry Dealer Affairs office,
ny-car program. That site links to the is out on site’s
said GM would change its systems
websites of those brands, as well as compliance.
so that vehicles with less than 7,500
the sites of participating dealerships.
miles are not visible on the site to customers
Dealers must opt in to the program and must
with California ZIP codes.
participate in GM’s Shop-Click-Drive proState law prohibits California dealers from
gram.
buying or selling vehicles with less than
The California dealer group raised a num7,500 odometer miles that lack Californiaber of legal issues about the program in let-

certified emission-control equipment or
that have disabled emission-control equipment.
Before that, GM added a reconditioning
allowance to the program. If a vehicle qualifies for certification and the customer desires it, the dealer can put the vehicle
through the certification process for a discounted fee.
The concerns over the program go beyond
California.
Asked about the program, Brad Sowers,
chairman of the Chevrolet National Dealer
Council and owner of Jim Butler Chevrolet
in Fenton, Mo., said, “I think there’s the
emotional side of it and the reality side.
Emotionally, there’s not doubt that the
dealer body did not react well to that. But
the reality is dealers are signing up.”
He added, “From a dealer council standpoint, I wouldn’t say we approve it. We understand it. The impact of a Carvana or
Vroom are the threats we need to worry
about. GM is the manufacturer and is not
the threat in this case. The threat is CarMax and others selling directly to the consumer and telling them, ‘You shouldn’t
ever have to go to a car dealer.’” c
Mike Colias contributed to this report.

Subaru’s Doll: ‘Now is the time to get your house in order’

Q: What is the major message you are
delivering to dealers at the convention?
A: Sales are up about 1 percent quarter to quarter,
and that is where we expected to be. Our vehicle
availability has been tight. In the second half,
we will get additional capacity out of the Subaru of Indiana plant. We have attracted and
conquested a lot of new customers in the last
few years and treat them like gold.

&
QA

Will dealers have to cope with strained inventory until the second half of the year?
They have to get ready for the next wave of
growth. Now is the time to get your house in
order, and the next wave will come in the latter half and in the following year — 2017.
How lean is Subaru’s days supply?
It is 24 days; the WRX and Crosstrek are in
the mid- to upper teens.

How does Subaru treat customers better?
We make sure the retailers have the proper
skills. Our technical training has gone up a lot
— our service training capacity has doubled
compared with last year, and we have invested a lot in training facilities and centers.
What progress has Subaru made with
Fixed Operations Expansion — or the
FOX program — to upgrade service operations?
So far we have 293 retailers out of 625 — 47 percent
of our retailer body is
signed up for FOX.

Doll: Subaru has
invested heavily
in training.

Subaru wants to expand
capacity to service how
many vehicles?
To service 750,000 new
vehicles.

You said you would decide by March 31 whether to offer a second round of FOX to dealers who didn’t
initially opt to participate. What is the verdict?
We have decided we will extend the program one more year.
Potentially how many more dealers will
be able to participate and get financial assistance from Subaru of America?
We are hopeful we can get between 70 or

“

“Sales are up about 1 percent quarter to quarter, and
that is where we expected to be. Our vehicle availability
has been tight. In the second half, we will get additional
capacity out of the Subaru of Indiana plant. We have
attracted and conquested a lot of new customers in
the last few years and treat them like gold.”
Tom Doll
Subaru of America

80 more into the program.
Has Subaru launched new programs so
dealers can swap cars more easily and
deal with its strained capacity?
With the inventory being so low, the challenge we had was trying to help our dealers
to give customers their first choice. You can
do that through a sold order with the Comprehensive Vehicle Locator and Trade
Management, or TM, systems. That allows
the dealer, our retailer, to get the car the
customer wants more often and more
quickly.
How do they work and why are they better?
The vehicle locator will show you what is
around and what another dealer has on the
ground. TM says, let’s go trade; I want the car
you have coming. It is a lot easier, and dealers
are not negotiating on price.

“

T

om Doll, president of Subaru of
America, says the brand is stepping up
training and will offer dealers another
opportunity to expand their service facilities with aid from the factory.
Subaru has rolled out new systems to make
it easier for dealers to swap cars. It also is piloting a second delivery system to better explain complex new safety and communications systems on its vehicles to buyers.
Doll spoke with Staff Reporter Diana T.
Kurylko during the convention.

When did this go into effect, and are dealers using it a lot?
Last summer. This replaced another system, and this one is better; hundreds of cars
are being traded a day.
How are you explaining all of the new
safety and technology systems to your
customers? Are you stepping up training?
We are testing a pilot in two zones,
Philadelphia and Dallas, and have 35 stores
participating. It’s called Encore Love. A best
practice is having a delivery specialist in
these pilots. We bring them to Cherry Hill and
give them a week of training.
After they sell a car, we would like them to
schedule the Encore Love delivery three to
four weeks later.
The initial feedback is good enough that we
are pretty confident over the year it will roll
out in all 12 zones. We also have two independent distributors. c
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JOHN FABRE

INFINITI NATIONAL DEALER ADVISORY BOARD

’16 product pipeline holds promise for Infiniti dealers
nfiniti is cued up for a promising year of
new and freshened products, and dealers are ready for them, says John Fabre,
chairman of the Infiniti National Dealer
Advisory Board.
In addition to a new family of four- and
six-cylinder engines, the brand will get the
new QX30 subcompact crossover this year, a
redesigned entry-level Q60 coupe, and a
freshened seven-passenger QX60.
Fabre, owner of Infiniti of Baton Rouge, in
Baton Rouge, La., became an Infiniti dealer
in 1992. He started in the auto business as a
salesman in 1972. Now 60, he also owns an
Acura store and a Subaru dealership in Baton Rouge. His Infiniti store sold nearly 700
new and used vehicles in 2015.
Fabre began his two-year term as advisory
board chairman on Jan. 1. He spoke with
Staff Reporter Lindsay Chappell.

took over at Nissan North America, we’ve
had a great working relationship with the
management of the company. They meet
with us once a month, which has proved to
be very effective in helping us identify issues
and come up with solutions for them. We’re
all keeping the pressure on each other to
perform. Nobody wants to go back to next
month’s meeting with no results to report.

Q. Infiniti dealers must be pumped up
now that a wave of new product is coming.
A. We’ve got fresh products and refreshed
products coming. And we’re anxious for
them. We’ve got the QX30, a refreshed QX60
and a new Q60 coupe. We’ve got momentum building. Last year was a really good
year for Infiniti dealers, and we did it without much that was new. We did have a refresh of the QX50 crossover late in the year.
And the long wheelbase of our big sedan,
the Q70. But we did well with what we had.

Certified pre-owned sales also increased.
Yes. That’s where a lot of the lift came from
for our dealers last year. We look at CPO as
another new model.

I

Which of the new products are you personally most excited about?
I’m most eager to get the Q60 coupe. Most
dealers are excited for that car. People still get
excited about great styling. And you know,
there are so many four-door sedans out there
that are nice. But a lot of people want to drive
something that they can show off. And the
Q60 is one of those cars. It’s still practical to
drive every day, but it’s beautiful to look at.
The new engine lineup also gives you
some new product options.
We’ll have three new engines, and also our
existing hybrid engine. But a 2.0 four-cylinder turbo and two six-cylinder turbocharged
engines. The greatest thing about the engines is their torque. They have great torque
at a low rpm. If you didn’t tell somebody they
were driving a four-cylinder engine, they’d

One area of sales improvement was the
Q50 sedan, which seemed to take off
last year. What happened?
It came out in [2013 as a 2014 model], and
it looks great. The ’14 model had a few issues
with the infotainment system. We corrected
them in 2015 and it’s selling well now. And
the choices in engines for ’16 are just going
to make it better. The new 400-hp engine is
a beast.

never know it with this engine. Engines have
never been an issue at Infiniti.
How will dealers pitch the new 2.0-liter
turbo engine for the Q50? Is that an entry opportunity?
It will be a smaller percentage of the Q50
sales. But yes, it should give us a stair-step
price from the four to the six to the 400 hp, on
both the Q50 and the Q60. And also a fourth
choice for the hybrid, although we’re not sure
if the hybrid will be available on the coupe.
All the luxury brands are trying to come
down into a more entry-level price range.
Look at our competitors — at BMW going
down to the 1 series, and Mercedes coming
out with a lower-priced C class. A lot of consumers want to get into the premium space.
Infiniti reports that its dealers did well in
2015. How did that happen, considering it was a quiet year for new Infiniti
products?
It was a pleasant surprise for everyone.
We’d all like somebody to wave a magic
wand and give us 10 new products. But you
play the hand you’re dealt. So dealers
worked hard.
And it’s also a credit to the work that Infiniti management did. Since Jose Munoz

The factory says it wants to put a big
push behind certified pre-owned sales.
What can be done?
We’re always trying to refine it. It was a
topic of our most recent [dealer advisory
board] meeting — how can we make it more
attractive? We’re getting ready to have enhancements to the warranties on CPOs. And
Infiniti hasn’t ever really advertised CPO the
way our competitors have. And that may
change pretty soon.
Infiniti has been working on some plans in
a subcommittee with us. We will have more
cars eligible for CPO warranty certification. It
covers more mileage and more months. It’s a
good deal for both dealers and the manufacturer. Our competitors are in it in a big way
and we want to participate in the same way.
What’s the biggest obstacle in getting all
dealers on board with CPO?
I think basically every dealer is involved in
it now in one way or another. But some can’t
participate to the degree that others can. For
instance, you have dealers in the Northeast
who are challenged on space — they can’t
inventory the number of vehicles that somebody like me can. They want to be deeper in
but for whatever reason, they can’t.

But you know, these things depend on the
market. Some dealers always do better in
service than others. Or look at leasing activity. In the Northeast, leasing usually represents more than 90 percent of their business. For me, where I am, it’s in the mid-30s.
What will the dealer advisory board focus on this year?
We will focus on four or five items at once,
but they do change during the course of the
year. It might be how to enhance customer
loyalty, or how to adjust our sales incentives. Some of it is simply the nuts and bolts
details of the business — for instance how
we will go about finishing out one model
year as the next one comes in.
One important thing for us — the advisory
board always wants to make sure we look at
ideas and solutions that are good for the entire dealer body — not just dealers in this region or that region. And the board isn’t intended just to hear people complain. Our
mission is to create solutions to present to
the manufacturer, to help the brand grow
and improve.
The competition between MercedesBenz and BMW has heated up the luxury car market. How does their battle affect a smaller brand such as Infiniti?
We’re certainly aware of what our competitors are doing. Is the competition fierce?
Absolutely. But we can’t control what they
do. We have to focus on what we can do to
sell Infinitis.
But I’d like to point out that our competition isn’t limited to the upper-tier luxury
brands like BMW and Lexus. We appeal to a
lot of people at other brands — not just luxury customers. We reach out to consumers
across a spectrum of brands.
Infiniti advertising seems to be evolving.
What will be the most pronounced traits
of working with Infiniti’s new global ad
agency, Crispin Porter?
I think we’re already seeing it. That was
one of the highlights of 2015. They were on a
full year and they did a fabulous job. The
fact that they have helped us move the needle without much fresh product is a testament to what they’re going to do for us as
see FABRE, Page 12
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the new products come in.
As long as I’ve been an Infiniti
dealer, dealers have criticized our
advertising for one reason or another. Crispin Porter just told our
story better. Their spots had a variety — they weren’t all the same.
You saw the QX60 TV ad that
spoofed the movie Vacation, and
they had Christie Brinkley in the
car. They just brought a new level of
freshness to the brand and what
we’re about.
Are some of Infiniti’s individual
markets going to step up ad
spending this year, as a percent-

age? Are dealers in some markets going to give a little higher
contribution?
Yes. That was a dealer advisory
board effort. In a market like New
York, media is a whole lot more expensive than it is here where I am in
Baton Rouge. We used to have a flat
rate across the board for advertising
rates. We created a program that
went into effect in 2015 where you
can opt in for a higher level of contribution, and Infiniti will put in
matching funds. But it’s strictly optional. No market is forced to pay
more. You have the option to increase by up to $200 a car and Infiniti will match it.
We believe it’s a fair deal for
everybody. As it happened, it was
more important to do it in the larg-

er markets than the smaller markets. Most smaller markets stayed
where they were. My own market
decided to opt out, for example.
What happened last year with
the upcoming QX30 and the
Q30? Just before New Year’s
Eve, Infiniti announced that
there would be no Q30 hatchback — that all vehicles from
that plan would be marketed as
crossovers, under the QX30
name. The dealer board played a
significant role in that decision,
didn’t it?
You’re right. The car was designed to come in two versions.
There would be a front-wheel drive
that was only a Q30 and an allwheel drive that was the QX30

Visit Supra at NADA booth # 1967C

crossover. Our advisory board request from the beginning was that
we would just have one model, primarily for marketing reasons. We
said even though we’ll still have a
front-wheel and all-wheel, let’s just
call it one model. It will be less confusing to explain in the showroom.
It will take less clarification in our
advertising.
And really, the manufacturer
agreed. Everybody from [Infiniti
Americas chief] Randy Parker on
knew that was the right decision.
Randy said, “We don’t disagree.
We’re going to work on it and make
it happen.” It was just a matter of
making the case for the change and
moving it through the pipeline.
I think we made the change early
enough. Had we waited any longer,
it might not have been done.
Did Munoz have to go to bat in
the global boardroom to push it
through?
I wasn’t privy to how it played out
at the corporate level. All I know is
that we asked for it here at the dealer level, and they made it happen.
When Johan de Nysschen ran Infiniti worldwide a couple of
years ago, the impression was
that he was very much in charge
of the brand globally. Now that
Roland Krueger is running Infiniti globally, the impression is that
he wants to let regions such as
North America have far more
control — over markets, over
product. Is that an accurate assessment?
Johan wasn’t really around long
enough to really bring any change
to what we’re doing. And Roland’s
only been on the job for about a
year. So it’s hard to say it was this
way or that way.
But I will say that having Jose
Munoz running the U.S. market as
chairman is a great thing for us. Jose
has a direct line into Roland and into Japan. It’s a very effective
arrangement.
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Nissan North America is pressing to grow its U.S. market
share to 10 percent by the end
of March 2017 from 8.5 percent in 2015. Do dealers feel
like they’re an integral part of
that expansion, or is that mostly
a mission for the Nissan brand?
Maybe I have a different way of
looking at that. Obviously, we all
want to grow, right? But I don’t get
up in the morning thinking about
how to get 10 percent of the U.S.
market. That’s a factory goal, not a
dealer goal. What dealers care
about is increasing our individual
volumes. Everyone is conscious of
that. We all have individual goals.
So, of course we know they have
that goal. But that 10 percent goal
isn’t something they try to pound
us on. I’m focused on my personal
sales goals, and on what the
month’s forecast is. As dealers, we
all get up every morning and try to
do the best we can and gain more
percentage of our respective markets. We’re all conscious of that.
How much opportunity is there
to increase Infiniti sales?
I’m expecting the second half of
2016 to really come on strong.
That’s when all our new product
will be hitting. And I think Infiniti is
going to post strong results, year
over year.

“

AUTOMOTIVE
NEWS
Infiniti doubled its
number of U.S.
sales regions,
from two to four.
How does that
benefit you?
JOHN FABRE

Our field reps had
a lot of territory to
cover. They were
stretched
covering areas
that were too
large. Doubling
the number of
regions makes
them more
accessible. It
helps the factory
give a little more
attention to each
dealer. It’s
particularly
helpful on parts
and service
issues. We can get
questions
answered faster. If
the field rep was
handling 10 stores
before, maybe
now they’re only
handling six.

“

FABRE

SUNDAY NADA DAILY

Where are the biggest growth
opportunities?
The car market is huge. Compared to BMW and Mercedes, we
have a lot of growth opportunity.
We don’t necessarily have to conquest them. We conquest other
brands.
Take Nissan. Infiniti is the perfect
move-up for a Nissan customer
who wants to move into a luxury
brand. So the more Nissan customers there are, the more Infiniti
opportunities there are. But we get
conquests from a lot of places and
will continue to. We conquest Toyota, Honda, General Motors. Our
QX80 SUV offers a luxury alternative to something like a GMC Denali.
If you look at my used-car lot,
there are a lot of Nissans and Toyotas and Hondas.
What’s your outlook on the financial market? When it comes
to credit to dealers, financing of
vehicles, leasing — what are
your expectations for 2016 and
2017?
I don’t see any big gains or losses
in the economy or for the industry. I
don’t see any problems coming our
way in the economy, or any changes
in credit availability. I don’t see the
luxury market changing. I don’t see
any reason to worry. c
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BENNY YOUNT

KIA NATIONAL DEALER COUNCIL

The key for Kia: Stay flexible to stay competitive
enny Yount is starting his
second one-year term as
chairman of the Kia National Dealer Council.
Yount, 64, owns Paramount Automotive Group, based in Hickory, N.C.
The group holds 14 new-vehicle franchises and runs a classic-car operation, all located under nine rooftops
in North Carolina. The group’s Kia
stores are in Hickory and Asheville.
This is Yount’s second time
around as head of the dealer coun-

B

cil. He previously served two terms
as chairman in 2005 and 2006.
Growing up in Hickory, where his
father and brothers were “excellent
shade-tree mechanics,” Yount was
planning to become a licensed surveyor. But at 22, chafing at the need
for five years of field work before he
could apply for the license, he
scraped together $1,000, rented a
gravel lot for $50 a month, bought
four heaps to repair and went into
the used-car business.

He acquired his
first new-car franchise in 1979, a
Peugeot-Renault
dual. His big
break? That same
year, he bought a
Chrysler-Plymouth store from an owner worried
the automaker would go bust,
months before Lee Iacocca wrangled
a federal loan guarantee to save it.
Yount spoke with Staff Reporter

Jesse Snyder.
Q: How was 2015 for Kia dealers?
A: It was a good year, another
record year. Dealer profits were up
across the board.
What are the major issues that
Kia dealers face?
The challenge for Kia, and for
every franchise, for that matter, is to
just be sure that you can make sense
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out of the market. You have to keep
aware of what else is in the marketplace and keep yourself competitive.
There’s always new competition
and new incentives coming out.
The key is the ability to remain flexible enough to adapt. These days, all
manufacturers have great products.
So you always have to be competitive.
How does Kia Motors America
help its dealers do that?
That’s one of the biggest advantages with Kia. We have a great dealer council setup. [COO] Michael
Sprague has an open-door policy,
so any dealer can go to him if
there’s an issue. In an ever-changing landscape, you have to be aware
of competitive responses, get the
incentives you need to react and
keep working.
In the fourth quarter, some U.S.
dealers reported squeezed newcar margins and growing new and
used inventories. What are Kia
dealers seeing so far in 2016?
We see some of that in our network. Leaders understand that conditions always change. At the end of
the year, you have to hit your numbers, hit your goals and manage
your business. But we don’t have to
do anything drastic.
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What are Kia dealers doing in response?
We’re off to a good start in building certified pre-owned volume.
We’re coming off a great February
sales month. And Optima and Soul
are doing well.

What you get—

Should Kia step up incentives in
some form to keep sales growing?
Going back to last year, the incentives we have been offered have
been very reactive to our needs.
We’ll need that to continue as we go
forward, but it seems to be working.
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Do Kia dealers get all the product they need? Any supply constraints or any models you have
too many of?
We get all the product we need. Oh,
we’re always a bit tight on some
models, especially new models right
after they are introduced, but that
normally clears up in a few weeks as
production gets going. We get just
what we need on the majority of
products.
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Kia traditionally has had a lineup
oriented toward thrift and value.
Have Kia dealers had problems
adjusting to more affluent customers with the K900?
That was a problem we faced early
on when the K900 was first introduced. Some of the dealerships
weren’t quite ready for such an upscale product. But the change has
been a good thing for us. We assured we had a product that was superior technically. It’s won accolades and awards. The K900 showed
us that we needed to change. It’s a
big jump to go from selling vehicles
see YOUNT, Page 16
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continued from Page 14

that are $30,000 or $40,000 to
$60,000-plus. We struggled at first
with the K900 because we couldn’t
offer a competitive lease deal. The
K900 has customers who are big on
leasing.
The dealer council spoke to KMA
and said, this is what it takes. Within weeks, they had a better leasing
program, and the K900 started
moving. And all of a sudden, we’re
out of K900s. That’s Kia’s biggest
asset. They listen. They respond.
You are expecting a GT performance coupe next year that’s up
against some upscale competi-
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AUTOMOTIVE NEWS
There’s been rapid change in Kia Motors America executives in
recent years. Has that created problems for Kia dealers?
BENNY YOUNT

I think that [COO] Michael Sprague really wants to be the best he can be.
He is the type of guy who listens. He knows if he listens, he learns and he
is better able to respond. Kia couldn’t have a better person in that post.

tors. Can Kia successfully compete with power brands such as
BMW and Audi?
Yes, we can go up against BMW.
I’ve never seen anything lacking on
Kia product. As with the K900, I expect a solid product. I also represent

top-end brands: Aston Martin,
Porsche, Maserati, Ferrari. I deal in
high end. I can drive any luxury car I
want. But even as Kia’s first entry in
this class, my K900 is one of my favorites. It has so many more amenities. I can’t find anything else with
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that many options below $100,000.
How will the Niro hybrid fit into
the lineup?
It’s a niche vehicle, but a great vehicle, I saw it [at a dealer event in] in
Irvine. It’ll be a nice addition.
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What do you hope to accomplish
as dealer council chairman?
In March of 2015, the council set
our basic goals, and profitability
was No. 1. The manufacturer, captive lender and dealers make it work
based on relationships. Profitable
dealerships increase the value of
the brand. We communicated
what’s important to us. The captive
financial arm had to be reliable,
know what’s needed for us. The
same on incentives. They had to get
it right for us to be competitive. The
marketing has to be aggressive. We
needed some new creative stuff.
Kia came to the table. They were
consistently supportive in every key
situation, including assistance to
dealers and Kia Motors Finance
growing its infrastructure.
There has been a big change in
Kia’s product presence in the
marketplace in recent years.
Has management also changed?
Yes, we’ve come so far. I’ve seen
evidence of that. I’ve seen the transition in the way [Kia executives]
think and in how they make their
products. That’s why Kia is one of
my favorite brands.
You say few Kia dealers are unprofitable. But if some aren’t
profitable in this rising market,
are they in trouble?
Anybody who wants to be profitable with Kia can be. Now is a
great opportunity for them to consider selling if at this point they are
not profitable and not happy with
the franchise. There are people
ready to buy Kia franchises.
With interest rates starting to
rise, are Kia dealers looking to
Kia Motors Finance for help,
perhaps even on floorplanning?
There’s a lot of financing available
through Kia Motors Finance. That’s
the biggest gain for dealers. And it’s
not just dealers financing more
deals with KMF. More dealers are
moving their floorplan financing to
KMF as well. Kia Motors Finance is
building the foundation for a very
solid infrastructure for Kia dealers.
How best could the factory help
dealers sell more vehicles?
Go back to selling cars for $2,995
(laughs). Actually, just be sure we’re
keeping prices in line. We have to
have marketing, incentives, captive
lending and everything right. It’s
not just one silver bullet. Everything
has to work together.
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Several years ago, there was a
conscious effort by Hyundai and
Kia to create more distinct brand
identities while continuing to
share platforms, powertrains
and components. Has that effort
worked?
Absolutely. I’ve seen both become
separate brands. I think it’s worked
fairly nicely — and I can say that
with confidence because I also have
Hyundai franchises. There are still
some similarities, but each brand
demonstrates more different facets.
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Does more need to be done?
They need to continue to build
each brand. Both have to have their
own identity. Keep doing that. The
effort has succeeded so far, and I
hope they both continue to create
more distance. Most buyers don’t
know that Kia is even part of
Hyundai, and that’s good. c
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KEN SCHNITZER

MERCEDES-BENZ DEALER BOARD

M-B dealers want simple training, balanced inventory
ercedes-Benz dealers want to
make things simpler in 2016,
starting with training requirements.
The dealer body also aims to keep inventories under control as luxury sales flatten
and increase the supplies of hot crossover
models in the U.S., said Ken Schnitzer,
chairman of the Mercedes-Benz Dealer
Board. The brand hit another record for U.S.
sales in 2015, and dealership profitability
has improved, Schnitzer said.
But there’s room for more efficiency.
“Mercedes-Benz is in the process of reviewing all their training requirements to
see how we can streamline or regionalize
training to make it more cost-effective for
the dealers, and that’s in process,” said
Schnitzer, chairman of Park Place Dealerships, based in Dallas. “It’s an ongoing effort, and I would expect we’ll make significant progress in 2016.”
Mercedes reported U.S. sales of 372,977
vehicles last year, up 4.7 percent. Excluding
commercial vans, the brand’s luxury sales
were 343,088, up 3.8 percent.
Schnitzer became chairman of the dealer
advisory board on Jan. 1. He owns four Park
Place Motorcars Mercedes-Benz stores in
Texas, in Dallas, Grapevine, Fort Worth and
Arlington. Schnitzer, 62, spoke with Staff Reporter Amy Wilson.

pect will translate into lower costs.

M

What are the major challenges for Mercedes-Benz dealers in 2016?
Getting the balance of trucks and cars
right. The market is really moving toward
SUVs, and we would like to get a larger allocation of SUVs to meet the demand of the
marketplace, so we’ve asked MercedesBenz to see what they can do to increase
production of SUVs.
Do you have an answer yet?
They’re very interested in getting more
SUVs as well. They’ve indicated we will get a
few more SUVs [in 2016 compared with
2015]. How many is yet to be determined.
We have the all-new GLC, which will add
significant volume in that segment.
Does the brand need more production
of the crossover models it already has
or are there segments where it should
introduce another nameplate?
Mercedes-Benz competes in all the SUV
segments, so I don’t see any big gaps that
need to be filled. The dealers are more interested in getting more production of existing
models.
Of the brand’s crossover models, which
are most in demand and in need of more
production?
All of them. We can’t keep enough trucks
in inventory.
We’ve heard a lot from dealers about especially being in need of the GLE and
GLC.
GLC has been really well-received by our
customers. We’re looking forward to getting
the new GLS this year. I’m sure we will not
build enough to satisfy customer demand.
So dealers welcomed the news Mercedes made in September about increasing its investment for utility vehicle
production at its plant in Alabama?

You talked about streamlining the training requirements and costs. Would that
be handled separately from the margin
structure for the 2017 model year?
Yes. Every manufacturer expects to have
well-trained people represent their brands.
The dealers understand the need. They just
want it delivered in a cost-effective manner.
[The discussions] will be ongoing this
whole year.

“

AUTOMOTIVE NEWS
Incentive levels rose in
2015. Do you expect
more increases in
2016?
KEN SCHNITZER

“

Q. How was 2015 for Mercedes-Benz
dealers?
A. It was a good year for Mercedes-Benz
dealers. The brand had another good year
with record sales.

Were there changes in margin structure
from 2015 to 2016?
There were no significant changes to the
margin structure. Some of the areas of focus
changed, but the margin structure itself was
largely the same.

Incentive levels are
really dependent on
inventory levels and
production. If we get
the production right,
incentive levels may
not need to go up. If we
get it wrong, incentives
will need to rise and
possibly significantly.

We will see more trucks from the investment in the Alabama plant. I’m just not sure
we’ll get enough trucks to satisfy the demand. So we’ll get more, but I just don’t
know if it will be enough. The SUV market is
just very hot.
Mercedes has been very strong in China
the last couple of years. But as growth
in China slows, do you expect the U.S.
will get more SUVs this year?
Mercedes-Benz has a worldwide footprint.
They’re always looking to move inventory
around to markets that need them when
other markets slow down. So we would
hope, if that were to happen, that we’d get
our share of those vehicles.
What do you aim to achieve as dealer
board chairman in 2016?
The dealer board is focused on profitability for the dealers. We want to try to exploit
opportunities to remove complexities from
the business so we can just focus on taking
care of customers and sales and service. We
want to continue to drive our customer experience and be the leader in the industry.
Are you satisfied with profitability levels?
Although we’ve made progress, there’s always more work to do, so we’d be working
with Mercedes-Benz to simplify and eliminate
complexity wherever possible and control our
inventories. The industry has gotten so much
more complex over the last five years that we
want to look for ways to take very complex
things and make them simple, which we ex-

Some of the big dealership groups
talked about shrinking margins and rising luxury stock in the fourth quarter.
How did that turn out for the MercedesBenz dealer body as the year ended?
Mercedes-Benz had a very strong finish to
the year. Inventories were in line with expectations. It looks to me like the luxury market
is flattening out for 2016. All manufacturers
are going to have to carefully monitor inventory levels to ensure they don’t get out of balance, which will cause excessive incentive
spending and higher floorplanning costs.
How are inventory levels so far in 2016?
Inventory levels are reasonable [through
January]. We’re coming into the spring selling season, so we’ll need to carefully monitor it the next several months to ensure they
don’t get out of balance. We’re OK now, but
too much production and not enough sales,
and it could be a different story. MercedesBenz is keenly aware that having too many
cars won’t serve their interest or the dealers.
You talked about the shift from cars to
trucks. How is that affecting the S class
and the brand’s high-volume car lines
such as the C class and E class?
The shift toward SUVs affects all segments, though the S-class buyers want to
drive our flagship vehicle. So it may not be
as affected.
What do dealers anticipate for the launch
of the redesigned E class this year?
The E class is such an important car to the
brand. It looks like a terrific vehicle to me.
It’s a handsome vehicle loaded with technological advancements. It will be a wonder to
drive. It’s going to be a real winner for Mercedes-Benz dealers. Sales will definitely increase on the new model.
Is there anything missing in the product
lineup?
Mercedes has approximately 80 models
when you consider all the variants, or maybe
more. I can’t think of any segment that Mercedes-Benz is not a significant player in today. With the addition of the S-class cabrio
and the C-class cabrio, we’re well-positioned to have a great 2016. We have the best
product lineup I’ve seen in the last 30 years.
A pickup is being developed for the
global market, but there’s no decision
yet on whether the U.S. will get it.
You’re in Texas. What do dealers think
about a Mercedes pickup?
Texans do love their trucks. For Mercedes
dealers to consider it, it would have to be a
true Mercedes-Benz and fill a niche market
that would live up to the brand promise. Just
having a pickup truck won’t do it. It would

have to be something unique and really be a
Mercedes-Benz through and through.
What do dealers think about former
Mercedes-Benz USA CEO Steve Cannon leaving the company?
It took everyone a little bit by surprise.
Steve helped move the brand forward in a lot
of areas. He got us through our Autohaus initiatives. He focused the dealers on really being No. 1 in customer service. He and his
team implemented service initiatives such as
the Digital Service Drive and service express.
What do dealers think of his successor,
Dietmar Exler?
Dietmar is very well thought of by all the
dealers. He has a real understanding of the
business. He’s a very clear thinker. He’s very
practical. He’s got a great background across
a variety of operational areas. … I think he’ll
work with us to try to simplify some of the
business processes that will make it easier
for us to conduct our business.
Are those things such as the training requirements?
Right. Things like the training requirements or maybe some reporting requirements or maybe the way we handle some of
the administrative things in the back offices.
Anytime you can take a little complexity out
of it, you save time and money.
What do dealers think about the brand’s
move to Atlanta? Have you seen any
change because of it?
We haven’t seen any big changes in the
service levels. They’ve done it pretty seamlessly. The move will hopefully lower some
of their costs and get them a little closer to
the dealers and the port and the plant.
Are you seeing the recent service initiatives pay off already?
Yes. Express service is usually very costeffective and enables us to compete with
the independents on price and time. Time
is so important to our clients. Anytime you
can get them in and out of the dealership
in a couple of hours or less, they’re going to
keep coming back.
New facility standards have been delayed because of how recently U.S.
dealers finished the Autohaus renovations. Is there anything new on when
U.S. dealers have to comply with the
new standards?
There’s been no change at this point.
Dealers are required to submit their plans to
Mercedes-Benz by September 2016, and I
think they must be completed by 2018.
Are dealers OK with that timetable?
Dealers would like to see building improvements have a minimum 10-year life cycle. Although we understand the need for
building standards, we want to be prudent in
the money we spend and when we spend it.
Will you seek accommodations to that
timeline for dealers who finished Autohaus later in the cycle so it will be 10
years for them?
Right. Mercedes-Benz will provide some
financial assistance to dealers who have
completed recent facility projects, but I’m
sure we’ll sit down later this year to make
sure this timeline is reasonable.
Will Mercedes sales be up in 2016?
There are so many new products coming,
I’m confident Mercedes-Benz will have another great year. I expect another record. c
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TODD BLUE

PORSCHE DEALER BOARD OF REGENTS

After strong ’15, Porsche dealers
expect more growth this year
fter hitting its long-term
goal to sell 50,000 vehicles in the U.S. three
years early, Porsche is
poised to increase sales again in
2016.
The luxury manufacturer sold
51,756 vehicles in the U.S. last
year, up 10 percent from 2014.
Porsche had aimed to reach 50,000
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sales no later than 2018. Expected
gains in the Cayenne and Macan
this year should help the brand
grow again, said Todd Blue, member of the Porsche Dealer Board of
Regents.
Porsche isn’t putting a hard target
on 2016 results, but Blue said he expects sales in the 52,000 to 55,000
range, with a percentage increase in

line with industry growth or better.
More important than increasing
sales again is taking advantage of
Porsche’s brand heritage and improving the customer experience,
he said.
“If we can protect the customer
experience at the top of the list and
simultaneously dealer profitability,
the company will continue to
grow,” said Blue, CEO of IndiGO
Auto Group with three Porsche
stores in St. Louis, Houston and
Rancho Mirage, Calif.
Blue, 47, spoke with Staff Reporter
Amy Wilson.
Q. How was 2015 for Porsche
dealers?
A. It was great. Business was brisk.
There was wonderful growth, but I
would also simultaneously describe
it as healthy maturity. Porsche dealers did a great job absorbing a new
paradigm for volume, specifically
with what Macan has done for the
brand.
Now that Porsche has reached
its goal of 50,000 annual U.S.
sales, should there be a new
target?
The goal for Porsche is to first and
foremost represent the integrity of
this brand and celebrate the heritage of this brand.
What are the keys for sales to
grow in 2016?
We will have more Macans. For
2016, we have a new 911 that will hit
dealerships in March. We’ll have
nine months of a new 911. We have
wind-down of Panamera, so there’s
not a full year of either one of those
cars.
On the flip side, we have terrific
Macan growth, specifically with the
onslaught of the Macan GTS and
the four-cylinder Macan. We have a
new Boxster and Cayman this year.
We have good things happening,
but we don’t have a full year of anything but Macan and Cayenne, so
that’s where you’ll see growth year
over year.

Photo by Michael Furman | Vehicle courtesy of Don Meluzio

What are the major challenges
for dealers in 2016?
The key is to continue to re-educate our staff about continuous
improvement of the customer experience. Porsche this year will
have a tremendous effort for things
like loaner vehicles. The majority if
not almost every Porsche customer, 80 percent or more, will be
assured a Porsche loaner vehicle.
That’s a great opportunity to continue to improve the ownership experience.
We’re all in the midst of building
Generation IV facilities for those
who haven’t. I’m building two this
year. I wouldn’t call them challenges — they’re opportunities.
The amount of service capacity that
Porsche dealers are adding to their
business is the greatest opportunity. Porsche dealers are increasing
see BLUE, Page 24
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their service capacity, in some cases
threefold.
When you think about the units in
operation that have been put in
place over the last five years, those
cars all need to be serviced.
How many facilities have completed that update?
There’s close to $200 million in facilities work in process or [completed] recently. Porsche is on the way
to having standardization across
the dealer body.
How is dealer profitability for
Porsche?
If dealers are profitable, we’re going to be OK building these facilities. Porsche dealer profitability is
at the top of the list of most of the
manufacturers. That’s based on return on invested capital. With
BMW, Mercedes, Lexus and Audi,
those are very huge undertakings
both from a blue sky and facility
perspective, and the return on invested capital is definitely not what
it is for Porsche.
It goes back to not worrying about
winning those championships.
Other brands out there want to be
No. 1, and they’ll stop at nothing to
have hundreds of thousands of
units regardless of what that may
do to dealer profitability and the
customer experience.
You cannot separate dealer profitability and customer experience.

“

AUTOMOTIVE NEWS
When the Porsche Experience Center
opened in May, then-U.S. chief Detlev von
Platen called out dealers and Porsche to
do better on customer satisfaction. What
has been done since then from the
dealers’ perspective?
TODD BLUE

“

BLUE

We have made the investment. We
definitely heard the call, whether it’s loaner
vehicles, which are critical to the customer
experience, or training of team members.
We’re not just a retail automotive business.
We’re in the business of providing special
experiences and ongoing ownership
treatment that reflects what it feels like to
stay at a Four Seasons or eat at the finest
restaurants in the country.

It is natural to have great customer experience if you have dealer profitability. The two go hand in
hand.
What does the board of regents
want to accomplish this year?
The key is to protect the heritage
of this great brand, even down to
micro things like making sure we
always have a manual-shift, high-

performance car, even if it’s in low
production numbers. It doesn’t hit
the bottom line but it protects the
brand. It’s up to the board to do
that.
It’s also up to the board to protect the dealers and [ensure] the
balance between profitability and
customer experience, return on investment, investment requirements, so we’re all around for the

long haul, in good times and bad.
Porsche has a tremendous partnership with dealers. As long as the
board of regents can continue the
partnership, we’ve done our jobs.
Are there specific goals in 2016
the board is trying to work out?
Yeah. We need to find the balance between investment and
making sure we have things like
the loaner vehicles. That kind of
thing matters to our customer. So
we try to do the best we can to
make the investment, which are
multimillion-dollar investments
for many of us to have enough
loaner vehicles that are Porsches
to service our customers, so long
as we do it properly and pace ourselves.
Also, the training investments
are important [and] finding the
balance between the expense of
that so we don’t damage dealer
profitability and, at the same time,
accomplish the objectives of
Porsche.
As far as loaners and training, is
the board seeking more financial
assistance for dealers?
I don’t think dealers are expecting that Porsche is going to give us
money for loaner vehicles. It’s
Porsche’s job to produce the best
cars and the right number of cars,
so we sell one less car than is in demand.
If we have the right number of
cars and dealers have right profitability, we can afford all that

stuff. Porsche dealers don’t need
and aren’t asking for handouts.
What kind of shape are Porsche
inventories in?
We have a few more in inventory
than we had before, but that’s a
conscious decision so we can be
ready for the demand, especially
on SUVs. Many luxury brands are
at 90 days, some at 120, but
Porsche [wants] Cayenne and
Macan around 60 days. SUVs are at
60 or just under; 911, Boxster, Cayman are in changeover, and those
are low. We have healthy Macan inventory.
Porsche is introducing fourcylinder engines this year in the
U.S. in the Macan, Boxster and
Cayman. How will smaller engines be received?
The tradition of Porsche has always been it’s all about the performance, the power-to-weight ratio
and the car’s balance. Porsche never had the most horsepower cars.
Porsche’s four-cylinder cars outperform V-6 and V-8 cars of many
other manufacturers. When customers drive it, they’ll be amazed
by the car, not the least of which
will be value for the dollar.
You’ve said roughly 17,000
Macans are coming to the U.S.
this year. Will it overtake the
Cayenne as Porsche’s best-selling nameplate?
see BLUE, Page 38
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BOB NAVARRE

HONDA NATIONAL DEALER ADVISORY BOARD

Honda dealers’ challenge? Keeping up with demand

L

ast year was a record year for the Honda
brand, as it tapped into the light-truck
craze that propelled the industry.
But hidden within its sales gains
were declines for the Accord — which got a
midlife refresh halfway through the year —
and capacity constraints for the subcompact HR-V and midsize Pilot, not the vehicles any dealer wants to be short on.
Success in 2016 will mean relieving some of
the tight supply as well as keeping up with demand for the all-new Civic, a car that’s already red-hot. The second-generation Ridgeline also goes on sale, and a new Odyssey
minivan will break cover later this year.
Bob Navarre, 58, owns Valley Honda in
Aurora Ill., and is serving as chairman of
Honda’s dealer advisory board through
June. He spoke with Staff Reporter David
Undercoffler about what’s going on in a
Honda dealer’s world right now.

What major issues do Honda dealers
face?
Our challenges are really good challenges
to have at Honda. I’d like to have more Pilots
to sell. That’s a terrific challenge to have.
Our Pilot is red hot. It’s been extremely well
received in the market. … But there are only
so many Honda can make, and I think
there’s a lot more demand than they can
make. So we’re telling Honda “Hey we’d like
to have more Pilots to sell” from a dealer advisory board standpoint.
The CR-V has been an amazing car for the
last five years, and we want to make sure we
keep that momentum going throughout the
year. Oftentimes selling a car in the last year
of production gets tough, and you want to
make sure it stays strong. But customers really like the car so it’s not problematic.
The HR-V is another one. That thing has
been a home run for us. We can’t get enough
of those. We’d really like to have five times
the production we have right now.
We’d love to have our Ridgeline truck today. We think the new model will be a good
seller. We’ll have it soon, but it would be
wonderful to have that product today to sell.
In the fourth quarter of 2015, some
dealers reported squeezed new-car
margins and growing new and used inventories. What are Honda dealers seeing so far in 2016?
Frankly, it’s been the opposite of that for
us. Sure, there may have been some models
where it was a little different. But overall our
inventories were really well-balanced. As we
came into 2016, our inventories were down
compared to a year ago. … That doesn’t
mean that that’s a negative for us, it means
things were more in line for us as we came
into 2016. [Inventories] were high as we entered 2015. I think we’re pretty consistent
with the way our allocation system works.
Plus we had the model changeover for
Civic. So that really was helpful as we made
the transition from 2015 to 2016. I really can’t
think of a line where we were out of balance.
Should Honda step up incentives in
some form — say, sweeter lease deals
or more cash on the hood — to keep
sales growing?

Is a sports car important for Honda right
now?
That’s a great question. The upcoming
[Civic] Type R is something that we as a
board are really excited about. We think that
car can really speak to the halo effect that
you look for with Honda performance. [The
car] has the look and feel and performance
that Honda has built its reputation on. So I
think as we look down the road at the Type
R, it is something that Honda dealers are going to be really excited about in terms of getting a product that screams of the Honda
image and performance that we are used to
from the old days.

“

AUTOMOTIVE NEWS
What’s missing in the
product lineup?
BOB NAVARRE

We’re always asking
Honda ... from a dealer
advisory board
perspective ... to look at
areas where they can
utilize their flexible
manufacturing and
platforms they have, to
find areas that might fill
a niche that we’re not
currently addressing ...
like Jeep Grand
Cherokee — a product
that’s a little smaller
than the Pilot and a
little bigger than the
CR-V. That might be
something that’s worth
taking a look at. We
don’t try to get too
specific in encouraging
them for new stuff. We
just ask them to
consider things.

“

Q. How was 2015 for Honda dealers?
A. We had a terrific 2015 for Valley Honda. It
was our most successful year so far, and I
think that is typical for Honda dealers nationally from what I understand. Honda
doesn’t share all of the data, but on a highlevel basis what they shared generally is that
2015 was very, very successful in terms of
overall volumes and profitability.

less need for incentive support. And I think
that’s really what’s happened.

My experience with Honda on the incentive side is they have always responded with
support that’s needed. … And I don’t think
that the dealers are really worried about
that. I haven’t sensed that from my fellow
advisory board members. If [Honda] sees
the need to move, they will.
When you drive our products and you
compare them to the other cars on the market — there’s great competition out there,
and I respect them, but our cars are extraordinary. … And I think, strategically, if you
just take the new Civic or Pilot or HR-V, if
you’re creating products that perform extraordinarily and have the features that customers are looking for, you’re likely to have

What does that mean for a sports car?
It’s always fun to have a real fun-to-drive,
sexy convertible. But those cars tend to have
a very short lifespan in my experience in the
car business, and I would imagine that from
a manufacturer’s standpoint they can be
very challenging from a profitability standpoint. What’s cool about the Type R is it
brings all of the performance that we’re really looking for, and if it’s done correctly
here in the U.S., it will give us a halo effect
that we’d really like to have.
Are Honda dealers feeling pressure
from Nissan in light of that brand’s aggressive stair-stepping and some of its
fleet sales? Also, Honda’s incentives
have been well below the industry average. Is that something you think Honda
can keep up as the industry starts to
plateau and possibly even decline?
I’m not so concerned about ambitions of
Nissan. Their business model is different
than ours. I respect them as a company, but
Honda has a very clear focus. We’re not selling cars into the rental companies, and I’m
pleased with Honda’s focus on making really unique, high-performance, luxury-feeling
products. That’s really evident in the 2016
Accord, which got a minor model change.
It’s extraordinary to drive that car. The new
Civic is incredible.
So I think when you take the Pilot and the
Civic and the minor model change to the
Accord and you look at what we’re going to
see with the new Ridgeline, I think you’re
seeing a really unique focus on the part of
Honda to enhance the product in a way that
separates Honda from the pack.
That’s the thing that you and I both know
several years ago that we were missing with
some of our products. We’re getting that
Honda DNA back into our products that
dealers know and really appreciate.
How important is the new Ridgeline to
Honda dealers? What, if anything, does
it bring to the brand that no other product does?
The previous Ridgeline was a great product, but it wasn’t always the easiest truck to
sell. We had a good, solid customer base
that loved the Ridgeline, but it was introduced at a price point that was on the high
end of the range so it limited the market for
the Ridgeline. So it was important for us this
time around to get a product that not only
had the characteristics of a Honda but also
looked like a truck and was priced completely in its segment.
The new one looks good — it passes the
eye test in my opinion. And I have confidence in Honda’s leadership that it will be
priced more attractively than what we saw
in the previous generation. This was something the dealer advisory board asked for:

Give us a truck that is good-looking, that has
the features and characteristics we’re looking for but is also priced to sell.
What do you hope to accomplish as
chairman of the dealer council?
My hope is to make sure we bring to Honda the primary concerns that Honda dealers
see across the country. I know that sounds
like, “Well OK, of course you want to.” But
that’s the No. 1 job of a dealer advisory
board chairperson: to make sure the dealers
are heard. So we have to take thousands of
comments and feedback, and we have to
whittle that down to the ones we want to
recommend to Honda.
We try to see where is there consistency in
zones and regions of the country and make
sure we present that. This part is important.
There’s always the tendency for other things
to pop up that are important to some of the
members but not reflective as the dealer
body as a whole.
So when those things come up, my job is to
ask them to take that back to their zones and
see if it’s important to the dealer body as a
whole. You have to always make sure you’re
bringing to Honda what the dealers want,
not what the board wants. That’s the key.
Service business should be up. What
would you like to see Honda do to help
dealers handle more service business?
If you go back maybe eight or nine years
ago, Honda was really pounding the table on
dealers expanding the service operations.
During that time frame Honda raised the service facility requirements for dealers. It was
quite insightful because their projections
show the population of vehicles in the marketplace would continue to rise and the need
for additional service capacity would be there.
During the Great Recession — beginning
in 2009 — Honda suspended those requirements and extended the time frame in
which they expected the dealers to meet
those requirements. But they didn’t eliminate them, and that was good foresight because exactly what they projected has occurred. Service has grown dramatically. The
capacity requests they put in place were
what we needed in order to handle the service business we have today.
How is the Takata airbag recall continuing to affect dealers?
The communication [from Honda] has
been fantastic to us. The willingness to address the things we need to address has
been phenomenal. They’ve been thinking of
things in some cases we haven’t thought of
yet. We couldn’t be more pleased with the
way they’re handling it.
I have my life wrapped [up] in this brand
and to have leaders that are putting the customer first and the dealers first in terms of
what needs to be done is extraordinary from
a dealer standpoint. So we have approached
everything from a dealer advisory board
standpoint to approach everything in a very
collaborative way. We don’t have to make
demands to Honda. We can collaborate and
say, “Hey, what is it we can do to serve our
customers?”
Certainly if there are issues to be addressed, we can bring them to the table, but
they’re already thinking of those things.
We’ve put our heads together to make sure
we retain the loyalty of our customers.
That’s really the nature of the relationship
we have. It’s pretty unique, I’ve got to tell
you. It feels good.
I’m sure you could find a Honda dealer
that didn’t feel that way, but I think that
would be a rare exception. c
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MICHAEL VADASZ

MINI DEALER COUNCIL

Mini bulks up to challenge premium compact rivals
ini is getting out of the subcompact segment and into the premium compact segment with new
vehicles in its lineup, such as the
2016 Cooper Clubman and 2017 Countryman.
Michael Vadasz, chairman of the Mini
Dealer Council, says Mini is evolving with a
portion of its demographic: buyers who
liked their Minis, but because of a changed
situation, such as a growing family, they
need a roomier vehicle.
Mini’s next challenge will be competing with
other brands in the segment, Vadasz said.
Vadasz, 40, is the general manager at Otto’s
Mini in Exton, Pa. During his time as chairman so far, he has helped launch a regionalbased marketing strategy for Mini dealers,
and by year end he aims to strengthen communication between executives and dealers.
Vadasz spoke with Staff Reporter Hannah
Lutz.

doing it to brand Mini and create awareness. We’re doing it to do more call to action
advertising, run the payments, run the lease
specials or finance specials for that month.

M

What major issues do Mini dealers face?
With our latest product updates, the introduction of the F56, the new hardtop that
came out a year and a half ago, the four-door
hardtop and now certainly with the new
Clubman, Mini is consciously getting out of
the subcompact segment and getting into the
premium compact segment. The cars have always been built well, but it’s a more premium-contented vehicle now, from the ground
up. These are new-generation models, so we
find ourselves in a new segment where there’s
a ton of very strong competition. Every premium luxury car maker has vehicles in this segment. I think that’s going to be our biggest
challenge going into this year: being on a new
playing field with a lot of strong competition
with these premium and luxury carmakers.
In the fourth quarter, some dealers reported squeezed new-car margins and
growing used inventories. What are Mini
dealers seeing so far in 2016? What are
they doing in response?
The squeezed margins [of 2015 are] continuing into January. I’d like to see better trade-in
margins for our cars right now. We do have
quite a few cars that are wholesaled to us.
Right now I think many dealers are in a mode
where they want to sell as many stock cars as
they can. Margins are a little compressed.
How are Mini dealers coping with those
compressed margins?
We’re just trying to work every deal we can
as best as we can and for [my dealership],
we’re trying not to get caught up in the commotion of getting rid of overstock. We’re
looking at every deal as it is and if it makes
sense for us or not.
If the new-vehicle sales market declines
or plateaus, where will Mini look for
profit?
Right now the majority of us are looking at
F&I departments. That seems to be the most
logical place.

“

“

How was 2015 for Mini dealers?
We had some difficulties, like a lot of manufacturers, because of the tightened scrutiny from the federal government. We found
ourselves waiting for product at certain
times because of increased scrutiny. A year
or two ago, I don’t think we would have had
those challenges. They’re really minor
things that the cars were held up for. It was
EPA regulations, and NHTSA was looking
into Mini about weight ratings. It happened
at the end of 2014 and carried over to the beginning of 2015 with a new product launch,
and then with model year changeovers, it
impacted us again a little bit.

AUTOMOTIVE NEWS
Do Mini dealers have capacity to handle more service?
MICHAEL VADASZ

We’re ready to handle more. With the past couple years’
sales, the service business is not growing at the rate
we’d like it to. That leaves us with F&I and trying to find
ways to make up from the two departments really. I
would welcome additional service customers for sure.

With Mini, unfortunately our sales volumes have been fairly constant over the past
two years or so and less than what they were
say five years ago. So we’ve seen a little bit of
compression in our service departments.

Right now the majority of us are looking
at F&I departments. That seems to be the
most logical place.
With Mini, unfortunately our sales volumes have been fairly constant over the
past two years or so and less than what
they were [a few] years ago. So we’ve seen
a little bit of compression in our service
departments.
Mini sales increased 4.3 percent in the
U.S. last year. To what do you attribute
that growth?
Both here in the states and worldwide it’s
certainly attributable to the new hardtop,
the ground-up evolution of the car, and the
addition of the four-door hardtop, which
opened up the hardtop buyers by half. Anyone who was afraid of having a two-door
coup now had the option of a four-door
hardtop. A proliferation of product certainly
helped the sales. We have more product
available to different types of people.
Should Mini step up incentives to keep
sales climbing?
It seems like every manufacturer this year
is stepping up incentives just to keep up
with the pack. Incentives are going to be
part of our business.
In 2015, our incentives were relatively small.
A $500 incentive is not out of the ordinary.
What’s missing from the product lineup?
At this point, I don’t think anything is
missing. Mini is a unique car, and with the
introduction of the new Clubman and then
the Countryman [launching in January
2017], I think we’ll have a very full lineup.
We are excited for the next generation
Countryman to come. That’ll be a bigger ve-

hicle. Right now the new Clubman is a little
bit bigger, not taller, but a little bit bigger in
terms of roominess than the current Countryman. So next year when the new Countryman comes out, that will be bigger still.
We’ll have a nice lineup of vehicles with a
two-door hardtop, a four-door Cooper, a
convertible of course, the Clubman and the
Countryman bringing the bigger vehicles
and a quasi-crossover.
We’ll have a full lineup, so we really can
have something for everybody.
What successes have you had so far as
chairman?
We’ve had success so far, like the Tier 2
marketing strategy that we have. It’s a more
cohesive spend of dealer money, but then
the manufacturer matches it. That happened just last year.
We have retail co-op, which is our Tier 3
marketing. That’s the more traditional dealer-level advertising. Then there’s a collaboration of funds that Mini gives dealers to advertise on the dealer level.
The Tier 2 strategy used to be what they
called regional market co-op groups. There
would be, for example, a metropolitan group,
and they would structure their marketing relative to their area. It’s kind of a divisive thing
for some dealers. Some dealers like the old
way. A lot of the dealers like the new way.
But I think it makes a lot of sense. There
were about 20 market co-op groups around
the country. That was 20 different groups
that were paying 20 different agency fees
and 20 different whatever other fees go
along with advertising and marketing.
We’ve collaboratively decided to put together a Tier 2 marketing committee. The money
structure is the same as it was before, so for
each invoice, $200 a car goes toward this
marketing fund, and then Mini USA matches it. Then we’d get together frequently and
collaborate on the type of message that we
want. It’s not a Tier 1 approach. We’re not

What do you hope to accomplish as
chairman of the dealer council?
I think this year really what I’d like to see
even though they’ve been working on communication between the dealers and the
manufacturer from the executive level down,
I’d like to see that improve a little more.
I’m very much connected with the executives at Mini because of being on the dealer
council, but I don’t think that all the dealers
are getting the amount of communication
that they’d like.
BMW has a pretty cool system — BMW
Dealer Direct. It’s an online two-way dialogue. Dealers can write in, and BMW uses
the Dealer Direct as a way to push messages
out. Mini doesn’t have anything like that. I’d
like to see that at least as a starting point.
What percentage of Mini dealers are not
profitable? If they haven’t been profitable in a healthy market, is there still
hope for them?
I can’t give you an exact number, but in
2008 Mini USA started to express their want
of stand-alone facilities for the Mini brand.
Over $500 million was spent for investments
into the single point dealer structure that we
have right now. With our current volumes,
that investment is certainly noticeable in the
bottom line of, let’s say, many dealerships.
I think there is hope for them. We still have
a lot of work to do together with the manufacturer, and I think they have been receptive to what we’ve been saying on the council level. Together with them, greater collaboration, plus the products that we have now
and the ones that are coming, I think if it
gets out to the marketplace what a great car
the Mini is and the future product that we
have how great it is. I think that there’s definitely a lot of promise there.
With interest rates on the rise, are Mini
dealers looking for help with floorplanning?
I can’t answer that really because there’s
such a variation in floorplan and banks that
dealers use. I have not heard of anything. Our
store, we floor with Mini Financial Services. So
far, the difference with 2015 and 2014 was not
alarming. I don’t know what 2016 will bring.
Obviously we have the hike in interest rates, so
it’s something we all need to look at. But collectively, there’s been nothing on the council
level discussing this; I think mainly because
everybody is with so many different banks.
How best could the factory help dealers
sell more vehicles?
We have the product. We have the dealer
network in place. We have capable people at
Mini USA that have our interests in mind.
If I had one wish, and this is something
we’ve been fighting for, I would love to see
more marketing dollars come to the Mini
USA subsidiary from our partners over in
Germany. I just don’t think that I see the level of investment in promotions and marketing dollars that I’d like to see. Everything
else is there. It’s just that one piece.
What sets Mini apart from its new competition?
I think what sets us apart from the other
brands is that Mini is something we call internally smart premium. It’s a premium car
with premium fittings, but it has still kept
see VADASZ, Page 32
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ROCKY DICHRISTOFANO

SUBARU NATIONAL DEALER ADVISORY BOARD

Subaru wish list: More production, service capacity
ubaru’s popularity is growing and
the only impediment to its growth
is vehicle availability, says Rocky
DiChristofano, chairman of the
Subaru National Dealer Advisory Board.
Supply is expected to improve this year
when production of the redesigned Impreza
compact moves to the expanded Subaru
factory in Indiana, said DiChristofano, 50,
owner of Subaru of Tucson in Arizona.
To service the growing number of Subarus
on the road, the factory launched the fixed
operations expansion, or FOX, program.
DiChristofano said about 260 Subaru dealers are participating. He spoke with Staff Reporter Diana T. Kurylko.

S

Q: Subaru had a record year in 2015.
How was dealer profitability and how
many more cars could you have sold if
you had more?
A: They had a record year and Subaru retailers as a result of that had record profits.
The days supply is still low and we could
have grown more if we had more cars.
The brand is becoming more popular
every day and provided we get the inventory
we need to grow, we can keep growing.
Subaru will get more capacity and a new
Impreza this year out of the Indiana factory.
Yes, that increased capacity will help us
later this year.

ward to a true seven passenger three-row
vehicle to compete with our competitors.
Will it resemble the successful Outback?
That vehicle will be a great entry and it will
stand on its own. It will have the Subaru
DNA — a great addition to our lineup.

What do dealers think of the new Subaru design direction shown with the
Tokyo and L.A. show cars?
In general, the designs I have seen with
members of the executive board and the design committee have been very positive.
More modern looking, is that the trend?
All auto manufacturers are doing that and
Subaru is as well in terms of their design to
evolve.
You’ll finally get a new three-row vehicle
in 2018?
I know that retailers are excited about this
and many things in the Subaru pipeline.
There is no doubt that it will be a great new
entry in that segment. We are looking for-

Subaru parent company Fuji Heavy Industries said it wanted to cap worldwide
Subaru annual sales growth to 1 million.
Are U.S. dealers concerned? What did
the dealer body do?
Yes, retailers are concerned about that. We
see this brand growing rapidly and we are
on the front lines. If they continue to invest
in the U.S., develop great products and improve days supply, there is probably more
opportunity then what they say. I hope they
consider that for future planning.
Do dealers want a second-generation
BRZ coupe — the one developed with
Toyota — and what has to change? Don’t
Subaru buyers want all-wheel drive on
all their cars?
The BRZ has been a vehicle that consumers
have purchased and a refresher would be
good thing. It will continue and they could
modernize the interior and exterior and add
a little more horsepower to the engine.

I think they have a perfect price range of
vehicles and they are in the perfect niche
markets. We are a segment leader with the
safety technology in our cars and we are
looking to move forward with that. I definitely would not want to go more upscale.
Do customers want more semi-autonomous features in their Subarus?
You already have the EyeSight direct assistance system.
EyeSight has been a good selling feature
and people are interested in the technology
and safety.
And autonomous driving?
It doesn’t come up with consumers.
How does Subaru balance growth with
brand identity?
They are doing all the right stuff already
and sticking with the plan they have. As we
continue to conquest and have a Subaru experience, we will continue to grow.
Has Subaru been generous enough with
its FOX fixed operations expansion program?
It has been a success and they put together
a program that retailers saw as a lot of value.
Subaru had said it wants to increase ser-

Can Subaru go a bit more upmarket to
be a company like Volvo?

see SUBARU, Page 32
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vice capacity 70 percent by
2018. How is that progressing?
The FOX program has been a
huge success: 260 retailers have
signed up and more are in the
process of participating. It has been
extremely well received by the retailers and a bigger success than expected. It was a really forward-looking program by Subaru.
What about the dealers that
haven’t signed on?
Most people that thought this
program had value have signed on.
What else is Subaru doing to fix

its low customer satisfaction ratings? Is that a concern?
There has been an initiative with
J.D. Power to work with Subaru retailers and to improve in that area.
We saw improvement in 2015 and
we will see more this year.
As other brands tout how safe
their cars are, will Subaru’s
niche for safety not matter that
much with customers?
Subaru has gained this position
because it had a focus on safety.
Hopefully we will stay ahead of the
competition in that area.
What major issues do Subaru
dealers face?
The only major issue that Subaru
dealers face is production — to get

“

“
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AUTOMOTIVE NEWS
Is a newer, sleeker and better equipped
Impreza going to challenge the Honda
Civic and Toyota Corolla head on?
ROCKY DICHRISTOFANO

I hope so. We continue to grow in the
passenger car segment and the hope is as
we bring out new product we will continue
to grow. We are excited about a new Impreza
and how to grow in the car segments.

more so we can meet the consumer
demand.

In the fourth quarter, some dealers reported squeezed new-car

margins and growing new and
used inventories. What are Subaru dealers seeing so far in
2016? What are they doing in
response?
So far in 2016 we are off to a good
start. Days supply has still been low
and we are looking forward to increased capacity at the end of the
year.
Should Subaru step up incentives in some form — say,
sweeter lease deals or more
cash on the hood — to keep
sales growing?
Right now, Subaru has the
strongest resale value in the industry and there hasn’t been a need to.
As things change they will recognize
that and adjust them. c

VADASZ
continued from Page 28

Display mode

Mirror mode

“ Gentex has pioneered the world’s first
hybrid full-display mirror.”
Introducing the Gentex Full Display Mirror™ (FDM™) — an intelligent rear
vision system that combines a custom camera and mirror-integrated
display to enhance rear vision. It’s a mirror when you want it … a clear,
bright, panoramic display when you need it. The culmination of years
of research into electronics, optics, software, cameras and displays.
At Gentex, we’re continually reinventing the mirror. With our FDM,
we’re redefining rear vision altogether.
See the video at gentex.com/fdm.

originality and a coolness factor to
it — almost like an innovative or
trendsetting style.
So we have the premium touchstones, but we still have that sort of
cutting edge, different aspect to us
that not a lot of brands have. But also
by virtue of the fact that we have the
different offerings, I don’t think it
would be so difficult to get people to
come here and look at the car. This is
where the marketing dollars come
in. If you show them, they will come.
We have the four-door, the Clubman now, the future Countryman, the
four-door hardtop. Prior to this, our
defection rate from the two-door
hardtop was 30-some percent. Forty
percent of that group that left said it
was because they loved their car, but
their family grew or their situation
changed, and Mini didn’t have anything to offer. That’s now not the case.
What is your customer demographic now?
I don’t know if anyone could tell
you what our demographic is. Mini
is kind of a psychographic.
It’s all across the board on age
range, but everybody that we sell
cars to, for the most part, has a certain mindset. It’s more of a mindset
in terms of the purchase. For example, I was speaking to a woman in
our showroom. She’s 85 years old,
and she’s energetic. She goes to all
sorts of bridge clubs. She’s an inyour-face kind of older woman.
The same goes for younger folks.
It’s more of a mindset than something you can put an age on. Especially, interestingly enough, when the car
came out, we felt like maybe the marketing audience that Mini was targeting wasn’t really the audience that
was coming in. We thought maybe
they were skewing a little bit too
young because the people we saw in
our showrooms were a little bit older,
but it’s more so the young professionals. They have the car and then their
family grows. They maybe have a kid
or two and they need something they
can still drive around and enjoy their
lifestyle. Now we have something to
offer those people.
What kinds of customers do you
expect to gain from the added
vehicles in your lineup?
I think we’ll gain the very people
that I’m talking about but never considered us before because they
thought we had nothing for them. c
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RALPH MAURO

AUDI NATIONAL DEALER COUNCIL

‘One too few’ at Audi is key to restore dealer profits

A

udi’s record U.S. sales streak continued last year despite parent company Volkswagen’s diesel scandal, no
major product launches and one
of the oldest lineups in the luxury business.
Yet the brand not only surpassed 200,000
U.S. sales for the first time, it did so five
years ahead of its original plan. Dealers have
responded with $1 billion in new facilities
since 2008, and another $1 billion investment is planned through 2020.
Audi dealers have challenges this year,
too, says Ralph Mauro, 59, chairman of the
Audi National Dealer Council and president
of International Autos Group in West Allis,
Wis. Audi dealers sacrificed some profitability last year to get to 200,000 sales, he says.
Inventories need to be reduced, and profits
need to rebound.
Key launches such as the Q7 crossover and
A4 sedan lineup will help. Mauro spoke with
Staff Reporter Ryan Beene.

What are Audi’s 2016 expectations,
given that it’s launching key products
such as the redesigned Q7 and A4?
We will continue to see increases in sales.
We’re hoping to see increases in our profitability and an individual dealer’s return on
sales. The Q7 is an absolute home run. Demand definitely exceeds supply on that vehicle, and that tends to be a pretty good
thing when it comes to gross profit.
The A4 is being launched as we speak. Unlike a lot of product launches, we’re going to
have tremendous availability of that product
and great programs on the cars, high residuals
and low interest rates. That car is positioned
to do extremely well as a launch product.
How will profitability improve this year?
Audi announced a new loaner program,
which should help with our profitability. It
gives us the ability to put more loaners into
service and to turn our loaner fleet quicker and
more profitably than we ever have in the past.
In addition to that, one thing that has absolutely helped our bottom line for dealerships is our fixed operations. Audi launched
a building facility program a few years back,
and one of the main concerns was, they’ll
get us the vehicles to hit 200,000 units here,
and more, but will we have the service capacity? Because of the building plans and
the commitments the dealers have made to
facilities, we’re all seeing tremendous increases in our fixed operations.

“

“

Q. How did Audi dealers fare in 2015?
A. Based on what we had to work with, I think
we fared excellently. At the beginning of the
year, [Audi of America President] Scott Keogh
met with dealers around the country in
roundtable meetings. He described 2015 as a
challenging year. We had older products. We
didn’t have any major product launches. We
were at the end of the life cycle on a number of
our vehicles. And after coming out of 2013
and 2014, record-breaking years, and after
setting an objective of 200,000 without any
product launches, here was an opportunity in
2015 to get to 200,000 vehicles five years
ahead of when they originally projected.
The choice that Scott Keogh gave us was,
we can either back off, not continue to move
forward and lose market share and lose that
momentum that we had, or we could keep
the pedal to the metal and sell to the wall,
even with an aging line.
We sacrificed some profitability to get
there. We sacrificed some gross profit to get
there, which led to a lesser return on sales
than we’ve had in some of the recent years.
But I think it was the right decision for the
dealer body and the right decision for Audi.

AUTOMOTIVE NEWS
How significantly was profitability impacted last year?
RAPLH MAURO

I think it was impacted across the board. That’s not to
say that Audi dealers weren’t extremely profitable, but it
was impacted. We were above 3 percent return on sales
prior to 2015, and we probably fell below that.

How much has fixed-operations business grown?
In my particular case, we have built two new
facilities in the last 12 months. Both of those
facilities have seen a 20 to 30 percent increase
in fixed-operations sales and gross profits.
How have Audi dealers been affected by
the 3.0-liter diesel emissions violations?
Much less than anyone would have imagined. Nationally, I believe, it’s only 5 percent
of Audi sales; it’s a little larger in California
and a little less in certain parts of the Midwest
and East Coast. But what was originally a major concern, we’ve seen very little effect in our
showroom traffic and our customer goodwill.
When you talk about diesels, it seems that
Volkswagen was much more heavily affected. It’s almost like it’s a Volkswagen problem, and it’s such a small part of our sales
that we haven’t seen the impact that we
thought there may be.
The addition of the A3 e-tron helps with
that, even though I think it’s a product that
we probably need to relaunch because we
didn’t have enough of them in stock when it
originally launched.
I think Volkswagen often is driven by people
looking for a TDI, and that may drive them into VW showrooms. I think in our case, our
customers who bought TDIs were Audi customers who chose TDI as an engine, much
more than they came in as TDI customers
who chose Audi. It was a little different for us.
Customers have been extremely patient in
waiting for a fix and to find out what the future
of TDI is with Volkswagen. But for those customers who want an answer and want an answer now, we’re doing whatever it takes to
keep these customers happy and in the family.
Do you think diesel will have an important role in Audi’s lineup going forward?
I think it was a very small part of what we

did. With or without TDI product, I don’t
think that will stop Audi from continuing
their sales increases and continuing their
leadership in increased sales that they’ve
had for the last few years.
Diesels account for around 20 percent of
Q7 sales and more than 10 percent for Q5.
Have you been able to make up that lost
volume with gasoline-model sales during
the diesel stop-sale?
Definitely. It’s because people were first motivated to buy a Q5 or Q7, and their secondary
choice was selecting an engine type. Especially with the Q7. The new Q7, once again, the demand is much higher than supply at this point
in time. It’s really not a question of the engine, it’s a question of, “Can I get one?”
Will Audi increase Q7 shipments to the
U.S.?
As a dealer body, we’re clamoring for more
Q7s. One of the things that Scott Keogh and
his management team has told us is in order
to help our profitability, they believe one of
the things to do is help the mix of models
that we receive to make sure that when we
do have a product where the demand exceeds the supply, they find a way to increase
that supply. And in addition to that, when
we have a product where the supply exceeds
the demand, they find a way to adjust that
supply to meet demand.
For years, Audi was always a product that
we had one too few, where a lot of other luxury manufacturers had one too many or a
lot too many. The commitment that management has made to the dealer body
through the dealer council is that they’re
committed to being a franchise that has one
too few, not one too many.
Keogh says Audi dealers have another
$1 billion in facility investment planned

through 2020. Why is there such eager
investment from dealers?
I think it’s to meet the demand for the
product. Once again, when you go from
100,000 to 200,000 vehicles in such a short
amount of time, it’s amazing. That increased fixed operations.
There are also new dealerships opening,
but not a lot. My dealer group happened to
be fortunate enough that we’re opening up
a brand-new Audi store in Bloomington,
Minn. We’re putting a 100,000-square-foot
facility there. You’re seeing some of that
around the country where Audi is not represented or not represented well.
The majority of it is coming through dealers who are redoing their facilities because
of the increase in sales, or dealers who are finally getting around to make that investment because the demands on their service
or sales facility has put it under stress, so
they’re willing to make the commitment.
With the new product launches we’re looking at in 2016 and 2017, the future is extremely bright, especially when you look at a
year like 2015 with no new product launches
and probably the oldest model line of any of
the luxury manufacturers.
What’s missing from Audi’s lineup?
I think as they continue to expand their
electric lineup, that would help. We don’t
know what the future of TDI is. It’s important that in the absence of TDI that their
electric-car lineup continues to increase.
We have a fuller gamut of products than
we’ve ever had before. When you add in A3
to the lineup, that is a franchise all in itself.
Some dealers saw new-car margins get
squeezed and new and used inventories
increase in the fourth quarter. What are
Audi dealers seeing so far this year?
We definitely saw it in 2015. We saw margins and profitability eroded. We saw inventories increase. We’ve seen a little bit of that
in the first quarter in January and February,
but some of that is seasonal.
But I can tell you this: There’s a demand
out there for the new A4. There’s tremendous demand for the Q7. If Audi lives up to
their commitment to get the product mix
right, I think we’ll get back to seeing by the
third quarter of 2016 that we become that
franchise that has one too few.
What needs to be done to get there?
We’ve got to clean up some A3 inventory
and see what the effect of the A4 is on the A3
and some of our other product lines. It’s our
hope that it won’t take away from the A3. Inventories are dropping. We’ve got some
work to do to clean it up, but we’re not in as
bad of shape as a lot of other luxury manufacturers.
We may get to 210,000 sales … but we can
do it more profitably if we have the products
that are more in demand in this market.
So Audi is targeting 210,000 U.S.
sales in 2016?
One of the things that Audi did was decrease their original projection to make sure
that we were that product line that has one
too few. They have adjusted their numbers
downward, but they are still very optimistic
numbers. They’re showing an increase in a
market where they believe a lot of the luxury
manufacturers won’t see an increase, and
that number is approximately 210,000 vehicles.
What was it previously?
Just under 220,000 vehicles. I think it’s a
great move. c
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Yes. It’s definitely the hottest category in the marketplace.
What do dealers think about the
change to the 718 nomenclature for the Boxster/Cayman?
We need to celebrate the heritage
of this great brand, and 718 fits
right into that, harkening back to
some of the most celebrated models in the brand’s history, so I’m really excited about it; I was ready to
call the whole model the 718 and
not worry about Boxster or Cayman.
Some dealers have said they

want Porsche to put more marketing efforts behind the Boxster
and Cayman.
I agree. It’s one of the greatest opportunities for the company.
Porsche needs to really go after
conquesting opportunities. Porsche
has a great opportunity with
Boxster or Cayman to expand its
marketing effort and get people in
the seats of these cars that otherwise wouldn’t have considered a
Porsche.
The No. 1 reason is they perceive
Porsche is too expensive [but] the
cost of ownership of Boxster or
Cayman is exponentially better
than its competitors.
Is anything missing in the product lineup?

A five-passenger Panamera. That
is important to compete with S
class and 7-series BMW. They’ve
given us their word that they
would strongly consider it.
We’ve heard the redesigned
Panamera due late this year
could have a wagon variant.
I’ve also heard this. I’m very
hopeful that will come as well.
Anything else dealers want in
the product lineup?
The 911 should have a manual
transmission in perpetuity. We
[need] to protect the manual
transmission throughout the entire product life cycle on the 911
and to have it for all 911s. For
Porsche, it’s not just how fast you

can go on the track; it’s about taking a Sunday drive and going
through those gears.
So every variant of the 911
should have a manual option?
Yes, I don’t see any downside.
There’s a hole in the marketplace.
It’s such an opportunity for
Porsche to continue to be the
most aspirational brand in the
world. The preponderance of cars
in the future will continue to be a
PDK-type [transmission]. But if
they’re at 12 to 14 percent now on
manual, I don’t see any risk with
considering 20 to 25 percent manual by reoffering it in cars like the
Turbo and GT3 RS and GT3 whereas it has been taken away, at least
for now, on those models.
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Lucas Motor Car Company, Inc., Burlington, NJ
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What are the odds of a Ferrari
fighter above the 911?
It’s an incredible idea. We should
do it. This brand has a lot of legs left.
Products like that, and even a large
coupe, a two-door 928-type product, might be neat as well. That’s
completely speculation.
A product that’s no longer speculation is the all-electric sedan
based on the Mission E concept
that Porsche will produce in a
few years. What’s the market
for it in the U.S.?
As a complementary product to
round out a product line, it’s very
smart. Porsche, Audi, BMW and the
other car companies aren’t going to
sit on the sidelines and let Tesla
have that market.
Porsche leaders have talked
about fine-tuning the dealer network by adding a few open
points and maybe consolidating
some stores in established markets. How do dealers feel about
this?
Porsche did a good job a few years
ago by pulling in. They were
overdealered, like many brands.
They should be very careful before
they consider growing the dealer
network. They probably will a little
bit, but probably 2 to 3 percent
growth in total. I don’t see them going over 200 dealers in the U.S.
How are dealers using the
Porsche Experience Center?
Are you happy with dealers’ access to it?
It’s great. We’re buying packages
for our customers [for] customer
appreciation, conquesting opportunities or to build the brand. We
plan on using it more and more
every year.
How has the Volkswagen diesel
scandal affected Porsche? The
diesel Macan is on hold and the
diesel Cayenne is off the market
for now.
We’ve had barely any complaints
from our customers. Our customers
are in love with their diesels. From
the dealer perspective, our struggle
has been we have a large inventory.
We’re waiting for the EPA to decide
what they’re going to do.
Is Porsche providing any consideration for dealers regarding the
parked inventory?
I’m cautiously optimistic they will
take care of their dealer body once
the dust settles. Floorplan assistance at a minimum is on the way,
but there are other things I’m hopeful will be on the way.
More financial assistance?
Yes, I hope so.
What do dealers think of new
U.S. chief Klaus Zellmer?
First of all, [former U.S. chief]
Detlev [von Platen] was a tremendous visionary and helped bring the
U.S. and Porsche to this wonderful
level where we now are.
Klaus is the perfect successor.
He’s very people-oriented, very approachable, a great listener and the
perfect kind of balance champion
between Stuttgart and U.S. dealers.
The key is he understands the history of brand [and how that is] one of
the critical components to the ongoing profitability and success of
this brand. c
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AUTOMECHANIKA CHICAGO TRADE SHOW

Repair shops strive to stay head of the pace
Published in Automotive News
May 4, 2015

C

HICAGO — The average
light vehicle on America’s
roads is 11 years old.
That’s good news for auto
repair and body shop owners, who
thrive on fixing old vehicles.
The bad news is that insurance
companies are increasingly savvy at
reducing payments for repair work.
Shops say insurers are steering
them to aftermarket parts from
China and other low-cost countries, which some say are inferior to
factory-approved parts.
News Editor Charles Child visited
the Automechanika Chicago trade
show for auto repairers and their
suppliers on April 24 and 25. Here
are his snapshots of seven people at
the show striving to stay abreast of
rapid technological and global
change.

Slack

> Chris Slack
Job: Parts director, Gandrud Auto
Group (Chevrolet-Nissan-ChryslerJeep-Dodge-Ram), Green Bay, Wis.
He wholesales Mopar, Nissan and
General Motors parts to dealerships
and repair shops mainly in Wisconsin and Michigan’s Upper Peninsula.
Challenge: Fighting downward
pressure on prices and profits.
His story: Top of mind for Slack,
51, is the pressure on prices caused
in part by cost-cutting insurance
companies and widely available aftermarket parts from China and
other low-cost countries.
“We get 10 percent over cost if
we’re lucky” on the factory-approved parts he wholesales to dealers and independent shops. “We
used to get 25 percent over cost.”
Why are his margins falling? “Insurance companies are putting
pressure on everyone to use cheaper parts.”
For example, PartsTrader, a unit
of State Farm Insurance Co., keeps
a long list of parts suppliers for repair shops. The suppliers provide a
range of parts, including factorycertified, recycled and remanufactured parts.
“Insurance companies are running the collision industry,” Slack
says.
PartsTrader naturally has a different view of its role. Suppliers can
only bid on parts if they are nominated by a repairer who uses the
PartsTrader service, says the PartsTrader website. And shops choose
the parts they use.
In other words, PartsTrader says
it is trying to create an efficient
marketplace by matching suppliers
and repairers without coercion.
Dale Sailer, vice president of
business development at Parts-

Trader, said after the show that repair shops influence the site by
rating the suppliers. Sailer said,
“Our highest-rated suppliers sell
two-thirds more parts than lowerrated suppliers.”

Cataldo

> Dennis Cataldo
Job: Manager, D&M Auto Body, a
repair and collision shop in Old
Bridge, N.J.
Challenge: Maintain revenues and
profits as insurance companies
push down payments for repairs.
His story: Auto insurers relentlessly pitch low prices to drivers.
Think Geico’s pledge to save 15 percent. That price pressure is felt in
America’s collision shops.
Insurance companies scrutinize
Cataldo’s estimates, often recommending lower-priced parts. They
also sometimes refuse to adequately pay for proper procedures, he
says.
For instance, he says, sometimes
insurers “won’t pay for the cover of
a car for painting or for the time to
put it on a car.”
This year, Cataldo, 32, says it was
painful to install used parts at an insurer’s recommendation on a Volkswagen Jetta with only 1,500 miles on
it. “The parts were not the same as
VW parts.”
Yet he adds: “People get mad at
us,” rather than the insurance company, “because we are putting the
parts on.”

Ashok

> T.T. Ashok
Job: Managing director, Taylor
Rubber, Chennai, India
Challenge: Start sales in the U.S.
His story: Ashok, a graduate of
Eastern Michigan University, manufactures small plastic and rubber
parts for brakes, control cable and
other systems for India, Europe,
Australia and other markets.
Now he is trying to break into the
U.S. “A small step for a small manufacturer,” he says. Taylor Rubber
makes parts in three plants in
Chennai.
For new-car production, his company is a Tier 3 supplier, selling to
larger system suppliers such as Visteon Corp., Meritor Inc. and others.
He says he offers quick turnaround
on bids and production — and, of

At the Axalta paint booth, an instructor dries primer
in seconds with a few passes of an ultraviolet light.
PHOTOS BY CHARLES CHILD

course, low prices.
But global price competition is so
stiff, he says, that he typically just
accepts prices offered by his customers.
“We rarely have the privilege of
negotiating on price,” he says matter of factly. “There are a hundred
[other] guys competing on price.”

$2,000, and an inexpensive aftermarket competitor can be onethird cheaper, he says.
To fight the competition, he says,
Honeywell is looking at selling remanufactured turbos for the aftermarket in the U.S.

Christman

Yaung

> Harry Christman
> Daniel Yaung
Job: General manager of North
America aftermarket, Honeywell Turbo Technologies, Plymouth, Mich.
Challenge: Educating techs on
proper maintenance and replacement of Honeywell turbochargers
— while fighting off inexpensive replacement turbos.
His story: The rule for turbochargers: Replace them, don’t fix them,
Yaung, 48, says. “It’s aerospace
technology. You have to be very
careful in there.”
For instance, turbos spin at up to
300,000 rpm and withstand temperatures up to 1,050 degrees Celsius, or 1,922 degrees Fahrenheit.
He is educating America’s repair
shops about turbochargers, in part
because of the soaring use of turbos
on U.S. roads. The device raises
power on engines downsized to
meet consumer demand and regulatory mandates for higher mpg.
Honeywell supplies turbos for engines of many brands, including
numerous Ford EcoBoost engines.
Honeywell says turbos are largely
maintenance free and designed for
the life of a typical vehicle. But Yaung
adds that techs should strictly observe a vehicle’s oil-change intervals.
The vehicle’s engine oil lubricates
turbos, which are “less forgiving of
dirty oil. It’s the most precise piece of
equipment in the powertrain.”
He says competition from inexpensive aftermarket turbos is still
minor. Honeywell aftermarket turbos cost consumers about $800 to

Job: Marketing manager for refinish products, Axalta Coating Systems, Glen Mills, Pa.
Challenge: Boost awareness in the
aftermarket of Axalta Coating Systems, formerly known as DuPont
Performance Coatings.
His story: In 2013, DuPont spun
off its automotive paint and coatings business, which was renamed
Axalta Coating Systems.
Christman, 52, says a main task is
simply getting the word out about
Axalta to the body shops of auto
dealerships and independents.
“DuPont is a household name,” he
says. Axalta is not.

Ba

> Colin Ba
Job: Sales manager for international trade, Yantai Haide Science
and Technology Co., Shandong
province, China
Challenge: Build U.S. sales of
wheel aligners, lifts and other shop
equipment nearly from scratch.
His story: Ba, 35, optimistically
pitches his company’s Sunshine
line of shop equipment, undaunted

by stiff competition in the U.S.
He says his company is thriving in
China. Demand for shop equipment is booming to service the millions of vehicles pouring onto Chinese roads. But Yantai Haide is virtually unknown in the U.S.
His company started sales in the
U.S. in 2009. It now has 10 of its 3-D
wheel alignment machines in operation here. They cost $6,000 to
$8,000 — one-half or less of competitive products here, he says.
Some potential buyers equate
“low price with low quality,” he
says. But that’s not true, he quickly
adds. The quality of Chinese autos
and machinery is advancing rapidly, he says, and a lot of equipment
made in China is sold under other
brands.

Martin

> Tony Martin
Job: Mobile maintenance trainer,
Kinross Gold Corp. He trains technicians how to maintain vehicles
for Kinross’ Fort Knox gold mine
near Fairbanks, Alaska.
Challenge: Help diesel techs master the complexity of computerized
engine controls.
His story: Some of the mine’s
trucks haul 250-ton payloads. They
are powered by 16-cylinder, 2,600hp diesel engines equipped with
four turbochargers.
“Our greatest training need is definitely electrical,” says Martin, 52,
who was teaching seminars at the
trade show.
“The controls of off-road vehicles
used to be primitive. Now they are
becoming equally complex with
light autos. It’s all driven by emissions [regulations]. Our mechanics
are in catch-up mode.”
His big diesel-powered vehicles
still lack what’s called OBD-II onboard diagnostics for light vehicle
engines. But he says: “I can see it
coming.” c
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Dealer: Time was right for Fiat Chrysler in Canada
Published in Automotive News
March 21, 2016

F

or decades, General Motors and
Ford Motor Co. duked it out for the
title of top-selling automaker in
Canada. Last year, for the first time, Fiat
Chrysler Canada claimed the crown.
Mike Woods had a front-row seat for the
upset. The third-generation dealer is vice
president at Wellington Motors in Guelph,
Ontario, sharing management duties with
his father, Ted, the company’s president.
The Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep-Ram-Fiat store
sold nearly 1,000 new and 350 used vehicles
in 2015.
Woods, 47, spoke with Jennifer Vuong, anchor and producer of Automotive News TV’s
“First Shift,” about Fiat Chrysler’s record
run last year, the importance of offering customers value and the prospects for this
year’s sales race.
Q: How do Canadian and U.S. buyers differ?
A: I’ve never worked in the States. But from
what I see, Canadian buyers are still truck
crazy and SUV crazy like in the States, but to a
lesser degree. We definitely
sell more smaller vehicles.
I like to think Canadians
are maybe a little more
practical than I perceive
Americans to be. So we’re more apt to have
smaller vehicles. I see it especially in Quebec,
where there’s more of a European influence.

&
QA

Why are minivans so big in Canada?
We’re still very practical — have to take
kids to hockey every weekend and they do
their job. And there’s definitely a fair difference in price. We’re really excited about the
new minivan coming out. But I think there
will obviously be a big price difference between the new minivan and the old minivan
because the technology [in the new Chrysler
Pacifica] is looking to be incredible.
There will always be a market for that old
minivan. Here in Canada we sell it for
$19,900. Which is crazy because that’s what
we were selling them for 10-15 years ago.
The price hasn’t changed on them. So it’s
great value.
Will you lose customers with the new
Pacifica?
If the new van is $5,000 or $6,000 more,
some of those customers may gravitate to a
different vehicle. But Chrysler in Canada has
done a great job of finding loopholes, so to
speak, where they can price something that’s
really attractive. They’ve done it with the
minivan. They’ve done it with the Patriot,
which has been a real hit for a vehicle that’s in
the last year of its life cycle, where they’ve
priced it aggressively with a lot of equipment.
Despite the older technology, we sell a lot of
them because customers like value.
Explain how the exchange rate affects
your used-vehicle supply.
The exchange always creates a push-andpull situation at the border. So when the
Canadian dollar was really high, we saw the
reverse where Canadians were going to the
States to buy new vehicles. Dealers were going into the States to buy used vehicles to
bring them back.
Right now, it’s the reverse where we are
seeing a lot of Americans come up here to
buy used vehicles at the auctions. We’re seeing a lot of Canadian wholesalers taking vehicles to the States to sell them there. So it’s
driven the price of good used vehicles,
which are always hard to find, up. So in particular, trucks and SUVs — a lot of times you

Third-generation dealer Mike Woods,
with his dog, Hemi, likes Fiat
Chrysler’s chances to repeat as the
sales leader in Canada this year.

JENNIFER VUONG

can pretty near wholesale them to someone
who’s going to export them for about the
same as what we can retail them for to a
used-vehicle customer.
We haven’t been involved in that. I don’t
like that part of the business. I would much
rather retail the vehicle and get a customer. I
need as many customers as I can get.
But there are definitely a lot of dealers out
there doing a lot of business wholesaling
these vehicles into the States and making a
lot of money. It’s going to be a short-term
thing. It’s not going to be
a business model that’s
going to last a decade or
longer.

“

ployees, you know, regret that. And the government in particular now, I think, is regretting that they didn’t care for that more.
How did Fiat Chrysler become Canada’s
sales leader last year?
There are a couple of different things that
have come together at the right time.
Chrysler has a great product lineup. Within
that product lineup, they have some value
leaders, which gives a real opportunity for
sales volume.
We were close to beating Ford in 2014. I think
that showed the dealers
that it is possible, because it’s a monumental
hill to climb. Coming into the year, the dealers
really felt that we could
do it.

“There are a couple
of different things
that have come
together at the
right time. Chrysler
has a great product
lineup. Within that
product lineup, they
have some value
leaders, which
gives a real
opportunity for
sales volume.”

What are your thoughts
about Canadian car
czar Ray Tanguay?
I think it’s an important
position that they’ve
named. I think they
named it 10 years too
late, unfortunately. A lot
of that manufacturing
has left. And I don’t think
it’s going to come back.
Canada, much like the
States, has seen an exodus of manufacturing to
Mexico, and it’s not going to come back. We
had such a great manufacturing base 10-15
years ago. And we let that edge go, for lots of
different reasons. There is a perception of
[manufacturing here] being higher cost,
through taxes and labor. The dollar changing wildly, I’m sure, has not been great. So
it’s really too bad. Because those were great
jobs, great paying jobs. And like most things
in life, you don’t appreciate them until
they’re gone.
I think now, a lot of Canadians, a lot of em-

“

How much of your business is minivans?
We sell 30 percent minivans, and then 30
percent trucks, then 30 percent SUVs.

What do you think of
longer-term loans?
I think it’s the reality of
the market, right now.
I’m not particularly excited. We certainly try to do
as few 84- and 96-month
terms as we can. We try
and help customers see
the benefits of going to a
shorter term. At this
point, it hasn’t proven to be an issue.
Used-vehicle resale values are strong,
which helps us — I mean most customers
are not going to keep their vehicles 84
months. So with used-vehicle valuations so
far, we’ve been able to help most customers
get out early when they want to do that.
We’re always encouraging customers to put
money down. Interest rates are low. A lot of
stuff is 0 percent. So that’s beneficial.
It hasn’t created a problem yet. But there

is always that potential, especially if rates go
up and used-car values go down.
What was it like when Fiat Chrysler was
working to be Canada’s sales leader?
We’ve had lots of experience not being No.
1. I think Chrysler has been in Canada for
over 90 years. So they have 89 years’ worth
of experience, and we [Wellington Motors]
have 74.
There’s always going to be someone who’s
always going to be bigger and better than
you. You’re never going to be the biggest kid
on the block. We’re fortunate this year to
have accomplished that. But I’m not sure
that either the dealers or Chrysler are necessarily concerned with being No. 1, as much
as they are about being No. 1 for the right
reasons and doing the right things. I mean
you can be No. 1 and it can cost you.
Here at our store we talk about always doing
things that are good for the long-term view of
the store, so we’ll never make a decision for
short-term profit versus long-term gain. And I
think Chrysler feels the same way, right?
Will Fiat Chrysler be No. 1 this year?
I think that they have an excellent shot at
being No. 1 again. They’re taking it on a
month-to-month basis looking at what Ford
is doing. And I think it’s a friendly competition for sure. Right, there’s a lot of pride involved. But I think their plan is to try and
win each month and that will win the year.
They’ve broken it down into 12 games, so to
speak.
Our product lineup is not changing significantly. We’ll have the new minivan. We’ll
still have the old minivan. We’ll have a little
bit of a lag with Journey, because of that
plant switch-over. But I think with trucks
and SUVS, the Ram and the Cherokee —
both excellent products — I think that we
have a good chance. c
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Concierge service delivers
for customers and dealers
Published in Automotive News
Dec. 7, 2015
Diana T. Kurylko
dkurylko@crain.com

new business offers dealerships an Uber-like transport option for their service and loaner vehicles.
David Zwick, founder of RedCap
Automotive Technology, a Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., company, has
signed about 50 retailers as his first
customers for a concierge business
he launched a couple of years ago.

A

The savings are big, said Zwick.
Dealers don’t have to hire special
porters, loaner cars are returned
within hours rather than days, service revenues increase more than
20 percent, and users have found
their customer-satisfaction scores
rise, he said.
RedCap also is running six pilots
with unnamed automakers “that
will likely bring this to the forefront
and take us to several thousand
stores in 2016,” Zwick said. He
wouldn’t name the automakers but
said they are luxury and domestic

brands looking to boost their customer service.
Here’s how it works.
RedCap recruits and trains local
drivers, screens their motor vehicle
and criminal records and administers drug tests.
When a customer calls to schedule service, the dealership determines which loaner will be delivered to him or her, said Zwick.
That’s usually based on what the
customer’s vehicle is and the length
of ownership. An order is generated
to RedCap. A driver is assigned the

RedCap founder David Zwick:
Phone app keeps track of drivers.
job via phone app, and if he or she
accepts, the service writer is
emailed a picture of the driver.
“There is a complete visibility to
dealers,” eliminating the problem
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of a dealership wondering where a
porter on a run with a loaner vehicle
has been for half a day, said Zwick.
RedCap’s phone app monitors
how many jobs a driver accepts,
whether the driver was on time,
how long the job took, if the driver
was speeding and how the customer rated the experience.
RedCap employees usually drive
to supplement their income, Zwick
said. Often, they’re car enthusiasts
in their late 40s or early 50s, he said.
“They are driving safely. We get an
alert if they do not take a direct
route or drive the car too fast.”
The dealership pays a one-time
cost of $100 per candidate who goes
on its list of drivers. The drivers get
paid about $12 per trip by the dealer. Zwick said he doesn’t recommend it, but some dealerships
charge the customer $20 to $25 for
the service.
Alternatively, dealerships can include the pickup and delivery service
as part of a paid concierge package,
perhaps bundled with other finance
and insurance products.
Zwick said he’s had discussions
with a few carmakers “that are looking at a way to bake this into the
price of the car, and they may be
able to market their car as coming
with this concierge-type of service.”
Some dealers have been leery of
the service, afraid that sales and service revenues will decline if customers don’t come to the store.
Others argue they don’t want to
invest in more loaners because they
have built fancy waiting rooms with
Wi-Fi and other amenities, Zwick
said.
He counters: “Customers do not
want to be there.”
Zwick said he has solid data from
three manufacturers that customers who don’t come in spend 20
to 35 percent more on service. “If
you’re sitting in a waiting room for
45 minutes and the service adviser
comes out and says you need new
brakes and it will take another hour,
you will say, ‘I’ll do it next time.’”
Customers are more likely to approve extra work over the telephone, he said. “The attitude is, my
car is already there, I might as well
go ahead and do it.”
Zwick said RedCap also helps dealers better control their loaner fleets.
“When a customer takes a loaner, it is
out for about 3.2 days before they
bring it back,” he said, when the average service appointment takes just
two to three hours. With RedCap,
“The dealer has the ability to deliver
when the car is serviced instead of
saying, ‘Come back and get the car.’”
With a faster turnaround, a dealer
could slash a loaner fleet in half or
make the vehicles available to twice
as many customers, Zwick said.
Larry Zinn, general manager of
Warren Henry Automotive Group in
Miami, uses RedCap for his Jaguar,
Land Rover, Infiniti and Lamborghini franchises. Zinn said it’s “a lot
cheaper” than hiring his own drivers
but declined to give details.
“We used to have drivers to do
pickups, and we could not staff
enough people to do that. I had two
per store. We couldn’t make it work
or see enough people,” he said.
Data from the J.D. Power 2015 U.S.
Customer Service Index Study show
a 41-point increase when the dealer
delivers the vehicle to a customer’s
home or worksite vs. the traditional
method whereby the customer picks
up the vehicle. c
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Employees of Capitol Mazda
celebrate a volunteering award the store
received from Mazda’s philanthropy program.

Community service is
part of store’s workday
Capitol Mazda staff recorded 3,300 volunteer hours last year
Published in Automotive News
Oct. 26, 2015

anthropy program, Mazda Drive
for Good.
“Mazda called it charity work,”
Gabe Nelson
Corini said, “but it’s just what we
gnelson@crain.com
live for. This is a place where peoAN JOSE, Calif. — Some people enjoy coachple don’t live to work. We work to
ing youth soccer teams. Others prefer to vollive.”
unteer at a soup kitchen or with Toys for Tots.
That’s not to say business
Del Grande: “It’s
No matter the task at hand, it fits neatly
moves slowly at Capitol Mazda.
into the schedule at Capitol Mazda, which logged
The dealership sold 1,352 new easy for us.”
twice as many employee volunteer hours as any othMazdas through September, puter Mazda dealership in 2014, thanks to its policy of
ting the store on pace to sell about 1,900 for the year.
accommodating community service as part of the
Corini expects the store to crack the brand’s top 10
workday.
dealerships nationally in terms
“My rule is: You’re never alof volume, and perhaps the top
BEST PRACTICES
lowed to miss a kid’s soccer
five.
game,” said Nick Corini, general
Capitol Mazda’s parent commanager of the store. “I tell my
pany, Del Grande Dealer Group,
Sales and service
employees they have to go. That
owns 14 dealerships; brands inCapitol Mazda in San Jose,
carries over to what we do with
clude Ford, Hyundai, Nissan,
Calif., allows employees to
charity. People know they have
Subaru and Volkswagen. Del
include community service
the flexibility to go serve at a soup
Grande ranks No. 52 on Automohours as part of their workday
kitchen or whatever it is they
tive News’ list of the top 150 dealand offers an extra day of paid
want to do.”
ership groups based in the U.S.,
leave for volunteer activities.
Corini staffs his store for flexible
selling a total of 16,518 new cars
hours. Employees often arrive to
in 2014.
open the store at 9 a.m. on weekdays, for example,
The group’s charity program, Del Grande Dealer
leave in the afternoon to volunteer for a charity or
Group Does Good, or DGDGDG, has given more
coach a team and return at night to close the store at
than $300,000 to charity since 2012. President Shaun
9 p.m.
Del Grande said the group embraces its brands’ serLast holiday season, the dealership ran a toy drive,
vice efforts, such as Mazda Drive for Good, Hyundai
collecting $10,000 in gifts and delivering them to chilHope on Wheels and Subaru’s Share the Love.
dren during a charity breakfast with Santa Claus. This
“When the OEMs do this sort of thing, it’s easy for
holiday season the store is going a step further, giving
us to get behind it,” Del Grande said.
employees an extra day of paid leave
Mazda, seeking to make social consciousness one
to engage in the community serof the pillars of its brand, is pushing dealers to be
vice activity of their choosing.
more like Capitol Mazda. Robert Davis, senior vice
In total, Capitol Mazda empresident of U.S. operations at Mazda, visited the
ployees recorded 3,300 hours
store this year to deliver its 2014 volunteering award.
of volunteer work in 2014,
Mazda has found that the service focus is good for
equivalent to almost 50 hours
business. On surveys in past years, customers reper employee. That earned
ported greater faith in the Mazda brand during the
Capitol Mazda a surprise
holidays, when the company was running Mazda
award earlier this
Drive for Good campaigns, Russell Wager, vice presyear
under
ident of U.S. marketing at Mazda North American
Mazda’s philOperations, said in an interview. In the spring, when
Mazda redid those surveys, the
“People know they
trust score had dipped back down.
“That happened two years in a
have the flexibility to
row,”
Wager said, “and the only
go serve at a soup
thing that changed was Mazda Drive
kitchen or whatever it
for Good.”
is they want to do.”
Mazda now plans to advertise the
Mazda Drive for Good campaign on
Nick Corini, Capitol Mazda
a quarterly basis. c
general manager
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The sales pitch starts in the service drive
Unpaid intern finds
untapped opportunity
and makes it pay off

While you’re here ...
Alerted to an opportunity by an unpaid
intern, Warren Henry Infiniti identifies
service customers who aren’t shopping
for a new car but may be good
prospects for a sale.

Published in Automotive News
Nov. 16, 2015
Neal E. Boudette
nboudette@crain.com

T

his year, Warren Henry Automotive
Group took a chance on an unusual
job applicant and ended up discovering an untapped source of sales leads.
It started with an unsolicited cover letter
and resume sent in by 29-year-old Jack
Rozanov, who had come to the U.S. from
Ukraine two years before. He worked for sev-

BEST PRACTICES
eral years in logistics and had a deep knowledge of data analysis but no experience in auto retail.
The Miami-based group was undeterred
and offered him an unpaid internship. Within a few weeks, Rozanov dove into Warren
Henry’s data systems and noticed something: The service department brings in a lot
of customers who aren’t actively shopping
but easily could be converted into hot sales
prospects.
Warren Henry has since taken Rozanov on
full time. Stationed in the service department
at Warren Henry Infiniti, he mines each day’s
schedule to find customers who are coming
in and may be in a position to buy, even if
they don’t know it themselves.

Since joining Miami-based Warren Henry Automotive Group this year, Jack Rozanov has
helped the company convert service customers into hot sales prospects.
“I look for people who have a lot of equity in
their car, and they can get into something
new with about the same payment,” Rozanov
explained. “Or their warranty is running out
or they’re over the miles on their lease. If you
explain that, some of them decide maybe
they would be interested in something new.”
He approaches customers as they drop off
their cars for service, and the effect has been
dramatic. In a 90-day trial, the effort generated sales of 25 new vehicles — all deals that ordinarily would not have taken place. He also
has sold extended service contracts and
mileage extensions. Warren Henry Infiniti
sells about 1,200 new vehicles a year.
All told, Rozanov’s project increased gross

profit by more than $100,000, said Larry Zinn,
general manager for Warren Henry Automotive. “We gave him the space to give it a try,
and he just ran with it,” Zinn said.
The dealership group is now in the process
of creating a similar position at its Jaguar and
Land Rover stores.
The idea that service can be a source of
sales leads is only one moral of the Rozanov
story. Another is that it can pay off to bring in
people with diverse skill sets from outside the
retailing world.
In Rozanov, Warren Henry acquired an
ability to study data and unearth connections
and implications that aren’t always obvious.
When he arrived, Rozanov spent time help-

ing out in different departments and learned
to use AutoAlert, a data mining system, as
well as Warren Henry’s inventory and appraisal tools.
He came to suspect sales opportunities
were lurking in the service drive and made a
presentation to Larry Zinn, CEO Warren Zinn
and the group’s CFO, Erik Day. They signed
off on the three-month trial at the Infiniti
store, starting July 1.
The first two weeks yielded leads but no
sales. Then, a customer brought in her 2013
G37 convertible for an oil change, and
Rozanov let her know she was bumping up to
her lease’s mileage limit.
She agreed to talk to a salesman to hear
some options, and a few hours later, she
drove out in a new QX60.
Other customers expressed interest in new
vehicles but weren’t prepared to buy immediately. In those cases, the leads were turned
over to the sales department for follow-up,
and a number led to deals.
Rozanov said about 16 percent of the customers approached during service visits have
been converted to sales. Many service customers are receptive to sales pitches, he
added, because the conversation starts with
their service adviser — a person customers
often trust to point out a good deal. c
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A stealth giant in auto retail
Secretive AMSI eyes 200 stores, picking up Sam Swope Auto Group on its way
Published in Automotive News
Oct. 26, 2015
Arlena Sawyers and Lindsay Chappell
asawyers@crain.com

he titans who own the nation’s
largest privately held dealership
groups are mostly familiar names:
high-profile businessmen such as
Rick Hendrick, John Staluppi, Herb Chambers, Rick Case, Dave Wilson, Alan
Potamkin and a handful of other superstars.
But the biggest of them all appears to be a
hard-nosed, hard-driving Florida entrepreneur you have never heard of.
Through a string of acquisitions in recent
years, Terry Taylor’s obsessively secretive
West Palm Beach, Fla.based company, Automotive Management Services
Inc., has quietly amassed
the No. 1 private new-car
dealership group in the
country — at least in terms
of the number of rooftops
it owns.
Taylor: String
Taylor’s latest addition
of acquisitions
is 11 stores from Sam
Swope Auto Group of
Louisville, Ky., one of the nation’s bestknown family-owned dealership companies. The sale comes less than a year after
the group’s founder, Sam Swope, died.
For Taylor — seemingly the most aggressive buyer of dealerships in the U.S. these
days — the Swope deal last month was just
another day at the office.
“I believe we are up to
■ Ready to roll
115 dealerships,” said
in the buy-sell
Peter Stratton, Internet
world | PAGE 54 | director for one of Taylor’s dealerships, Jaguar
Land Rover of Fort Myers in Fort Myers, Fla.
Others who know Taylor say the number is
higher — over 140 new-vehicle dealerships,
although it’s not clear whether that includes
the Swope acquisition. Taylor has told acquaintances he plans to have 200 stores
within a year, which would make his company second only to AutoNation and Penske
Automotive Group in rooftops.
Several dealers and dealership brokers who
spoke on background say they believe those
lofty numbers are in the ballpark, although
there is no public list of the stores, and Taylor
declined to be interviewed for this story.
A woman who called herself Taylor’s secretary said, “We have no comment.”
If the numbers are about right, the company is the fourth-largest dealership group
based in the U.S. — public or private. And
no other private company comes close to
the number of stores Automotive Management Services owns.

T

Hands-off approach
Indeed, Taylor’s group has snapped up as
many as 100 stores in less than 10 years,
mostly through small acquisitions.
Before buying the Swope stores, Taylor’s
biggest deal appears to have been the purchase of 15 stores from Alexander Automotive group of Franklin, Tenn., in 2011, published reports say.
Taylor’s stores are mostly in the Southeast,
though in recent years, he has made acquisitions in Texas, Colorado and New York.
Once he buys a store, Taylor appears to
follow the same pattern: Offer the general
manager an equity stake and then take a
hands-off approach — as long as the manager performs.
One dealer, a competitor, said Taylor’s
partnership agreement with his general
managers is strong. While the dealer said
some believe the agreement is patterned after a similar one at Van Tuyl Group, the

Terry Taylor of AMSI listed his Manalapan, Fla., home for $29.95 million in 2010. Despite
the home’s opulence, Taylor is known for keeping a low profile.

Taylor made
Some acquisitions by Automotive
Management Services Inc. in recent
years

2015
Seller: Sam Swope Auto Group,
Louisville, Ky.
Stores: 11
Brands: Buick, GMC, BMW, Cadillac,
Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge, Ram, Alfa
Romeo, Fiat, Honda, Infiniti, Mitsubishi,
Volkswagen, Lexus, Volvo
Seller: Ted Russell group, Knoxville,
Tenn.
Stores: At least 1
Brand: Ford (Russell group also owns
Mitsubishi, Nissan, Kia and Lincoln
dealerships.)

2014
Seller: Jim McNatt Auto Group, Denton,
Texas
Stores: 2
Brands: Honda, Toyota
Seller: Group 1 Automotive
Stores: 3
Brands: BMW, Mini, Mercedes-Benz

2013
Seller: Infiniti of Fort Myers, Fort Myers,
Fla.
Stores: 1
Brand: Infiniti

2011
Seller: Alexander Automotive, Franklin,
Tenn.
Stores: 15
Brands: Toyota, Scion, Chevrolet, Ford,
Lincoln, Nissan, Infiniti, Mazda, GMC,
Hyundai, Jeep, Dodge, Chrysler, Ram,
Cadillac
Source: Published accounts, Federal Trade Commission

dealer believes it is the other way around.
Sheldon Sandler, managing partner of Bel
Air Partners, a buy-sell advisory firm in
Hopewell, N.J., says Taylor’s group is like
other privately held regional dealership
groups that have generated lots of wealth in
recent years and are getting bigger as they
acquire smaller, well-run dealerships.
One thing is certain about Automotive Management Services. It has plenty of resources.
Sandler said he once approached Taylor
on behalf of a “Wall Street interest” who was
looking to become an equity partner in dealerships.
Taylor said, “I don’t need anyone’s money,” Sandler recalled.
He says Taylor’s rise represents a trend he

expects will continue.
Dealership groups “have been so profitable they have an aversion to putting that
cash in anyone else’s hands,” Sandler said.
“They don’t want investors and Wall Street
investing” in the stock.
“They’ve generated so much free cash
flow, they have plenty of capital to plow
back into dealerships, and they can borrow
as much money as they want.”
Brian Del Negro, general manager of Jaguar
Land Rover of Fort Myers, called Taylor a private man. “He is not a guy that sticks out like
Penske or some of the other guys out there,”
Del Negro said. “He started with one store. I
am a little fish in his pond. He’s the big bear.”
Del Negro, who was interviewed by Automotive News about best practices at the store that
he manages, lavishes praise on his big boss.
“He’s a great guy, and it’s a great company; they don’t micromanage us,” he said.
Jaguar Land Rover of Fort Myers is one of
the group’s success stories. Last year, the
dealership was the top-rated Florida store
on DealerRater.com, a website where customers grade dealerships.
The description of Taylor as “private” appears to be something of an understatement
— and it is echoed by virtually everyone who
has had dealings with him.
An Automotive Management Services
dealer who spoke to Automotive News last
year but did not want to be named, said of
his boss: “His name is Terry Taylor, but nobody knows his name. He’s a great car guy,
but he’s just the businessman. He buys a
store, he puts a partner in it, and then he’s
gone. He doesn’t get involved in your business as long as things are running smoothly.
He’ll call you once every three months to ask
how it’s going and how your family is. But
you let CSI slide, or you let profits slide, he’ll
call you every day.”
One auto retail executive who is a competitor said Taylor stores are known for
strong margins and large and well-appointed facilities. He said the stores follow manufacturers’ guidelines and the group is a favorite of manufacturers.
Another dealer who knows Taylor and has
worked with him describes him as a brilliant
and generous auto retailer who expressly
avoids the limelight and does not like partners to discuss his involvement in their operations publicly.
“He pays very well, and he’s very generous,” said one dealer who has worked with
Taylor. “The standard arrangement is that a
partner comes in with a 25 percent ownership, and AMSI owns 75 percent and the real
estate. If Terry ends up getting out of the
deal, he is very generous with the buyout.
But if the partner walks away from the store,
all you leave with is what you put into it.”
The dealer said Taylor has a deep knowledge of all aspects of the auto business and a

photographic memory for detail.
A spokesman for Nissan North America acknowledged that Automotive Management
Services is among the largest dealership
groups that own Nissan brand stores, but he
declined to discuss details of the group.
“AMSI is a valued partner of Nissan,” said
spokesman David Reuter. “They are among
our largest dealers.”
The rise of Taylor’s auto retailing career
can be traced through old newspaper articles found on the Internet. In September
1985, he operated a Ford-AMC-Jeep-Renault dealership, according to a Daytona
Beach Sunday News Journal article at the
time. It also noted that he was expected to
complete the purchase of Holton Volkswagen-Audi-Mazda in October of that year.
A published report in March 1990 stated
that Taylor owned “parts of six dealerships
in the Daytona Beach area.”
A 1996 Automotive News article noted that
Taylor had 10 new-car dealerships in Florida, Tennessee and the Carolinas. Fast forward to May 2006, and the group operated
“about 40 dealerships” in Florida, Tennessee, North Carolina, Georgia, South Carolina, Mississippi and Colorado, according
to a buy-sell listing in Automotive News.
And the deals kept piling up.
Last year, he purchased Hassel BMW and
Hassel Mini, both in Freeport, N.Y., and Mercedes-Benz of Massapequa in Amityville, N.Y.
The Freeport stores’ new names are BMW of
Freeport and Mini of Freeport. The Mercedes-Benz store’s name is unchanged.

Prize acquisition
Taylor’s aversion to publicity seems to
contrast with his lifestyle. In 2010, his home,
an opulent, oceanfront mansion in Manalapan, Fla., with 11.5 bathrooms, a home theater and a tennis court, was posted on
homesoftherich.net for sale for a cool
$29.95 million.
A May 2007 Wall Street Journal story described Taylor as a “yacht flipper,” a breed
of wealthy boat buyers “who sell their costly
purchases often without taking them on a
single cruise.”
The Swope deal is Taylor’s highest-profile
acquisition to date, although as usual, it has
received little attention. Patti Swope, who is
the daughter of Sam Swope, declined to
comment on the acquisition. But in a statement posted on Louisville’s WAVE3 News
website, she said, “The transition is, of
course, bittersweet.
“My father, Sam Swope, built a wonderful
63-year legacy here, but I know that AMSI will
carry this company into the future in a remarkable way, while honoring his memory.”
Swope Automotive Group, of which Sam
Swope Auto is part, retailed 10,853 new and
14,308 used vehicles at 30 dealerships in
2014. That puts it at No. 89 on the Automotive News list of the top 150 dealership
groups based in the U.S.
The rest of the group — Swope Family of
Dealerships in Elizabethtown, Ky., owned
and managed by Bill Swope, Carl Swope and
Bob Swope — is not part of the sale, a story
on the website of The Courier-Journal in
Louisville said.
Also excluded from the transaction are
Richmond Honda and Toyota of Louisville,
owned by Sam Swope Auto, the story said.
Swope Automotive revenues, which include both Swope groups, totaled $782 million in 2014, according to the top 150 dealership groups list.
Indeed, for Terry Taylor, the Swope stores
are a prize acquisition, but they probably
won’t be his last. c
Diana T. Kurylko and John Irwin
contributed to this report.
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It’s prime time to roll in the buy-sell world
Published in Automotive News
Nov. 2, 2015

W

hen five large
dealership groups
went public in a span
of two years in the mid1990s, we thought the roll-ups
might continue unabated for years.
America’s showrooms could soon
be controlled by a league of
companies answering to the
Securities and Exchange
Commission.
Executives would be too busy
putting out 10-Ks to go to 20 group
meetings
Another public group came

have happened.
company.
Private equity, for one, of
You can own something
course. And then “family
with the size and heft of a
office” entered the
along, of course. Asbury took the
public, or nearly so,
vernacular — a term first
plunge in 2002, but the retail
without armies of sharpmentioned to us by broker
terrain did not become the land of
eyed analysts wanting “a
Alan Haig in January 2014
the giants.
little more color” on why
at the National
The Big Six are still the Only Six,
total gross last quarter on a
Automobile Dealers
and they account for just 6 percent
same-store basis was up
Association convention in
of the U.S. market.
on the front end and down Richard
Johnson is the
New Orleans.
For a while people questioned
on the back end.
print editor for
A lot of the talk in the Big
why more public groups weren’t
Still, the expectation
Easy was about the
forming, but rarely does the
was that publics would be Automotive
investment arms of superquestion come up anymore. The
needed to cash out mom- News.
rich families — wealthy
answer is obvious.
and-pops, as well as
clans with long-term horizons, a
It is too much fun, and too
dealerships where passing the
desire to stick with existing store
lucrative, to run a big retail group
torch to the next generation wasn’t
management and, most of all, the
in the privacy of your own private
feasible. But a couple of things
resources to provide a singletransaction exit strategy.
Still, it took nearly two years for
what many consider the first big
family office deal to happen, the
Bechtel family’s majority purchase
of Morrie’s Automotive Group in
Minneapolis last month.
Now it turns out that publics,
private equity and family offices
aren’t the only ones offering exit
strategies.
In fact, it is astonishing to see
how much wealth has been created
among private groups after six
straight years of rising U.S. sales.
Just ask Terry Taylor.
Well, you could try asking Terry
Taylor, but the proprietor of
Automotive Management
Services Inc. operates
significantly under the radar. Yet
he has built a network of
dealerships so big he could take a
seat at the table with the public
groups.
Taylor just added 11 stores from
Sam Swope Auto Group in
Kentucky and by some accounts
has about 140 altogether. We hear
he wants to own 200 within a year.
As for his acquisition strategy,
Taylor has done a bit of everything.
He has bought from Group 1, he’s
taken over largish groups after the
patriarchs died, and he’s snapped
up lots of onesies and twosies.
People who know the Florida
entrepreneur or have competed
against him cite a few basic Terry
Taylor precepts.
The general managers get a stake
and those that perform don’t get
micromanaged.
The facilities are grand, and CSI is
a central focus. The factories like
Terry Taylor. Who cares if he is the
Invisible Man?
It sounds like the franchise
system at its best. Locally run
businesses have store managers
with skin in the game — but also
access to group resources.
Not many dealership companies
are as big as Terry Taylor’s (unless
others like him are operating in a
parallel universe of giant private
groups). But lots of large
Accessories through participating ADI’s
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the buy-sell world.
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Service background shaped Colo. dealer’s approach
have backslid a little bit in the past few
years.
The automotive industry itself needs to
kind of step it up a little bit about females in
dealerships and women dealers.
I was a founding board member of the
General Motors women’s retail initiative.
It’s kind of sad to me that there aren’t a lot of
other brands that have something like that
going on.
It’s just important to me, being female. [The
auto industry] has just been so good to me,
and so wonderful to me.
And I think of all the careers that females
could make really, really good livings and go
forward in their careers in automobile dealerships, and I just don’t think a lot of the brands
think about that. And I think it is just time they
need to do a little bit better job in that area.

Published in Automotive News
June 15, 2015
ary Pacifico-Valley quit college
at age 19 and joined Rickenbaugh Cadillac in Denver to
phone customers, reminding
them to bring their vehicles in for service.
That time in the service department helped
shape her business philosophy. She eventually became owner of what is now a threefranchise group selling Volvo, Cadillac and
Infiniti.
Increasing service business is a priority at
Pacifico-Valley’s newest store: Rickenbaugh
Infiniti, about 25 miles north of Denver. As
an open point on Infiniti’s map, the dealership started with zero customers.
But targeted marketing
and customer-service
efforts are attracting
local buyers and those
who live more than
100 miles away in Wyoming.
The effort comes as Pacifico-Valley recruits more women and guides her nephew,
Nick Pacifico, the group’s vice president.
Above all, Pacifico-Valley is looking to pass
along the values instilled in her by mentor
and former group owner, the late Kent Rickenbaugh.
Pacifico-Valley, 58, spoke with Automotive News TV Editor Tom Worobec.

M

&
QA

When did you realize you wanted to run
a dealership?
The bug hit me because I was lucky
enough to be mentored by Kent Rickenbaugh. I always felt like he was one of the
best dealers. In the old days, to be a Cadillac
dealer was kind of prestigious. And his dad
was the first dealer in Denver. I really got a
unique opportunity.
He never saw female or male. At one time,
we had more female managing department
heads than we did male because he just
said, “She’s more qualified.” Once I was
mentored by him, the general manager’s job
opened up and I applied for it. I knew if I
seized that opportunity something really

“

“

Q: Why is the service department so important?
A: I like to say I’m unlike most coming up
through the ranks — general managers and
then owners. I came up through the service
side, and I’m very proud of that. I want to sell
the dealership, and that’s easier to do on the
service side. If you make somebody happy on
the service side, they will be back. That continues on after the sales department has
started the process of loyalty.

vast farms and oil fields in Weld County,
one of the fastest-growing U.S. job markets. Why did you choose this location?
We thought it would be a win-win. Maybe
not immediately, but if the goal is to build
our business, this was the place to be. The
two other [Infiniti] dealers that are in Denver do a really great job in their areas. But
this one was just totally unattended.
So we are getting a lot of people who maybe
thought about Infiniti, but
Kent Rickenbaugh and
it was just too far for them
“The automotive
his wife and son were
to drive because they live
killed in a small-plane
industry itself
north of the city.
crash in 2002. How
We get a lot of Wyoming
needs to kind of
did that affect you?
customers, because there
step it up a little bit isn’t an Infiniti dealer in
I have to say when that
happened with the RickWyoming, and it’s not that
about females in
enbaugh family, and in
far.
dealerships and
particular Kent, it was
A lot of those people
women dealers.”
truly the worst day of my
come down for the day to
life. To lose somebody in
do their shopping, to do
a tragic way like that, so suddenly.
other things, and they’ll get their servicing
The employees were not only devastated,
done that day.
but honestly, maybe they didn’t want to adWe also actually have even valeted service
mit it, but I knew in my heart they had to be
customers back and forth with some of our
concerned: “What about me? What about
people. We want the Wyoming market, so we
my job? What about my family?” So I was
are going to do whatever it takes to keep it.
trying to hold everything together to get
through that period so that they would unDo you advise female employees the
derstand that we’re going to be fine, and
same way Kent Rickenbaugh counseled
we’re going to go forward.
you?
It’s very important to me to mentor any feRickenbaugh Infiniti is surrounded by
males in the business. Unfortunately, we
good was going to happen, and that is what
happened.
I understood how many hours I was going
to put in. I understood I had to be ethical
above and beyond anything else. He came
to me a few years later. After talking to his
family and his wife and children, they were
all in agreement to start selling me the store.
So it was a wonderful opportunity, and, boy,
did I seize it. I’ve loved every day of it.

Rickenbaugh Automotive Group also
has Cadillac and Volvo franchises. How
important is Volvo’s rebirth?
We just got our XC90 demos. It’s a fantastic car. The dealer meeting was in Vail in early April, and I got to drive the car. There’s
just nothing negative. At one time, our dealership sold 1,000 to 1,200 Volvos and we
were No. 1 in the United States in their wagon and Cross Country sales.
And of course we’ve just struggled and
struggled the past five years. So we’re hoping
to rebuild that brand. I’ve seen the product
plans.
If they stick to them and do what they say —
I believe in them and think they will — it’s going to be a wonderful thing. I’m really looking
forward to that.
So Rickenbaugh Automotive is committed to Volvo?
A lot of Volvo dealers just shut up shop.
That wasn’t a consideration for us.
Is it a point of pride to have your
nephew, Nick, following in your footsteps?
It does make a difference. I see all of these
dealerships being taken over by these big
conglomerates. I know they are good operators and I know they are good people. But it
saddens me a little bit to see a lot of the family-owned dealerships go away.
I knew that Kent Rickenbaugh trusted me.
He absolutely trusted me, and I have that
with Nick.
I have a whole set of problems that I don’t
even have to worry about because Nick’s
here.
You know, when you have family, a lot of
different things go away that you don’t have
to worry about. c

CarMax dodges a bullet, thanks to NADA, NIADA and NAAA

JAMES B.

TREECE
NEWS
EDITOR

From autonews.com
Aug. 8, 2015
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arMax Inc. owes the National
Automobile Dealers
Association, the National
Auto Auction Association and
the National Independent Automobile
Dealers Association an enormous
thank you.
Those associations last week helped
CarMax dodge what could have been a
devastating bullet.
Oh, that wasn’t their objective. The
associations’ goal was to scuttle the
Blumenthal Amendment.
The amendment, proposed by Sen.
Richard Blumenthal, D-Conn., would
have prohibited the sale or lease of
used cars subject to a recall until the
defect or noncompliance has been
remedied.
It had been tacked onto a Senate bill

to fund American transportation
programs, including spending on
highways, railways, transit systems and
other infrastructure.
Robust lobbying by those three
associations and their members played
a part in getting the Senate Committee
on Commerce, Science and
Transportation to vote down the
amendment. When the bill won
approval by the full Senate, the
Blumenthal Amendment was already
dead.
Dealers, both new and used, and
auctions would have struggled to
comply with the amendment. Vehicles
would have sat on lots awaiting parts.
Deals that were poised to close would
have had to be put on ice.
Consumers’ vehicles would have lost

C

value, without a single recall repair
getting done any faster.
It was a headache waiting to happen.
But nobody would have been hurt as
badly as CarMax, the 800-pound gorilla
of the retail used-car world.
In June, CarMax drew fire from
consumer groups in California for
selling cars with open, i.e., unrepaired,
recalls.
Research by California Public
Interest Research Group and the
Consumers for Auto Reliability and
Safety Foundation found that 10
percent of the vehicles CarMax offered
for sale at its Oxnard store on May 20
and 21 and 9 percent of vehicles
offered at its Sacramento South store
on May 26 and 27 were subject to
safety recalls.
But there’s little CarMax can do. It
has a handful of new-vehicle
franchises, mainly so it can go to those

brands’ closed used-vehicle auctions.
But those aren’t nearly enough to
handle all the recalls its used-car
inventory is subject to these days.
Essentially, CarMax is dependent on
the kindness of strangers. If the
Blumenthal Amendment had passed, it
would have had to send its recalled
vehicles to rival new-car dealerships
for repairs.
Any bets whether CarMax’s cars
would have been at the front or the end
of the line at rivals’ stores, waiting to be
fixed?
But the amendment was shot down,
so CarMax needn’t worry about that
nightmare.
Sometimes, it seems, helping
yourself entails helping your biggest
rival.
You may email James B. Treece
at jtreece@crain.com
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Service dept. tunes up satisfaction scores
‘There’s no secret to it. Be nice,’ says new boss
Published in Automotive News
Feb. 1, 2016

Texas turnaround

Amy Wilson
awilson@crain.com

I

n 2010, Mark Daniels’ Texoma Hyundai
store needed a tuneup in its service department.
Customer satisfaction scores at the
Sherman, Texas, dealership were “average
at best” and below same-brand stores in the
region, Daniels said. The department’s culture was about trying to upsell the customer
for the next job.
“I was getting a little bit of heat [from
Hyundai], and I don’t like heat,” said Daniels,
who is now general manager after selling the
store to RFJ Auto Partners Inc. in 2014.
So Daniels overhauled the department.
His pick for a new manager: a technician
from his nearby Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep-Ram
store. Jason Brewer, now 36, had worked for
Daniels his whole career and had no management experience. But Daniels had
watched Brewer develop a rapport with customers and co-workers and show leadership skills.
“It’s very difficult for someone to cross the
line from technician to manager,” Daniels
said. “Jason has one of those unique personalities that allowed him to do it.”
The promotion sparked a turnaround.

Texoma Hyundai revamped its service
department to become tops in the
nation for Hyundai.
Achievement: Hyundai’s top-scoring
service department in customer
satisfaction 2013-15
How: Going above and beyond. For
example, the store has no service drive,
so service staffers go out to arriving cars
and escort the customers inside.
2015 vehicle sales: 698 new; 1,020
used
Source: Texoma Hyundai, RFJ Auto Partners

Customer satisfaction scores for the service
department soared. Texoma Hyundai has
been Hyundai’s top-scoring U.S. store in
that category for three straight years. In
2015, it hit its all-time best score: 988 out of a
possible 1,000 points.
Of the service department’s previous staff,
only one technician remains after some
workers were let go and others left on their
own. Brewer got leeway to hire the people
he wanted, and there’s been no turnover in
those hired since 2010. Brewer brought in
former co-worker Clint Davis as service adviser, and he effectively acts as shop comanager.

From left, Jason Brewer, Chuck Salinas and
Clint Davis of Texoma Hyundai. The store’s
customer-focused approach to service has
boosted the bottom line.
Brewer works on vehicles alongside his
techs. He’s unassuming about the reasons
behind the shop’s success. “There’s no secret
to it,” he said. “Be nice to the customers.
Greet them with a smile. We’re very inviting.”
Stories abound of Brewer and his staff going
above and beyond. There was the disabled
veteran stranded in his Toyota overnight.
Davis stopped to help and drove the man to
the dealership to warm up while he charged
his car’s drained battery. No charge.
A woman once pulled up in her Mini Cooper

frustrated after driving around town seeking a
hard-to-find replacement interior lightbulb.
Davis found the unusual bulb in the dealership’s inventory and had her on her way in 10
minutes, charging only the bulb cost.
“They’re real problem-solvers there,” said
Rick Dorn, senior group manager of service
and parts for Hyundai’s south central region.
“This sounds kind of corny, but it’s kind of
the way service used to be 30 or 40 years
ago.”
The store’s approach helps the bottom
line, too. Texoma’s service revenue, repair
order counts, service hours and profits are
all up, Daniels said.
The dealership’s unusual layout in a former lumber yard means it has no traditional
service drive. What had been a disadvantage
became an advantage under Brewer’s crew.
When customers pull up to service parking,
a staffer immediately walks out to greet
them at their car and escort them inside,
rain or shine.
That demonstrates a caring approach to
customers in this city of 40,000 an hour north
of Dallas, RFJ President Rick Ford said.
“The majority of dealerships, even the
ones we have that are doing good jobs, don’t
do a very good job of catering to the customer to where they actually believe we’re
going out of our way,” he said. “Jason and
his team go out of their way to make it easy
for the customer.” c

Key words unlock customer-pay business for store
Published in Automotive News
June 1, 2015
Arlena Sawyers
asawyers@crain.com

Last July, David Harvey was promoted to general manager of Hubert

Vester Honda in Wilson, N.C., and his
first task was to increase the store’s
customer-pay service business.
So in September, his service department’s marketing went digital.
He bought key words and phrases
for shoppers working on their mo-

bile devices or personal computers.
Those searching for general vehicle
maintenance such as oil changes,
batteries, tires, timing belts and water pumps for Honda cars and light
trucks would see Hubert Vester
Honda’s name among their top

three search results.
billion of that, according to NADA
And if anything needs to be re- Data, the National Automobile
paired or replaced during those ser- Dealers Association annual report
vice visits, the service department on dealership sales and financial
calls it to the attention of cus- trends, released in April.
tomers, Harvey said.
“There are a lot of opportunities
As a result, his customer-pay repair for dealers,” Nag-el said. “There are
orders increased 35 percent in Sep- 70 million search-es for parts and
tember compared with the year-ago service. When you have a flat tire,
month. They increased 10 percent in you want to fix it now. It’s not a purthe first quarter of 2015, and that’s chase you research for months and
with “six or seven” days lost to bad months. You need an oil change,
weather in February, he noted.
and you’re looking for a coupon,
The digital campaign was “the and you want it now.”
only thing we did that was differHarvey’s Honda store has 10 serent,” said Harvey. Before
vice bays and eight technithe campaign, “we did very
cians who work 7:30 a.m.little marketing for [ser5:30 p.m. weekdays and 8
vice] except the factory
a.m.-1 p.m. Saturdays.
mailing on a quarterly baThe goal is for consumers
sis that Honda does in conwithin 25 miles of Wilson,
junction with the dealerN.C., who search for Honship to its current cusda vehicle service to see
tomers and its previous
Hubert Vester Honda apcustomers that haven’t vis- Harvey: Digital
pear among the first three
ited the service depart- made difference results 70 percent or more
ment for the last 12
of the time, Harvey said.
months,” Harvey said.
The store gets about 90 service“Wipers, cabin air filters and and-parts-related calls a month
things like that, probably 50 per- generated by its new digital prescent of the time, if you point it out ence, he added.
to customers and it’s cost effective,
But even with the additional busithey’ll go ahead” and buy it.
ness, “we’re not selling 100 percent
Hubert Vester Honda is one of of our inventory — the hours we
five dealerships in the Hubert have based on the number of techs
Vester Auto Group in Wilson and we have — every day,” Harvey said.
Roanoke Rapids, N.C. The store “We still have some room to grow.”
sells about 100 to 120 vehicles a
The other dealership general
month, evenly split between new managers in the group are aware
and used.
of the Honda store’s success with
Harvey credits the service mar- service department digital marketing campaign to Netsertive, the keting, and the Toyota store
digital marketing intelligence com- signed on for it in early May. Othpany that is guiding the group’s dig- ers in the group may do so at a latital strategy and creative for new- er time, he said.
and used-vehicle marketing.
“We do that from time to time,” he
Bill Nagel, Netsertive co- said. “One store will try something
founder and chief marketing new. If we see a result, we’ll share it,
strategist, said service is a $310 and the other stores can jump on the
billion a year business. But deal- bandwagon. I was the guinea pig,
ers are capturing just under $92 and I was happy to do it.” c
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Auto finance course lessens loan anxiety
Michigan store, credit union aim to help 1st-time buyers succeed

Path to success

Published in Automotive News
March 14, 2016
Nora Naughton
autonews@crain.com

P

icking out and financing a vehicle for the first time can be a
tricky task, but one used-car
dealership in Michigan is rolling out a
program to make the process a little less
daunting.
Viers Auto Sales in Lapeer, Mich., has
teamed up with a local credit union to run
a crash course in auto financing for
young, first-time buyers.
The First Time Auto Buyers Program,
which is headed by Viers’ sales and finance manager, Chris Babcock, aims to
help young people leave the lot with more
manageable payments and to create a
pool of long-term
“We’ve gotten customers.
“We used to althe most
ways
have young
overwhelming
adults come in
positive
without a co-signfeedback from er or without a sizthe parents so able down payment, and in those
far. Getting
them involved cases, all we could
offer were these
really keeps
unfavorable interthe ball
est rates,” he said.
rolling.”
“We were just setting them up to
Chris Babcock
fail.”
Viers Auto Sales
Babcock teaches
a “buyer’s training” course, which can be
taken in a classroom or online, with Amy
Ford, Team One Credit Union’s community relations representative in Saginaw,
Mich.
Students learn about building credit
and financial responsibility and are even
required to prepare a written budget. At
the end of the course, the potential buyers
are tested on their ability to manage the
loan they might qualify for.
Those who complete the course must
meet five underwriting requirements to
qualify for a low-interest rate auto loan,

“

including job and income minimums, according to the course brochure on the
viersautosales.com website. (See box,
right.)
“It’s not easy, but it’s not supposed to
be,” Ford said of the final exam and qualification process. The students are required to “show a real sense of responsibility as well as an understanding of just
how serious it is to finance a vehicle.”
Babcock and his team encourage course
participants to take things slowly. Sales
representatives cannot allow their customers to start and finish the course in
one day, and younger buyers are asked to
bring their parents to the class.
“We’ve gotten the most overwhelming
positive feedback from the parents so far,”
Babcock said. “Getting them involved really
keeps the ball rolling.”
Viers Auto and Team One Credit Union
launched the buyer’s training course on a
pilot basis in September.

“It’s a little too early to tell how successful this will end up being, but I can say
that we have had absolutely zero delinquencies since the program went live on
Sept. 1,” Babcock said.
As far as building a new pool of longterm customers goes, he said the effects of
the program already are apparent.
“Starting in about the middle of January,
the referrals really started picking up,” he
said. “We’re earning the trust of these
young buyers, of their parents, of their
siblings and of their friends. That’s a huge
deal for us.”
If the 18- to 24-month pilot proves successful, Team One will consider rolling it
out at other dealerships in the area, but only at select stores. The partnership with the
credit union works only if a dealer has an
honest staff to run the show, Babcock said.
“The credit union has given us a lot of
authority here,” he said. “You need a team
you can trust.” c

To be eligible for a low-interest loan under
the Viers Auto First Time Auto Buyers
Program, participants must complete a
buyer’s training course and meet 5
qualifications
1. Must have a valid Michigan driver’s
license and be 18 years or older with no
derogatory credit, excluding medical bills
2. Must have 3 months’ minimum job time
— 6 months for temp jobs — with no
more than 2 jobs in the last year
3. Income must be verifiable. Cash and
seasonal jobs do not qualify.
4. Must have a gross monthly income of
$1,235 or higher
5. Must meet Team One Credit Union
membership requirements

No Monthly Fees
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No Licenses
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Countering Chevy’s Silverado surge
Retooled Ford, refocused Ram threaten to retake share
Mike Colias
mcolias@crain.com

Sweeney: Chevy
has “a lot of
momentum.”

DETROIT — Chevrolet last year made its
biggest market share gain in the full-size
pickup segment in more than a decade.
But for 2016, big questions loom over one
of the industry’s most lucrative categories.
How will Ford respond with production
finally at full throttle after lengthy plant
changeovers for its aluminum-bodied
F-150? And what does Fiat Chrysler’s re-

doubled focus on the truck business mean
for Ram’s plan to attack the pickup market?
Chevy’s Silverado grabbed market share
in 2015 at the expense of every major rival in
the segment. It gained 1.9 percentage
points, to 27.5 percent, while the F series
lost 0.8 points, dropping to 35.7 percent,
with Ford short-handed as it took several
months to prep two assembly plants for the
F-150’s groundbreaking switch to aluminum. The Ram and the Toyota Tundra

ceded market share, too, while the GMC
Sierra slipped 0.1 percentage point.
Last year also was the first time in six
years that combined Silverado
and Sierra sales topped volume of the F series.
“We’ve got a lot of momentum,” Brian Sweeney, U.S. vice
president of Chevrolet, said in
an interview last month.
The latest quarterly results
see PICKUPS, Page 36

■ Where
Toyota and
Lexus got their
leaders
| PAGE 35 |
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Toyota’s youth brand fulfilled
its purpose, if not its potential
David Undercoffler
undercoffler@crain.com

cion’s original idea was elegantly simple: Take affordable,
efficient, quirky cars from Toyota’s global lineup and rebadge them for the United States. Wind them up and aim
them at the finicky young buyers who wouldn’t be caught
dead in Dad’s Corolla.
It was an experiment Toyota seemed ready to jettison at any time if
things got hairy.
“This is the classroom for us,” said Jim Press, then COO of Toyota
Motor Sales U.S.A., introducing the newborn brand’s two concept
cars at the 2002 New York auto show. “We’re listening. Are we going
to make mistakes? You bet we are.”
Fourteen years later, those mistakes led Toyota to finally shutter
Scion. But within the failed experiment are crucial successes

S

2016 Silverado

Cash for
Nissan’s
preferred
dealers

see SCION,
Page 35

Factory quietly supports
facilities, other costs
Neal E. Boudette and Jamie LaReau
nboudette@crain.com

In its drive to grab more U.S. market share,
Nissan North America is quietly forming alliances with selected dealers who get favorable treatment, and sometimes millions of
dollars, from the company.
One so-called preferred dealer is Bernie
Moreno, who has acquired two Nissan and
three Infiniti stores in Ohio
in the past six years. To help
him ramp up and expand,
Nissan promised to give
him as much as $6.6 million, according to court
documents from a case related to an open Infiniti
point awarded to Moreno
Moreno: “I
in Coral Gables, Fla.
For the Coral Gables lo- accepted what
cation, Nissan agreed to they offered.”
give Moreno as much as
$4.4 million — $200,000 when the dealership
opens and an additional $120,000 per quarter
for up to seven years — if sales goals are
achieved, according to a 2014 agreement
signed by Moreno and Nissan. He is also supposed to get $1 million for store improvements
— about twice the amount Nissan normally
provides, according to court documents.
In exchange, Moreno promises dramatic
performance. He aims to sell more than 2,100
Infinitis the first year the store is open, which
see NISSAN, Page 36
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Whole lotta wholesalin’ goin’ on
With used cars more
plentiful, retail groups
are much more choosy
Published in Automotive News
April 27, 2015
Arlena Sawyers
asawyers@crain.com

ary Donovan, Sam Swope Auto Group vice
president, believes that just about any used
vehicle that “has any credence to be dependable transportation” and the proper disclosures can be retailed.
But last year, Donovan said, the dealership group
took a good number of trade-ins that lacked that credence.
“I think a lot of people have nursed old cars for a
long time that are just on their last leg,” Donovan said.
“We’re not looking to start a potential relationship
with a buyer with that [type of car], so we just dispose
of them.”
Swope Automotive Group, of which Sam Swope Auto in Louisville, Ky., is a part, saw its wholesale usedvehicle sales rise 4.9 percent in 2014 to 6,419 units. It
was one of 62 dealership groups on the Automotive
News list of the top 100 dealership groups ranked by
used-vehicle sales that wholesaled more used cars
and trucks in 2014 than in 2013.
Three years of far-below-trend new-vehicle sales
tightened supplies of used cars and trucks in the late
2000s and caused many dealership groups to keep more
old used vehicles they took as trade-ins, retailing the vehicles rather than wholesaling them at auction.
But soaring new-vehicle sales for the past few years
now mean that used vehicles are more plentiful. Dealers have become more selective about the vehicles
they stock and more willing to wholesale the ones they
cull.
The data for this story are drawn from the same survey information that Automotive News uses to produce its annual list of top dealership groups based in
the U.S. as ranked by new-unit retail sales.
Sam Swope Auto and the Swope Family of Dealerships of Elizabethtown, Ky., which is operated by other Swope family members, report their sales together
as Swope Automotive Group. The group ranks No. 30
on the list of retail used-vehicle sales with unit sales of
14,308.
Though wholesale used vehicles take a back seat to
those sold at retail at most dealerships, wholesale volume contributes significantly to dealership groups’ fi-

C

Shaun Del Grande: An $8,000 used car is better sold
wholesale; a $15,000 used car, retail.
nancial wherewithal, Automotive News data show.
Last year, the top 100 dealership groups ranked by
used-vehicle sales sold 4,034,209 used vehicles, of
which 37 percent were wholesaled. Wholesale generated 17 percent of the top 100’s combined $61.5 billion revenue from all used-vehicle sales.
Wholesale unit sales at Del Grande Dealer Group of
San Jose, Calif., rose 54 percent to 3,224 last year mostly because the company decided to focus on selling
higher-quality used vehicles, said President Shaun Del
Grande.
He said the average cost of vehicles the group retailed was $15,000 to $17,000 last year, up from about
$13,000 to $15,000 in 2013.
“Our mantra is ‘Don’t just be a car buyer, be a happy
car buyer,’” he said. “It’s a lot easier to make people
happy when you sell them a $15,000 used car than a
$5,000 used car.”
He added: “We used to get into the $8,000 and $9,000
used cars. Now we’re finding those are better wholesale pieces for us.” Del Grande Dealer Group retailed
8,552 units in 2014, ranking it at No. 75.
Wholesale used-vehicle unit sales at RML Automotive of Lewisville, Texas, dropped 5.5 percent last
year to 14,175, making RML one of the few groups
that wholesaled fewer used-vehicles in 2014 than in
2013.
The group believes in retailing every vehicle that is
“retail worthy,” said RML CEO Franklin McLarty. “The
wholesale channel is the last option.”
RML sold 15,572 retail units last year ranking it at
No. 22. c

Service outsources small stuff
fixed-op functions.
Ocean Detailing has been asked to take over service
parts delivery operations for one of its customers, says
owner Russell Grande. That will open a new area of
Published in Automotive News
business for his company.
“Our role is to take jobs off of the service manager’s
March 2, 2015
hands that are cutting into his productivity or compliLindsay Chappell
cating his life,” Grande says. “The $10-an-hour-or-less
lchappell@crain.com
guys at the dealership are jobs they don’t need to be
As dealers everywhere press their
worrying about. The service manager needs to
service departments to improve cusbe able to focus on making the most money
tomer-satisfaction results, some
possible and meeting customer-satisfaction
Florida stores are outsourcing their
goals.”
more troublesome tasks, such as detailing,
Grande’s company tracks every vehicle it
porter work and lot maintenance.
touches, whether as a valet or a detailer, ex“We wash 100 percent of the cars that go
plaining what was done and by whom. The rethrough our service department, and we rely
ports go to the stores’ fixed-operations manon an outside company to do it,” says Larry
agers. Any dissatisfaction immediately can be
Zinn, general manager of Warren Henry In- Zinn: Outside
tracked to the specific Ocean employee. And
company
finiti in Miami.
every dealership has an on-site Ocean manager.
The dealership uses local services supplier washes cars.
If a porter doesn’t show up for work, Ocean
A.C. Installations to keep eight to 10 porters
dispatches a replacement. The dealer is
on-site for various functions, such as ferrying service
spared the time-consuming task of recruiting and
customers to work. “They’re accountable for doing the
training a new employee.
job right, and that frees up our service people to focus
The price tag for third-party services is roughly comon more important things,” Zinn said.
parable to doing the work in-house. For example,
J.M. Lexus of Margate, Fla., has about 80 third-party
Ocean charges dealers $55 to detail new cars.
service employees on-site, provided by Ocean Detail“The money’s usually not the issue,” Grande says.
ing USA Inc. of Miami. Ocean provides lower-wage
Customer satisfaction “is what’s driving all this. The
work forces for about 50 dealerships in the area and
dealerships are just realizing that these are jobs they
has about 500 employees doing an expanding range of
don’t need to be bogged down with.” c
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GM, Lithia, Koons settle ad allegations by FTC
From autonews.com
Jan. 28, 2016
Arlena Sawyers
asawyers@crain.com

here is no law prohibiting
the sale of used cars and
trucks that are subject to
open safety-related recalls.
But advertising that those vehi-

T

cles have undergone rigorous inspections can draw unwanted attention from the Federal Trade
Commission. Just ask General Motors, Jim Koons Automotive Cos.
and Lithia Motors Inc.
All three companies came under
fire in separate FTC complaints, released in January, that they deceived
customers when they failed to dis-

close in advertising that some of the
used cars they were selling were subject to safety-related recalls.
The FTC and the companies said
settlements have been reached regarding the allegations. The settlements do not involve any fines or
penalties.
None of the companies admitted
any wrongdoing. Lithia and Koons
Automotive agreed to settle with
the FTC to avoid the costs and disruption of litigation. GM and Lithia
also said they have put in place
changes in response to the FTC’s
investigation.
Jessica Rich, director of the FTC’s
Bureau of Consumer Protection, said
she hopes the actions against the
three companies send “a signal to
the marketplace as a whole about the
need to disclose unrepaired safety
recalls, especially when you’re making bold claims about inspections
that you’re undertaking or the safety
your used cars may have.”
She said it is “nonpublic” when
the FTC launches its investigations,
but public reports lead the agency
to believe there may be “millions”
of similar instances of vehicles subject to open recalls that are being
advertised as rigorously inspected.
She added: “While we cannot
comment on other investigations
that are underway because they are
nonpublic, you may very well see
other actions in this area.”
The allegations against GM involved advertising of vehicles in its
certified used-vehicle program.
Claims surrounding Koons’ “certified Koons Outlet” vehicles and
Lithia’s dealer-backed “60-Day/
3,000 Mile” warranty also came under fire by the FTC.

Rich alleged that GM and the two
large dealership groups, separately,
“made broad claims about rigorous
inspections that involve safety without disclosing the potential existence
of unrepaired safety recalls.”
In a statement sent to Automotive
News, GM said: “We made changes to
our certified pre-owned marketing
program last year to address the FTC’s
concerns and we are pleased with the
proposed resolution of the matter.”
Jim Koons and Lithia Motors, in
separate but similar statements
sent to Automotive News, noted
that the FTC did not claim their
statements about their inspections
were false, but that the companies
failed to provide sufficient information about vehicles that might have
been subject to an open recall.
“The settlement sets out certain
changes we must adopt, and we
have already made those changes,”
Lithia said in an email reply to an
Automotive News query.
“Lithia has long had a policy of
rigorously inspecting our used vehicles before offering them to the
public, and we make recall repairs
when possible. We are not aware of
a single customer complaint about
our advertising or disclosures of
manufacturer recalls.”
Koons Automotive said the company provides a Carfax vehicle-history report for every used vehicle it
offers for sale on its website, as well
as with every used vehicle that it
sells. “It has been our policy for
many years to rigorously inspect
our used vehicles and make repairs
when possible.”
Under the settlements, which are
in effect for 20 years, the companies:
䡲 Are prohibited from claiming

their used vehicles are safe or have
been subject to a rigorous inspection unless they are free of unrepaired safety recalls, or unless the
companies clearly disclose the existence of the recalls in close proximity to the inspection claims.
䡲 Are prohibited from misrepresenting material facts about the
safety of used cars they advertise.
䡲 Are required to inform recent
customers, by mail, that their vehicles may have an open recall.
The latter requirement applies for
GM to certified preowned vehicles
purchased between July 1, 2013,
and the final order date; for Lithia to
Lithia Warranty used vehicles purchased during the same time period; and for Koons to certified used
vehicles purchased between July 1,
2013, and June 15, 2015.
Each violation of the settlement
terms can result in a fine of up to
$16,000.
Commenting on the news, Jared
Allen, a National Automobile Dealers
Association spokesman, said the organization “is disappointed that the
FTC chose to follow the ‘sue and settle’ approach to informing the market
of its compliance expectations related to the advertising of certified preowned vehicles and manufacturer recalls, both of which have been
around for decades. That said, dealers certainly believe that consumers
need to be properly informed about
the vehicles they purchase.”
Lithia ranks No. 8 on Automotive
News’ list of the top 150 dealership
groups based in the U.S., with retail
sales of 91,192 new vehicles in 2014.
Jim Koons Automotive is No. 15,
with retail sales of 35,142 new vehicles in 2014. c

Repeat repairs on
older Volvos are free
tomer-oriented brand. ”
Volvo found more than a third of
owners usually turned to the afterDiana T. Kurylko
market for post-warranty repairs
dkurylko@crain.com
rather than a dealership because of
olvo Cars of North Amer- the lower cost and trust concerns,
ica has launched a new Doering said.
parts and labor warranty
The new program replaces Volfor older cars to drive more vo’s previous 2-year warranty on
business to dealerships.
repair parts and service, he said.
If an off-warranty vehicle is reThe new warranty covers the water
paired at a Volvo dealership and pump, alternator, transmission and
comes back with the same
even engine replacement
problem, the fixes are free.
— “some of the items you
The repairs include lawould not expect to wear
bor, which is usually half of
out,” Doering said.
a customer’s bill, said Scott
The program covers only
Doering, vice president of
original Volvo parts incustomer service. The prostalled at Volvo dealergram doesn’t cover wearships. If an independent reand-tear items, such as
pair shop uses a Volvo part,
Doering: Plan
brake pads and wipers.
the lifetime warranty won’t
The program went into helps dealers.
apply. If a customer installs
effect June 1 for vehicles
a part, it is not covered.
that have come off Volvo’s 4Parts sold over the counter that
year/50,000 mile warranty.
are not installed by a Volvo dealerDoering said Volvo decided to of- ship are covered by a 1-year, partsfer the program because its sales only warranty.
have declined in the past several
The new warranty ends when the
years, which means fewer cars are car is sold.
returning to dealerships for service.
Doering did not disclose data on
“The park of [used vehicles] is ex- how often a car under warranty has
pected to decline. We looked at to come back to have the same probwhat we can do to support dealers.
lem fixed or the cost of the program.
“We feel this offer aligns [with]
“It is costly,” he said. “We believe
where we are going with our brand. it will be more than offset by inWe are a customer-focused and cus- creased customer retention.” c
Published in Automotive News
Aug. 3, 2015
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TESLA’S REPAIR REDO

A scrappy startup no more, automaker ends $100 flat fee service promise
Published in Automotive News
Nov. 2, 2015
Gabe Nelson
gnelson@crain.com

hen the sleek, electric Tesla
Model S went on sale in 2012,
Tesla Motors Inc. promised an
unmatched customer experience, even if the car broke down.
It wouldn’t be easy. Tesla had 15 service centers worldwide; BMW and Mercedes-Benz
had more repair shops in Southern California
alone. So Tesla, reluctant to do business with
franchised dealers, tried a novel strategy.
If the Model S needed repair, Tesla would
dispatch a technician called a Ranger. If the
technician could fix the Model S on the spot,
he would. If not, the Ranger would deliver
the car to one of Tesla’s factory-owned service centers. The price: $100.
“We’ve revised our pricing such that Ranger
Service for Model S and Roadster is now a
$100 flat fee per visit, regardless of how far
away you live from a Tesla Service Center,”
Joost de Vries, then vice president of global
service at Tesla, wrote in a 2012 blog post.
“Our goal is to take care of your car in a
way no one has ever done before.”
But that was then.
Now, some customers who bought a Model S based on such assurances feel that Tesla
has gone back on its word. Sometime earlier
this year, Tesla started charging well above
$100 to customers who don’t live near a service center.
Among them is Brian Manke of Chesapeake, Va., who balked at a $606 quote to
have his Model S delivered to Tesla’s service
center in Raleigh, N.C., 202 miles away, for
repairs under warranty.
He doesn’t regret his purchase. “It’s an
awesome car,” Manke said, “and it only gets
better the more you drive it.” Yet he can no
longer recommend Tesla with such gusto to
neighbors.
“Ever since I got my Model S, I’ve had a
bunch of people ask me: ‘What do you do for
service?’” Manke said. “I’d say, ‘Oh, they
pick it up for $100.’ It’s going to change people’s tune a little bit now when I tell them
that it’s going to be at least $600.”

W

The change to the Ranger program happened quietly earlier this year. One page on
Tesla’s service website still touts a $100 flat
fee. Another says: “Service begins at $100
per visit and increases based on your distance from the nearest Tesla service center.”
“Sorry for the confusion,” a Tesla service
adviser wrote this summer to a customer
who inquired about the $100 fee, in an email
reviewed by Automotive News. “The flat fee
of $100 is no longer valid.”
Manke’s complaint, shared by other customers on online forums, is a rare blemish

“

“

Quiet change

Joshua Green of St. John’s, Newfoundland, got
the promise of $100 Ranger service in writing
when he bought his Model S. That came in
handy when his car broke down this summer
and Tesla wanted a lot more to send a Ranger.

“Ever since I got
my Model S, I’ve
had a bunch of
people ask me:
‘What do you do
for service?’ I’d
say, ‘Oh, they pick
it up for $100.’ It’s
going to change
people’s tune a
little bit now when
I tell them that it’s
going to be at
least $600.”
Brian Manke of Virginia

Fixing the flat fee
In 2012, Tesla set a $100 flat fee for
its door-to-door Ranger service. It has
ended that, reflecting the evolution of
its service operation. Consider these
numbers.
Tesla service centers worldwide
when Model S deliveries began
in June 2012
Service centers globally
when Model X deliveries
began in September 2015
Tesla vehicles on
the road worldwide
as of September 2015
The share of Tesla vehicles
within 50 miles of a service
center
The share of Tesla vehicles
within 25 miles of a service
center

15
125
90,000
91%
83%
Source: Tesla Motors

on Tesla’s otherwise exemplary record for
customer service.
When the magazine Consumer Reports
polled Tesla customers in 2014 on their service
satisfaction, they gave the company a score of
99 out of 100, with 98 percent of Tesla’s owners saying they would buy a Tesla again.
“We take care of our owners unlike any
other automaker, with 24-hour service,
pickup and delivery and free loaners,” Tesla
spokeswoman Alexis Georgeson wrote in an
email when asked about the change in
Ranger policy.
When the Model S went on sale, “we needed to introduce a way for early customers

out of range of a service center to have a
seamless Tesla ownership experience,” she
added. “Since then, we have invested heavily in brick-and-mortar locations to serve our
rapidly growing customer base.”
Most customers were unaffected by Tesla’s
policy change. As of this September, when
Model X deliveries began, Tesla had 125 service centers worldwide, with 91 percent of
Tesla owners living within 50 miles of one.
As the company prepares for the launch of
the mass-market Model 3 by adding more
service centers, Ranger service will become
less and less of an issue.
Nevertheless, the end of the $100 promise
is a telling episode in the history of Tesla,
showing its transition from a scrappy startup to a mass-market automaker concerned
about profits and economy of scale. It also
serves as a cautionary tale about the challenge of breaking into the auto industry
with a factory-owned service network.

‘So damn good’
Manke, a manager at a power tools company, doesn’t usually buy luxury cars, but he
was seduced by the Model S. His wife commutes 80 miles to work, so the couple concluded they’d save enough money on gasoline to afford one.
Before buying the car, Manke called the
service center in Raleigh to make sure Tesla
would honor its $100 promise. The people
there said yes, Manke recalls. He put down a
deposit on a Model S. It arrived in April. He
was enthralled.
Manke quickly spotted some minor flaws,
such as chrome trim around the back door
that didn’t fit right. And soon the Model S
started occasionally generating error mes-

sages while charging. When he called the
service center, they quoted him $606.
Manke held off on the repairs, waiting until
the next time he visits a city with a service
center so he can drop off the car himself, free
of charge. He said he is disappointed Tesla
didn’t honor the price that it had advertised.
“I certainly expected it to be that way for the
duration of the warranty period,” Manke said.
“That was a major part of my decision-making process. If it weren’t for the fact that this
car is so damn good, I’d be pretty ticked off.”
Ending the $100 promise could lead to
substantial cost savings for Tesla, which has
a goal of becoming profitable on a cashflow basis in early 2016. Ranger service can
be extremely expensive, as in the case of
Joshua Green of St. John’s, Newfoundland.
When shopping for his car, Green asked
Tesla what would happen if the car broke
down on the remote Canadian island. Tesla
told him about the $100 Ranger service, and
Green got the promise in writing. But when
his Model S broke down on the side of the
road this summer, Tesla asked for more
than $800 to dispatch a Ranger.
Green pointed to the email correspondence, and Tesla agreed to put his Model S
on a ferry and ship it to Montreal for repair,
free of charge.
Green said he’s glad Tesla ultimately honored its promise, but the company needs a
better plan for customers who live far from
service centers.
“At the end of the day, we were completely
satisfied with how they took care of us,”
Green said. “When we added it up, they
probably spent $10,000 on us. It’s incredible
that they would do that. But there’s no way
they could do that for everybody.” c

Why extended service contracts remain solid sellers
From F&I Report Dec. 30, 2015
Hannah Lutz
hlutz@crain.com

T

he quality of vehicles today is vastly
superior to those of yesteryear. And
over the past decade, the F&I industry
has introduced numerous new products targeting new needs, such as key replacement.
But through it all, one evergreen product
continues to rack up solid sales: the extended
service contract.
The appeal, though, has changed. Today’s

consumers buy service contracts for a new
reason. They want protection against vehicle
technology issues, said Vince Santivasi, vice
president of business development at Zurich.
In addition to covering vehicles’ mechanical parts, such as the engine and transmission, some service contracts cover electronics, such as Bluetooth phone connectivity
and radio and navigation systems controlled
by the touch screen and voice command.
Consumers’ “biggest concern is the electronic piece,” Santivasi said. “Our penetrations continue to go up in service contracts
because customers are concerned about in-

vehicle technology failure.”
Service contract sales are dealerships’
“bread and butter,” said Arzu Algan, dean of
education at Automotive Dealership Institute
in Scottsdale, Ariz.
Informal data backs up that assertion.
In a DealerRater survey question supplied by
Automotive News last month, out of 13,011 responses, 30 percent of consumers said they
bought a service contract on their most recent vehicle purchase. Service contracts were purchased
by 26 percent of new-vehicle buyers, compared
with 40 percent of used-vehicle buyers.
And it’s not just vehicle buyers. Of con-

sumers who visited the dealership for service,
33 percent bought a service contract.
As dealerships’ focus shifts to products
from dealer reserve as a source of F&I profits,
the consistent contributor to those profits is
service contract sales.
“They are still the driving force of F&I income and the added value is that it’s bringing
people back to the service department,” said
Mike Casey, group vice president of sales for
JM&A Group. “The biggest risk a consumer
has is if there is some kind of breakdown or
heavy-ticket item. [The service contract] gives
the consumer the most peace of mind.” c

Rocky Ridge has allowed Sherry Chrysler Dodge Jeep RAM to become internet celebrities. In order
to stand out from other dealers, we decided to start Sherry4x4.com and work with Rocky Ridge to
convert RAM trucks and Jeeps. In 16 months, we have tripled our web traffic, earned a solid
YouTube and Facebook following, and increased gross revenue. Now we are internet famous, and
one of the top lifted truck dealers in the country! – Jim Sherry, Owner, Sherry4x4.com
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Lithia tops rivals in shareholder value
Dave Guilford
dguilford@crain.com

DETROIT — Lithia Motors Inc. founder Sid
DeBoer made good on a prediction, returning to
leadership in creating shareholder value in 2015.
Lithia outpaced other U.S.-based auto retail
groups in creating value for its shareholders
over the past one- and three-year periods to
claim the 2015 Global Automotive Shareholder Value Award from PwC and Automotive
News at the Automotive News World Congress here on Jan. 13.
In 2015, Asbury Automotive Group had
claimed the one-year award for shareholder
value in 2014, snapping a three-year string of
Lithia victories in the one-year category.
But last year, Lithia retained the award for
three-year return. And in accepting that

award on Jan. 14, 2015, DeBoer said he expected to be back for another award in January 2016 because of the company’s acquisition of DCH Auto Group in late 2014.
His prediction came true, as Lithia’s total
shareholder return rose 23.9 percent for the
one-year period and 191.3 percent for the
three-year period, topping returns for the six
largest publicly listed U.S.-based automotive
retailers in which new vehicles make up at
least half of their total sales.
Those retailers as a group posted a threeyear return of 67.4 percent and a one-year return of negative 2.9 percent.
Lithia’s returns, and those of the auto retailers as a group, lagged the returns seen by
global automotive suppliers.
Among global suppliers, France’s Plastic

Omnium led over the past three years, with a
return of 234 percent, and Japan’s Calsonic
Kansei Corp. set the pace for the past year,
with a return of 60.6 percent.
PwC’s shareholder value index for global automotive suppliers saw a return of 75.8 percent
over three years and 5.9 percent over one year.
Among global automakers, France’s Peugeot
SA was the top value creator over the past year
(42.4 percent) and three years (234.4 percent).
Winners were determined by their total
shareholder return, based on the value of
$100 invested in the stock over one and three
years. PwC’s calculations take into account
changes in share prices, dividends and other
distributions, as well as stock buybacks and
splits. Movements in exchange rates also impact the returns. c

And the winners are ...
Winners of the Global Automotive
Shareholder Value Awards were
determined by their total shareholder
return, based on the value of $100
invested in the stock over 1 and 3 years.
The awards were presented by PwC and
Automotive News.
䡲 U.S.-based auto retail groups
3 years: Lithia Motors +191.3%
1 year: Lithia Motors +23.9%
䡲 Global automakers
3 years: Peugeot SA (France) +234.4%
1 year: Peugeot SA +42.4%
䡲 Global auto suppliers
3 years: Plastic Omnium (France)
+234.0%
1 year: Calsonic Kansei (Japan) +60.6%
Source: PwC

Dealers urged
to request more
feedback on
service contracts
From F&I Report March 2, 2016
Hannah Lutz
hlutz@crain.com
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Few consumers write reviews
about their experiences with an extended warranty claim, an informal
survey of dealership customers has
found. To rectify that, dealerships
should ask customers to write reviews after they have claims paid,
an F&I product provider suggests.
The survey, proposed by Automotive News and fielded by DealerRater Feb. 8-16, asked DealerRater
users whether they had written an
online review about specific car
buying experiences, namely: working with a specific employee, a newvehicle purchase, a used-vehicle
purchase, a service department visit, the financing process, trade-in
value, vehicle price or payment,
and an extended warranty claim.
Just 3.9 percent of 12,417 responses showed that the consumer
had written an online review of an
extended warranty claim.
John Stephens, senior vice president of dealer services at F&I product provider EFG Cos., said the
small percentage may reflect that
consumers’ expectations for a positive experience on an extended
warranty claim — based on the
price they paid for the product —
had been met and therefore didn’t
merit a review.
Consumers that have a negative
experience, though, are likely to
write about it on DealerRater or a
similar review site, he said.
Of responses that indicated a
dealership service department visit,
7.2 percent showed that the consumer had written an online review
of an extended warranty claim.
The percentage was naturally higher for service visits, according to DealerRater CEO Gary Tucker, because
that’s when consumers see the value
of the extended service contract.
To increase the number of extended warranty reviews, Stephens recommends dealership personnel take
a proactive approach when claims
are paid. He suggests they ask customers about their experience and, if
positive, whether they’d mind posting a review about it online.
Stephens said: “It’s one more
piece of the puzzle we have to get
good at.” c
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2015: Blue skies and leaps of faith
Count on Leo Michael, Automotive News’ editorial cartoonist, to have a fresh perspective on what’s happening in the automotive world. Here’s his take on some
of the issues that affected U.S. auto dealers’ lives and livelihoods in 2015. You can find Leo’s work each week on Page 12 and anytime on autonews.com
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Instant online auctions save time, costs
Mobile application helps stores price trade-ins quickly and accurately
Published in Automotive News
Aug. 31, 2015
Arlena Sawyers
asawyers@crain.com

henever Dean Howell needs
to know the value of a trade-in
offered to his Waynesville,
N.C., Ford dealership, he offers
the vehicle for sale in an hourlong instant
online auction.
Using the TradeRev mobile app, Howell
writes a description of the vehicle, uploads
photos of it, adds walkaround videos and presses a button on his smartphone.
Within an hour, he generally has from three or
four to 25 bids for the vehicle.
But most important,
Howell: Multiple the general sales managbids in one hour er of Taylor Motor Co.
knows, again within an
hour, how much to pay a customer for the
trade-in because he has a buyer and a price
for it. That’s all without the expense and
time of transporting the vehicle to a traditional auction.
“When you get a vehicle that you’re not
sure what it might bring, a lot of times you
can’t put a deal together,” said Howell, who
has used TradeRev for about six months.
A vehicle entered into the app is offered
for sale to dealers “in several states, so what
doesn’t sell well in one state might sell really
well in another state,” Howell said. “With all
these people looking and bidding, you get
the true value of what it’s really worth.”

W

TradeRev co-creator Mark Endras says the
app increases dealer profitability.
About 2,800 dealers in Canada and 200 in
the U.S. use TradeRev, said Mark Endras,
who co-created the mobile technology tool
in 2009 with a former colleague.
Endras is vice president of operations at
his family’s Endras BMW and Endras Infiniti
in Ajax, Ontario, just east of Toronto. He has
a bachelor’s degree in computer science
from the University of Toronto and completed a course in automotive marketing at
Northwood University.
This summer, TradeRev posted its
100,000th vehicle with more than 50,000 sold.
Endras said TradeRev increases dealer
profitability by cutting remarketing costs.
“Our conversion rate is very high. It’s over

50 percent, and in the auction remarketing
space, that is very high,” Endras said.
For buyers, he said, “We built it so they can
reduce any noise — they can set filters that
say, ‘I’m only interested in this type of car,
with this mileage and this model year.’ So
they are getting notified on cars they are actually looking for.”
Sellers, who are franchised dealers, pay no
registration fee to use TradeRev. The seller fee
is determined by the number of bids a vehicle
attracts: $15 per bid, up to a maximum of 10
bids or $150 if the vehicle sells and a maximum of five bids or $75 if it does not.
A vehicle that does not sell can be reauctioned up to three times without the seller
paying additional fees. A seller may choose
not to sell a vehicle if the bids do not reach
the minimum selling price.
Buyers, who are independent used-car
dealers, pay $100 a month and up to $95 to
buy a vehicle on TradeRev. They are notified
on their smartphones anytime a vehicle that
meets their criteria is offered for sale.
In August 2014, ADESA, a unit of KAR Auction Services Inc., paid about $30 million in
cash to acquire a 50 percent stake in
TradeRev. ADESA is helping Endras market
the tool to franchised dealers in the U.S.
TradeRev shares the app-based, used-car
appraisal market with at least one other
competitor.
The Appraisal Lane app enables dealers to
upload information about a vehicle they
want to sell, such as its make, model,
mileage and condition, and receive a firm,
cash offer from Appraisal Lane’s team of
staff appraisers, said Andrew Iorgulescu, the
company’s president.
Appraisal Lane will make the offer within

Balise grows with car washes
Stand-alone sites aim to wow buyers, pull in new profits
Published in Automotive News
Feb. 1, 2016
Lindsay Chappell
lchappell@crain.com

hen is a nearby car wash a tool
to support an auto dealership’s fixed operations?
When the dealer owns it.
Auto retailers have been washing service
customers’ cars on-site for years as a courtesy and to improve satisfaction. Balise Auto
Group is taking it a step further: opening car
washes to handle dealership needs, serve as
a marketing tool to help wow car buyers and
operate as a stand-alone profit center.
“It’s a way to help us reach people who
aren’t our customers,” says Bill Peffer, presi-

W

dent of the West Springfield, Mass., retailer.
Balise has 18 new-car dealerships in Connecticut, Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
Three years ago, it decided to open a car
wash on Cape Cod. It now has two car washes, each co-located with dealerships.
“It complements the business,” says Peffer, who joined Balise in 2014 after serving in
senior management with Nissan and General Motors. “They serve a number of functions. We use them to prepare pre-owned
vehicles for pre-delivery.”
One of the specific functions is pressurewashing engines and engine compartments
to clean up vehicles for resale.
The separately managed car washes perform vehicle detailing for the dealerships, as
well as interior cleanings when necessary.

The shops perform small-scale
trim repair on
vehicles when
they can. They
also offer reconditioning services for vinyl
tops on older cars.
The newest car wash opened in November
in Springfield, Mass., a bright facility with a
colorful, 130-foot cleaning tunnel. It was
built adjacent to Balise Hyundai, which
opened in May. Across the street, Balise also
owns a Chevrolet-Buick-GMC dealership.
Hyundai customers are given a gift of five
years of free car washes there when they buy a
new Hyundai. Customers elsewhere are given
free tokens to go through the car wash.
Merely having the service becomes a mar-

about 10 minutes if the vehicle is a trade-in
that is part of a current, pending sale; the
company will take up to about two hours to
research and make an offer if the vehicle is
aged inventory that the dealer wants to sell,
Iorgulescu said.
Appraisal Lane charges $500 per month
for 50 cash offers or $15 per offer. It sells the
vehicles it buys directly to its network of
dealers and at physical and online auctions.
Iorgulescu said the company sells those vehicles sometimes for less, sometimes for
more than it paid for them.
But considering that Appraisal Lane
makes money on subscriptions and charges
a buy fee, the business
model
works
well,
Iorgulescu said.
“We’re addressing the
same industry problems
but addressing them
from a different business
way,” he added.
Jim Hallett, CEO of KAR
Auction Services, said Hallett: Another
TradeRev is a good fit for way to sell
ADESA because it gives vehicles
the nation’s second-largest auction company entry into the 20 million-vehicle dealerto-dealer wholesale market, which is separate from the 9 million- to 10 million-vehicle
auction industry.
Services such as title management, electronic fund transfers and real-time shipping
quotes that ADESA provides customers who
buy and sell through its physical auction
sites and online channels are also available
to TradeRev customers, Hallett said.
“It’s just another venue to sell a vehicle,”
he added. “It provides a valuable service to
dealers. It is very efficient, and it creates a
whole new addressable market for us.” c

Balise Auto
Group’s car
wash centers
handle
dealership
needs and
serve as a
marketing
tool.
keting draw for some people, Peffer notes.
“We definitely talk it up,” he says. “We
mention it in our advertising. It really resonates with customers.”
As stand-alone businesses, they carry a
goodwill message for the group, he adds.
“It was a strategic decision to move into
the business,” he says. “It’s a way for us to
demonstrate that we’re not merely selling
cars — we’re more than that. We’re providing the market with services for their transportation needs, including finance, sales
and vehicle maintenance.” c
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Our Pledge to Dealers
When I arrived at TrueCar in December, it was apparent to me that the biggest issue facing the company was the need
to make TrueCar a more positive place for dealers to do business. Over the past decade, TrueCar has been successful in
attracting car buyers, but its overall approach has alienated many dealers across the country.
:VT`ÄYZ[VYKLYVMI\ZPULZZ^HZ[VNVZ[YHPNO[[V[OLZV\YJL0TL[^P[OKVaLUZVMKLHSLYZVMHSSZPaLZHUKHZRLK[OLT^OH[
they like and don’t like about working with TrueCar. They gave me an earful of their honest—sometimes brutally honest—
opinions. I knew even before I joined TrueCar that big changes were needed, but hearing very directly about the concerns of
dealers helped me formulate a new direction for TrueCar, one that is designed to make our marketplace produce a win-win
for both consumers and dealers. Some of the changes requested by dealers have already been made, some will happen
over the next three months, and the rest will roll out over the balance of the year.
Below are the top three areas of concern expressed by dealers, and the actions we’re taking to address them.
I invite you to review our new Dealer Pledge and complete list of action items at truecar.com/pledge.
• :HâUHPDNLQJPDMRUFKDQJHVLQRXUSURGXFWRσHULQJ
[VHKKYLZZJVUJLYUZ[OH[;Y\L*HYKVLZZVTL[OPUNZ[OH[O\Y[KLHSLYWYVÄ[HIPSP[`HUKW\[¸ZHUKPU[OLNLHYZ¹VMZVTL
transactions. To accomplish this, we are moving to reduce the use of TrueCar as a purely price-driven shopping tool and
enable dealers to compete on factors other than price.
• We’re addressing your concerns about how we treat you as customers
by redesigning our data policies, billing model, and billing practices. We are also hiring over 100 Field Service Consultants
to help dealers make better use of our tools and close more sales.
• We’re cleaning up our consumer-facing advertising and website language
by creating more balanced messaging that positions dealers in a positive light.
Additionally, we would like to clarify our intentions regarding potential future F&I and Trade-In products. Please know that
^L^PSSVUS`Z\WWVY[PUKPYLJ[ÄUHUJLHUK^PSSUV[VќLY[OPYKWHY[`KPYLJ[ÄUHUJLWYVK\J[Z[OYV\NO;Y\L*HYJVT0UHKKP[PVU
HU`;YHKL0UWYVK\J[^LPU[YVK\JL^PSSILIHZLKVUH^LSSHJJLW[LK^OVSLZHSL]HS\H[PVUHUK^PSSILVќLYLKVUHKLHSLY
VW[PUIHZPZ>LOVWL[OH[[OLZLJSHYPÄJH[PVUZ^PSSHSSL]PH[LHU`JVUJLYU[OH[KLHSLYZTH`OH]LHIV\[;Y\L*HY»ZM\[\YL
WYVK\J[VќLYPUNZ
We take these promises very seriously and we fully expect you to hold us accountable for delivering on them. The proof, as
they say, will be in the pudding. As we proceed, we will keep listening to dealers and we will be making even more changes
based on your ongoing feedback. If you would ever like to discuss any part of our Dealer Pledge, please feel free to contact
me—I am always interested in hearing about how we can make TrueCar work better for everyone in our industry.
For dealers who are now using TrueCar, thank you for your business, and for those who aren’t, we hope you will consider
us in the future.

Sincerely,

Chip Perry, President & CEO
chip.perry@truecar.com
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Dealer milestones
Here are some of the many franchised auto dealers who celebrated big anniversaries recently.

DAVID POPIEL/NEWPORT PLAIN TALK

50 with Chrysler

50 with Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge
Dealer David Billion of Billion Chrysler-Jeep-Dodge-Ram in Sioux Falls, S.D., receives a 50-year
award for Chrysler, Jeep and Dodge. Pictured, from left, are Billion; Jessica McGregor, FCA US
area sales manager for South Dakota; Candace Evans, FCA US service and parts area manager;
and Duane Mellema, general manager.

Cleo and Florine Stinnett, owners of Stinnett Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep-Ram
in Newport, Tenn., receive a 50-year award for Chrysler. Pictured, from left, are Cynthia
Stinnett; David Stinnett; Marc Stinnett, general manager; Stephanie Rooks, dealer
placement manager at the FCA US Southeast Business Center; Florine Stinnett; and Cleo
Stinnett.

25 with Ford
Dan Renshaw, right, CEO of Renshaw
Automotive Group, received a 25-year award for
Ford at Greenwood Ford-Lincoln in Bowling
Green, Ky. At left is Glenn Clark, COO of
Renshaw Automotive.

25 with Chevrolet

50 with Nissan
Les Rogers, dealer principal of Rogers & Rogers Nissan in Imperial, Calif.,
receives a 50-year award from Anne Corrao, vice president of Nissan North
America’s West region.

Dave Mills, left, and Alan DeBoer of Airport
Chevrolet-Buick-GMC-Cadillac in Medford, Ore.,
received a 25-year award for Chevrolet from General
Motors. Mills is dealer operator; DeBoer is partner.

50 with Ford

40 with GMC

Gerry Stoepel and Ron Stoepel,
owners of Ken Stoepel FordLincoln in Kerrville, Texas,
receive a 50-year award for Ford.
Pictured, from left, are Terry
Massey, general manager; Gerry
Stoepel; Ron Stoepel; Larry
Gach, Ford Motor Co.’s Houston
regional sales manager; Chris
Norton, Ford Customer Service
Division’s regional manager;
and Kurt Lauer, Ford Motor
Credit Co.’s regional manager.

Timothy Neuville,
right, and Jeffrey
Neuville of Neuville
Motors (ChevroletBuick-GMC) in
Waupaca, Wis.,
celebrated 40 years
with GMC. Timothy is
the owner; Jeffrey is
general manager.

25 with Buick

25 with Ford

25-year award

Clint Newell, right, dealer
operator of Clint Newell
Motors (Buick-ChevroletGMC-Toyota) in Roseburg,
Ore., receives a 25-year
award for Buick from
George Kovacs, district
sales manager in General
Motors’ Western region.

Roosevelt Robinson
III, left, president of
Middletown Ford
in Middletown, Ohio,
receives a 25-year
award from Greg
Ruminski, Ford
Motor Co.’s
Cincinnati regional
manager.

Bill Klouser, right,
executive manager of
Conway Chrysler-DodgeJeep-Ram in Conway,
S.C., receives a 25-year
award for Chrysler and
Dodge from Connor
Spence, area sales
manager at the FCA US
Southeast Business
Center.
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Dealer milestones
50 with Ford
Marc Brandt, Zach Brandt and
Kerry West celebrate 50 years with
Ford at Capitol Ford-Lincoln in
Santa Fe, N.M. Pictured, from left,
are Jeff Drake, Ford Motor Credit’s
Phoenix regional manager; Deb
Livingston, Ford Credit business
development manager; Marc
Brandt, dealer principal; Zach
Brandt, dealer partner; West,
dealer partner; and Steve
Papanikolas, Ford Motor Co.’s
Phoenix regional manager.

25 with Mazda
Dominic Pugliani, left, dealer principal of Pugi
Mazda in Downers Grove, Ill., receives a 25-year
award from Scott Farabee, Mazda North American
Operations’ Midwest regional general manager.

25 with Toyota
Brad Deery, right, dealer principal of
Deery Bros. Toyota in West Burlington,
Iowa, receives a 25-year award from
Brett Lakes, assistant general
manager of Toyota Motor Sales
U.S.A.’s Kansas City, Mo., region.

25 with Ford
Gerald Duncan, left, of Duncan Ford in Rocky Mount, Va.,
receives a 25-year award from James Todd, Ford Motor Co.’s
parts and service operations manager in the Richmond, Va., area.

50 with Ford
Dan Hay, president of Jim Burke Ford in Bakersfield, Calif., receives
a 50-year award. Pictured, from left, are Robert Kaffl, Ford Motor Co.’s
Los Angeles regional sales manager; Dan Hay; Chad Manning, vice
president of sales; and Joe Hay, vice president.

Silver dealer
Bruce Brubaker Jr.,
left, owner of
Champion FordLincoln-Mazda
in Owensboro, Ky.,
receives a 25-year
award for Ford and
Lincoln from Greg
Ruminski, Ford Motor
Co.’s Cincinnati
regional manager.

40 with BMW
Billy Dingman, right, owner of
Melbourne BMW in Melbourne, Fla.,
receives a 40-year award from Dan
Leslie, BMW of North America’s
central Florida area manager.

25 with
Hyundai
Kenneth Miller,
right, principal
owner of Miller
Hyundai in Vestal,
N.Y., receives a
25-year award
from Dave
Zuchowski, CEO
of Hyundai Motor
America.
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Store gives rapid response, round the clock
Staff jumps on leads and achieves record sales

Published in Automotive News
Dec. 14, 2015
Nick Bunkley
nbunkley@crain.com

ive minutes.
That’s how fast Keller Bros. Ford
aims to reply when a prospective customer contacts the dealership during
business hours.
Even overnight, on Sundays or on holidays, staffers often respond faster than
many shoppers might expect. The store’s
round-the-clock average, seven days a
week, is about 18 minutes, which ranks
among the top Ford Motor Co. dealerships
in the country, a spokeswoman for the automaker said.

F

Half of inquiries to 13,637 dealerships for a
study this year by Pied Piper Management
Co. were answered within 30 minutes.
Meanwhile, one in 12 inquiries submitted
by mystery shoppers for the study never received a response.
Ford and Lincoln dealerships have improved in recent years, to the point that
more than 60 percent of inquiries get replies
within half an hour. But even that may not
be fast enough to keep many shoppers’ interest, according to a 2013 study by the consulting firm OnlineDrive.
OnlineDrive said consumers who contact a
dealership are three times more likely to visit
the showroom if they get a response within
five minutes than if it takes 10 minutes, and
the chances they come to the showroom
plunge more after 20 minutes.

BEST PRACTICES
No ‘auto-responder’
“Response time is a huge thing,” said Brian Zipko, the general manager. “If somebody sends in a lead at midnight, that person is looking to be responded to at 12:05 —
not the next day.”
At Keller Bros. Ford, a small store in Lititz,
Pa., about 75 miles west of Philadelphia,
three women who make up the Internet
team share the duty of responding to leads.
Stephanie Lacey, the Internet sales manager, says she doesn’t mind taking a moment
whenever necessary to tap out a quick reply
and still gets plenty of time away from work.
“If I wake up in the middle of the night, I
check my email,” Lacey said. “I spend a
large amount of my day on my phone, but it
doesn’t interfere with my life. It takes me a
few seconds to send an email.”
Zipko said the dealership can’t succeed by
dictating how and when it communicates
with consumers. That philosophy — answering leads almost immediately, no matter when they arrive, and asking if customers would prefer a text instead of a
phone call to discuss inventory or let them
know a car being serviced is ready — has
helped the dealership achieve record sales
for a second consecutive year.
It’s on pace to sell 100 new and used vehicles a month in 2015, about 50 percent more
than two years ago. Since starting as general
manager at the beginning of 2014, Zipko has

Keller Bros. Ford’s Internet team, from left, Stephanie Lacey, Elizabeth Seibert and Della
Limbert, shares responsibility of responding to leads. “Response time is a huge thing,” says
General Manager Brian Zipko.
emphasized hiring young salespeople who
understand the immediacy of communication in the social-media era, regardless of
their background in auto or retail sales.
Of the store’s 12 salespeople, five are under
28 years old; for four of them it was their first
job out of college. One of the top sellers has a
degree in nuclear engineering, Zipko said.
About 25 percent of the store’s prospective
business comes from online leads, and once
an Internet sales staffer has started a conversation, she handles the rest of the transaction
herself unless the customer has a prior relationship with another salesperson. By handing off shoppers to someone else, “you’d lose

that personal touch that started the conversation,” Zipko said.
“I’m not looking to make anybody work 24
hours a day,” Zipko said. “We do not make
them respond, but I have the right people
who understand that getting back to the
customer is the difference between us making a sale or not.”

Reply faster, sell more
Numerous studies indicate a direct link
between a dealership’s handling of Internet
leads and its sales. A five-minute response
time is significantly better than the industry
average.

While many dealerships have their websites set up to automatically respond to
leads, Keller Bros. doesn’t use them. Zipko
said that’s because such replies don’t answer customers’ questions.
Ford also doesn’t count automated replies
when measuring dealers’ response times.
Instead, Lacey’s team always responds on
an individual basis, without any cut-andpaste scripts.
“When you send out an inquiry to four different dealerships,” Zipko said, “the first
one to respond to you that’s not an auto-responder that says, ‘How can I help?’ is who
I’d want to do business with.”
Lacey said she has sold a number of vehicles to people who might have bought elsewhere but for her late-night email reply. After one woman submitted a lead on a used
car at 1:30 a.m., Lacey said she responded
immediately, and by 10 a.m. they were filling out paperwork for the deal.
“While we were talking she mentioned
that she did not expect a response that fast
and was intrigued to meet the woman who
answers her work email at 1:30 a.m.,” she
said. “She has a very demanding job and her
work hours change frequently.
“If I had waited until we opened the following morning to respond to her, I am not sure I
would have been the one to earn her business.” c
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Fighting off brands with off brands
Mitsubishi wins back repair-shop business with cheaper Value Line brand of parts
Plain white label
Automakers such as Mitsubishi and
Chrysler supplement their genuine
replacement parts with their own offbrand parts lines. Here are the ups and
downs of that strategy.
ADVANTAGES

䡲 Automakers can increase parts sales
by matching prices for aftermarket
parts.
䡲 Cheaper parts allow dealers to give
lower quotes on repairs and
maintenance.
䡲 Discounts on the most commonly used
parts improve perception of dealers’
pricing.
DISADVANTAGES

䡲 Value-line parts are usually less

The cheaper parts have helped offset a 20 percent decline in genuine-factory parts sales.
Published in Automotive News
June 1, 2015
Gabe Nelson
gnelson@crain.com

itsubishi’s Mark Chaffin watched in
2009 as a wave of off-brand parts
hit the market, promising the same
performance as Mitsubishi’s genuine factory parts yet costing 30 to 40 percent less.
He wasn’t worried, though. The generic
brake pads, air filters and timing belts came
from Mitsubishi itself. The company had
taken the unusual step of selling genuine
parts under a white label — Value Line — to
fight back against the likes of Jiffy Lube and
Pep Boys.
The cheaper parts, now used at some Mitsubishi dealerships in lieu of genuine parts,
have helped Mitsubishi dealers win back repair-shop business, stemming a decline that
has resulted from the shrinking number of
Mitsubishis on the road in the United States.
In fiscal 2014, sales of Value Line parts rose
25 percent, helping Mitsubishi offset a 20
percent decline in original-equipment genuine-factory parts sales.
“We were competing with a lot of repair

M

shops around the corner from people’s
homes,” Chaffin, the vice president of fixed
operations at Mitsubishi Motors North America, said in an interview. “People were looking
for value. We had to come up with a compelling reason for them to come back to the
dealership.”
Across the country, dealerships have long
fought a reputation for expensive service.
That reflects the cost of keeping factory-certified mechanics but also the high cost of
genuine parts, which automakers have historically treated as a profit center.
Joe Bizzarro, owner of Interstate Mitsubishi in Erie, Pa., saw the Value Line as a
way to show customers that his dealership
was an economical place to get maintenance done. There was just one problem:
They weren’t inclined to believe him.
“In a town like Erie, you have to earn customers’ trust,” he said. When a business
tries to advertise a low price, he added, “you
can mail it, send out coupons, put it on TV,
and people are like: ‘Yeah, right.’”
Instead, Bizzarro had his employees call
existing customers one by one to tell them
about the price cuts.
It seems to have worked. This spring, parts

profitable than their genuine
equivalents.
䡲 Customers may be confused to find the
exact same part under a white-label
brand.
䡲 If made from different materials,
discount parts may prove to be less
reliable.

sales were up 30 percent year over year.
“In the past, people would say: ‘Just
change my oil and give me the wiper blades.
I’ll wait on the brakes,’” Bizzarro said. “Then
they’d go to the small garage around the
corner and get that done. When people
come through the door now, they can see
the prices on the board. They feel comfortable and they make a decision.”
Some other car companies have responded with a white-label strategy, including
Chrysler, which has sold discount parts
through its Mopar brand since 1998.
Chrysler’s value line includes 450 of the
most commonly replaced parts. These parts
are often made with less expensive materials than original-equipment parts but come
with a warranty and meet Mopar’s specifications.
“It’s still produced by us,” Mopar spokesman Ariel Gavilan said, “so it’s better than a
third-party part.”
Mazda started a parts line called Value

Day 1

Day 3030

Title vehicle

Battery Replacement

82c.
RETENTION is the NEW SALES.

Dealer Joe Bizzarro: His customers couldn’t
believe the low prices.
Products by Mazda with discounted brake
pads and wiper blades. It added white-label
cabin air filters in May.
One might expect Mitsubishi’s profits to
suffer from selling the same parts for less,
but Chaffin said Mitsubishi has saved money by selling Value Line parts in different
packaging and sourcing them from different
factories.
For instance, the cabin air filter for the
Lancer and Outlander Sport was being
made by a supplier in Thailand and shipped
to Mitsubishi’s sprawling Japanese parts depot for distribution to the United States. The
same supplier had a plant in Germany, so
Mitsubishi had parts shipped straight to the
United States to save money.
It leads to odd outcomes in the service department. While an original-equipment
timing belt sold in a plastic bag with the Mitsubishi logo retails for $134.15, an identical
Value Line timing belt sold in a white cardboard box with the Mitsubishi logo costs
$81.95.
Chaffin said Value Line parts outsell their
original-equipment equivalents by a margin
of 16-to-1. c
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Where the action is

California. Florida. Texas. Those three states cast a spell over new-car dealers in ways few other states can match. Their sales
volumes and per-store revenues are among the highest in the nation. But each also has unique challenges and barriers to dealership
success. In deciding whether to buy a dealership in each state, a dealer must weigh those opportunities and challenges.
Published in Automotive News, May 4, 2015

California: The Golden State is drawing

Florida/Texas: 2 Southern states are

prospectors again as sales volumes entice
dealership buyers despite business climate

trending hot in the buy-sell market, but
advisers struggle to find willing sellers

Amy Wilson and Jamie LaReau

Jamie LaReau

awilson@crain.com

jlareau@crain.com

ealers are eager to buy dealerships in California again.
For several years, as California
vehicle sales were hurt by the
Great Recession and the state struggled to
recover, would-be buyers wanted to avoid
or diversify away from the state, dealership
advisers say.
While there are still those who don’t
want to buy in California, “I’m amazed at
how many people are starting to tell me,
‘I’m interested in California again,’” said
Erin Kerrigan, managing director of Kerrigan Advisors in Irvine, Calif.
Buyers willing to sing the state song, “I
Love You, California,” largely are either
from outside the state or large groups that
want to expand their existing California
footprint. At the same time, some dealers
already in California still would rather buy
stores elsewhere because of what they describe as a climate unfriendly to business
— including high income taxes, complex
regulations and a high
propensity for lawsuits.
In the end, the state’s
appeal to dealers is simple: sales. California
leads all states in total
sales and is third in avKerrigan: The
erage total revenue per
interest is there. dealership. It also has
bounced back more
dramatically from the downturn than the
rest of the country, with new light-vehicle
sales up 84 percent since the recessionary
low in 2009, vs. a 58 percent rebound for
the U.S. as a whole.

lorida and Texas are experiencing
explosive demand from buyers
looking for dealerships. But amid
the frenzy, buy-sell advisers struggle to
find sellers. Those who do sell can command a premium, advisers say.
Buyers looking for stores in those states
have to get in line.
“We bought two dealerships in Florida two
years ago, and we continue to look for more,”
said Dave Conant, CEO
of Conant Auto Retail
Group in Newport
Beach, Calif.
The CAR Group has 11
stores in California and
the two in Florida. Conant also is shopping for Conant: Looks
stores in Texas and Ari- for more stores
zona, he said, adding,
“You usually have to swing the bat quite a
few times before you get a home run.”
Buy-sell advisers said demand for dealerships in Florida and Texas has been rising
over the last 12 to 18 months. For every two
dealerships for sale in Florida, for example,
there are about 50 buyers interested in
them, said Mark Johnson, president of
buy-sell advisory firm MD Johnson Inc.
near Seattle. But
some advisers be“I’ve got
lieve the buy-sell
buyers who’ll
market there may
pay stupid
be peaking.

Scale pays
Those growing sales mean plenty of buyers for California stores. Their interest is
leading to more buy-sell transactions, increased consolidation, larger dealership
groups and the rising professionalization
of store operations. Bigger groups, after all,
can take advantage of scale, say, by employing in-house lawyers to sift through
the regulatory and legal burdens.
Brian Maas, president of the California
New Car Dealers Association, hears both
points of view.
“There are a group of dealers who are
very frustrated and who would love to diversify or maybe get out of California because they’ve had enough — it’s a very
tough base to do business,” Maas said. On
the other hand, he noted, the market size
means others believe “if you care about
being a new-car dealer, you need to be
here.”
Dealership profits are generally healthy,
dealers and dealer advisers say. California’s dealers sold 1.8 million new cars and
trucks in 2014 and, Maas said, are on track
to sell 1.9 million this year. “That’s twice as
many as New York and 10 times as many as
Colorado,” he said. “We’re the best market
for new cars, period.”
see CALIFORNIA, Page 81

F

California
Love it
Some reasons dealers love the
California car market
 Largest state car market, with
1.8 million new-vehicle registrations
in 2014
 Ranked 3rd among states in average
per-dealership revenue in 2014, at
$75.4 million, well above the
national average of $49.2 million
 2014 new light-vehicle sales up 84%
from the recessionary low in 2009
vs. 58% for the U.S.
Source: IHS Automotive, California New Car Dealers
Association, National Automobile Dealers Association,
Automotive News Data Center

Hate it
But complex regulations, high taxes
and consumer lawsuits are a burden.
Some examples
 2013 court ruling against Downtown
L.A. Motors in class action over
technician pay is spawning new
lawsuits and changing pay plans
across the state. (See story, Page 20.)
The
state’s Private Attorney General

Act of 2004 means individuals can
sue employers on behalf of fellow
employees and seek civil penalties.
Simpler to pursue than a class
action. Filing employee gets a
percentage of any penalties
awarded.
 Remedy for most sales contract
violations is rescission of the
agreement, meaning dealers have to
buy the car back for its original price
— even if it’s been used for 3 years.
Creates added incentive for class
actions and substantial exposure for
dealers.
Source: Dealers, dealer lawyers, California New Car
Dealers Association

“

money, and I
can’t get any
dealer to sell
because they
are all making
so much
money.”

“

D

Breaking in

Many would-be
buyers are from
the Northeast and
Northwest, looking
to relocate to a
warm
climate
while
capitalizing
George Chaconas,
on sales growth in
Performance
those states, said
Brokerage Services
George Chaconas,
the Eastern region director for buy-sell advisory firm Performance Brokerage Services in Irvine, Calif.
“I’ve got buyers who’ll pay stupid money,
and I can’t get any dealer to sell because
they are all making so much money,” Chaconas said.
Buy-sell adviser Alan Haig said he gets
“far more” inquiries from buyers interested in dealerships in Texas and Florida than
in any other states.
“Almost every large group in the country
has stores in these markets or would like
to,” said Haig, president of Haig Partners, a
dealership buy-sell advisory firm in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. “Smaller dealers also want
to enter, telling me they would buy almost
any kind of dealership to get a foothold in
Texas or Florida.”
Asbury Automotive Group Inc., the country’s seventh-largest dealership group,
bought its seventh Texas dealership — a
Ford store in Fort Worth — late last year. Asbury, which is heavily weighted to midline
import and luxury brands, sees the acquisi-

Florida/Texas appeal
Reasons dealership buyers are
attracted to Florida and Texas
 Nos. 2 (Texas) and 3 (Florida) in
new-car registrations, behind
California
 Affordable metro real-estate prices
 No state income tax on after-tax
proceeds
 Dealer-friendly franchise laws
 Low dealership counts relative to
the market
 Nos. 4 (Florida) and 5 (Texas)
in average revenue per dealership
Source: NADA Data 2014; IHS Automotive; dealers

tion as a way to diversify to truck-centric domestic brands.
Texas certainly has its share of high-cost
deals. But there’s also a wide range of markets and available dealerships. Asbury CEO
Craig Monaghan described the company’s
recent acquisitions, including the Texas Ford
store, as offering “very
attractive” transaction
prices, adding, “The
real estate in Fort
Worth, Texas, is going
to be a lot less expensive
than the real estate in
Monaghan:
downtown Atlanta.”
Prices are right.

The draw
Texas and Florida provide dealers many
benefits.
In addition to affordable real estate,
Florida and Texas have a reputation for
having far less consumer and employee litigation compared with other states, especially California. Unlike some other states,
neither Texas nor Florida levies a state income tax on after-tax proceeds, Haig noted. Both states have dealer-friendly fransee FLORIDA, Page 81
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California court case reworks technician pay plans
Amy Wilson and Jamie LaReau
awilson@crain.com

ealers often bemoan California’s
legal climate. Two of their biggest
legal headaches there: Labor-law
challenges and class actions.
The two combined in a case that is changing dealership pay plans across the state. In
2013, the California Court of Appeal ruled in
favor of technicians in a class action against
Downtown L.A. Motors.
“The court decided that, retroactively, no
one had been paying technicians correctly
under the law, and all dealers became vul-

D

nerable,” said Aaron Jacoby, a parttional flat-rate pay plans for techniner at the law firm Arent Fox in Los
cians.
Angeles. The statute of limitations
“What does that have to do with
allows plaintiffs to go back four
buying, servicing and selling cars?”
years, “so dealers are getting sued
said Brian Maas, president of the asup and down the state.”
sociation. “Nothing. But the CaliforJacoby estimated the technican
nia dealers are facing this.”
pay challenges could cost California
After the decision, many dealerdealerships $200 million to $300 Jacoby: Dealers ship groups operating in the state,
are vulnerable.
million.
including some of the nation’s
After the 2013 ruling, the Califorbiggest, reworked their pay plans for
nia New Car Dealers Association did a series
technicians. The new approach for some is
of seminars and sent materials to its dealers
to pay techs an hourly wage, plus a flat-rate
to alert them of the vulnerability of tradicomponent smaller than what it would be

under a traditional flat-rate plan. The idea is
to reduce the risk of lawsuits and still pay
techs what they were making before, dealers
said.
Dave Conant, CEO of Conant Auto Retail
Group in Newport Beach, Calif., was one of
the many dealers who revised technician
pay plans as the ruling’s impact spread
through the state.
Beyond the immediate effect on wages,
Conant said, the case exemplified a problem
in the state: “It’s a constant chipping away
at us and trying to find anything they can to
sue over.” c
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Hot market comes with
an active legal climate
continued from Page 80

But those sales aren’t enough to convince
some dealers that the Golden State is golden.
Dave Conant, a dealer in California for 30
years, wants to concentrate his future acquisitions in other states, particularly Texas,
Florida and Arizona.
California is “hyper competitive, and that
has to do with the fact that it’s a robust, really huge, opportune market. But because of
the population density, the dealers really sit
on top of each other,” said Conant, CEO of
Conant Auto Retail Group in Newport
Beach.
Other challenges he
cites: high taxes, more
employee turnover; expensive and limited real
estate; high construction
costs to meet earthquake-related standards;
and an environment in
which dealer franchise
Smith: No plans protections often are
to expand
contested.
For instance, California
law gives dealers the right to protest new or
relocated like-brand dealerships within 10
miles. But Conant’s nearest competitor is
just 6 miles away.
Scott Smith, president of Sonic Automotive Inc., says he’s not interested in expanding beyond the group’s 25 stores in California.
Sonic, the nation’s fifth largest dealership
group, is looking to add new-car dealerships, but not in California, even though the
state has produced substantial profits for
the group, Smith said. Sonic won’t take its
EchoPark used-car venture to California, either — “not in the foreseeable future,” he
said.

‘Most difficult’
“California is the most difficult place in
the country to do business,” Smith said. “We
have a disproportionate amount of legal

fees and lawsuits that come
pansion into the state. After
out of California, whether
acquiring Porsche and Lamit’s consumer related or asborghini stores in Houston
sociate related.”
early this decade, he added
Rob Kurnick, president of
dealerships in California
Penske Automotive Group
next because of fierce comInc., said, “It’s difficult from
petition to acquire more
just a pure finance, retail
stores in Texas.
perspective.” The nation’s
“Texas is as friendly of a
second-largest new-vehicle
place to do business as there
retailer’s 27 California dealis in the United States,” Blue
erships, out of the group’s
said. “And California is
244, contribute 13 percent
more complicated. It’s a
of its annual revenue.
fact. But it is truly the best
“It’s very difficult from an
place to find people pasemployee perspective, and
sionate about great cars. It’s
“Texas is as
it gets more difficult every
the car lovers’ place.”
friendly of a place
day,” Kurnick said. “But
In Rancho Mirage, a
to do business
without a doubt, it is one of
wealthy resort community,
as there is in the
the best markets, if not the
Blue’s indiGO Auto Group
best market, in the world for
United States. And now represents eight luxury
automotive retailers. It’s terbrands. City officials there
California is more
rific.”
have a pro-business mentalcomplicated. It’s a ity, Blue said, offering speCalifornia dealerships are
much bigger than the typifact. But it is truly cial tax incentives to local
cal U.S. store, producing
businesses.
the best place
high per-dealership sales.
Lithia Motors Inc. also is
to find people
In 2014, California dealereager to buy more California
ships had the highest total
dealerships. Lithia, the napassionate about
dollar sales — $97.69 billion
great cars. It’s the tion’s eighth-largest dealer— of any state, or 12 percent
ship group, has 30 stores in
car lovers’ place.” California, including several
of all U.S. dealership revenues, according to the Nathat came with the acquisiTodd Blue
tional Automobile Dealers
tion of DCH Auto Group last
Association. The average California dealerOctober. “It’s a large part of our future
ship produced $75.4 million in revenue, begrowth strategy,” Lithia CEO Bryan DeBoer
hind only Arizona and Oklahoma and well
said.
above the national average of $49.2 million.
Still, margins are narrow, he noted, and
For dealers, those numbers mean opporsome of Lithia’s markets in the state haven’t
tunity.
fully recovered from the recession.
“California is a difficult business
‘Cultural shock’
environment, and the taxes are
AutoNation Inc., the nation’s
high,” concedes David Wilson,
largest new-car dealership group,
president of David Wilson Automostill wants dealerships in California
tive Group, of Orange, Calif. But, he
but primarily to round out its portadds, “It’s where the action is.”
folios in markets where it does busiWilson bought new stores in
ness, CEO Mike Jackson said. It
Nevada and California last year,
completed two such deals last
and he’s still on the hunt for acquimonth, buying a Mercedes-Benz
sitions both in California and other Jackson: Huge
presence
store in San Jose and a ChryslerWestern states.
Dodge-Jeep-Ram store in Valencia.
Dealer Todd Blue sees the luxury
But AutoNation is not looking to enter
dealership group he bought in Rancho Minew California markets. The reason? It alrage, Calif., in 2013 as just the start of his ex-

“

“

CALIFORNIA

ready has “a huge presence in California,”
Jackson said. California contributes 18 percent of the company’s revenue.
But there are other reasons, too.
In Texas, said Jackson, the attitude is:
“How can we help you be more successful?”
By contrast, in California, “the attitude is:
‘You know, you’re privileged to do business
here, and we’re going to make it as difficult
for you as we can,’” he said. “It is still a cultural shock on a short airplane ride to go
from Texas to California.”
That difference can affect transaction
pricing, said Alan Haig, president of Haig
Partners, a dealership buy-sell advisory firm
in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
While big, highly profitable stores still
command high price tags, concerns about
the challenges of operating in California
“might hurt the pricing a little bit, versus a
state like Texas or Florida where the cost of
doing business is lower,”
Haig said. “I can see how
a Mercedes store in Texas
might bring a higher
multiple than one in
downtown L.A.”
Even so, Haig says he is
seeing a lot of buy-sell interest in the state. Dealers frustrated by compli- Haig: Concerns
ance and legal hurdles may hurt pricing.
are more likely to want to
sell. And dealers with financial resources
and professionals on staff to navigate California’s challenges are more likely to buy.
California will see more consolidation
than other states, Haig predicted.
Maas, head of the state dealers association, already sees it. While the association’s
dealership count has been fairly stable since
the recession, the number of dealer principals is declining, he said. He would not give
numbers but said he expects the trend to accelerate. Economic good times mean sellers
will get more for their stores now.
There’s nothing wrong with big groups
and the professionalization of the car business, Maas said.
But “the more complicated we make the
business, the harder it’s going to be for
smaller operators, less well-capitalized operators to be able to survive,” he said, “and
I’m not sure that’s a good thing.” c
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FLORIDA
Buyer-seller imbalance
may be short-lived
continued from Page 80

chise laws. And they are not overdealered,
so dealers can book more sales per store,
said Ben Hicks, CEO of buy-sell advisory
Hicks Management & Consulting in Arlington, Texas.
But foremost on dealers’ minds is the potential for volume. Florida and Texas trail
only California in new light-vehicle sales.

In 2014, California led all states with 1.8 million new-vehicle registrations, up 8 percent
from 2013, according to IHS Automotive.
Texas was second with 1.6 million, up 11 percent, followed by Florida with 1.2 million, also
up 11 percent.
New York lagged at No. 4 with about
967,000, up 4.2 percent.
And with relatively few stores for those
volumes, Florida ranks No. 4 among all
states in average revenue per dealership, at
$72.72 million in 2014, and Texas No. 5, at
$72.65 million, according to the National
Automobile Dealers Association.
The leader is Arizona, at $79.74 million,

against the national average of $49.17 million.
The booming markets have prompted automakers to open new dealership points in
Texas and Florida.
For example, Audi awarded a new point in
Fort Lauderdale to Qvale Auto Group, which
now is building a four-story, 158,000square-foot Audi dealership there, to be
completed in August. The West Palm Beach,
Fla., group owns 18 dealerships in California, Texas and Florida.
But Johnson and others said the buyerseller imbalance in Texas and Florida may
be short-lived.

On the buyers’ side, Johnson said, “We have
never seen” newcomers to the market, such
as private-equity investors and Warren Buffett, “start a buying spree at the apex.” And the
ranks of sellers, Chaconas predicted, will swell
in the next 12 to 18 months as many of the
“old timers” decide to sell rather than acquiesce to another round of store renovation demands from automakers.
“My argument to these old guys is ‘Take
the money now, pay the tax and diversify it
wisely,’” said Chaconas. “But dealers don’t
listen to me.” c
Amy Wilson contributed to this report.
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N.Y. dealer says Credit Forget It deceived his store
Hannah Lutz
hlutz@crain.com

fter credit repair vendor
Credit Forget It provided
New York dealers a credit
repair product that was
later deemed illegal, many dealerships have come under fire by the
state’s attorney general.
Just last month, New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman’s
office announced that the attorney
general had sued four more dealerships and settled with three others.
Two of the settling dealerships,

A

Westbury Jeep-Chrysler-Dodge, in
Jericho, N.Y., and Fiat of Westbury,
in Westbury, N.Y., could not be
reached for comment when Automotive News published a report late
last month on the attorney general’s most recent actions.
This week, however, Joel Sporn,
president of the dealerships, told
Automotive News that Credit Forget
It had deceived his dealerships by
convincing them, with a letter from
the law partner of well-known dealership attorney Leonard Bellavia,
and a New York State Insurance
Department approval, that Credit
Forget It was legal to sell.
But when Sporn found out the

“

From F&I Report Feb. 3, 2016

“

“We do not deny that, despite our best
efforts and due diligence, we sold or provided
an unapproved product to customers, though
that was never our intent.”
Joel Sporn, Westbury Jeep-Chrysler-Dodge and Fiat of Westbury

sales were illegal, he immediately
told the attorney general that they
planned to refund customers. The
attorney general declined the offer
at the time, Sporn said.
In 2011, Credit Forget It offered
Westbury a product that “appeared
to offer customers a way to monitor
and assist repairing their credit

scores,” Sporn told Automotive
News this week.
The Bellavia lawyer said in the letter that based upon his understanding of the Credit Forget It program, it was legal. However, the
product wasn’t sold in the manner
in which the letter found acceptable. The vendor and the dealer-
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ships collected money for the credit
repair services upfront, which violates state and federal statutes, Automotive News reported last year.

Fewer than 2%
Many dealers may have been unaware that accepting upfront payments is illegal.
Indeed, the letter from the attorney was a “compelling reason” for
his dealerships to sign up for Credit
Forget It, Sporn said.
The Westbury dealerships sold
more than 10,000 vehicles from
2011 until the end of 2012. During
that time, fewer than 2 percent of its
customers purchased the product.
The dealerships sold 179 Credit
Forget It contracts, most of which
had a retail margin of about $400,
Sporn said. To make a car sale, the
dealerships gave the product away
to fewer than 10 customers free of
charge, he added.
Now Sporn realizes the sale was
unlawful, but at the time, he didn’t.
Some dealerships sold the products for as much as $6,000 and often
without the customer’s knowledge,
the attorney general’s office said in
June.
Credit Forget It’s products cost
dealers either $179 or $279.
“The attorney general has painted
the dealers as deceitful, deceptive,”
Sporn said. “In our case, we disagree with what [the attorney general was] saying.”
“We don’t want to be painted in
the same picture” as the dealers
who sold the products without customers’ knowledge and charged up
to $6,000, Sporn added. “We sold a
product we didn’t realize was illegal
to sell in the state of New York.”
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In late 2012, before the Westbury
stores knew the product was illegal,
they stopped selling it completely
because customers weren’t buying.
“With the amount of cars we sold,
we didn’t get a good take rate. It was
not a good item for our F&I menu,”
Sporn said.
The dealerships never received a
complaint from a customer regarding its sale of the product, he
added.
After the New York attorney general told the Westbury dealerships
early last year that the Credit Forget
It product was illegal to sell in New
York, the dealerships offered to give
every customer a complete refund,
but the attorney general declined,
Sporn said.
The company dissolved as a result
of the investigation and paid
$50,000, the attorney general’s office said last year. The company’s
principals will be ordered to pay an
additional $2 million fine if the settlement terms are violated.
“I learned a big lesson to never
put out a product unless we have
our attorneys check it,” Sporn said.
In the case of Credit Forget It, he
felt the attorney letter and what he
believes to be New York Insurance
Department approval were enough.
“We do not deny that, despite our
best efforts and due diligence, we
sold or provided an unapproved
product to customers, though that
was never our intent,” Sporn said.
“We will make restitution to consumers and apologize to them for
this.” c
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Getting F&I info early: Do customers use it?
From F&I Report Jan. 6, 2016
Hannah Lutz
hlutz@crain.com

onsumers say they’re interested in
learning about F&I products before visiting the dealership, but
most buyers aren’t actually taking
advantage of that early education, an informal survey found.
The contrast between what consumers say
they want and what they actually use is just
one of the issues raised by the movement to
put more F&I information online. Others include how the availability of info online affects the role of the F&I manager, maintaining profits as more information is available
online, and meeting the needs of consumers
who are increasingly comfortable in online
stores rather than in brick-and-mortar ones.
Few car shoppers said they actually take
the initiative to learn about products before
entering a dealership, a DealerRater survey
question supplied by Automotive News
shows.
From Nov. 29 to Dec. 15, DealerRater reviewers were asked whether they researched certain products before visiting
the dealership. Of the18,019 consumers
who replied, only 27 percent said they researched a service contract before going to
the dealership.
The percentages were even lower for other
products. For example, 17 percent of consumers researched GAP, 12 percent researched prepaid maintenance and 11 percent researched tire and wheel.
That contrasts with what another survey
found consumers say: that they are interested in learning about F&I products before
entering the dealership. A 2015 Finance and
Insurance study by MakeMyDeal, a Cox Automotive company that provides software
which enables consumers and dealers to
start the deal online, found that 83 percent
of consumers said they were interested in
learning about F&I products before visiting
the dealership.

C

Interested but wary
Why the contrast? JM&A Group suggests
consumers are interested but could be wary
of or confused by information they find online.
“The availability of information today is extremely sketchy and not necessarily from the
best sources,” said Forrest Heathcott, president of JM&A Group, an F&I product provider
and training company. “Consumer information from the [dealership] will continue to
move forward as we invest in digital.”
Consumers who do not research products
online, even though they are interested in
early education, may be put off by complex
information and a lack of visibility, added
Chris May, manager of sales process development at JM&A Group.

“Sometimes when you expose new things,
Most consumers aren’t familiar enough
[consumers] don’t quite know what to do
with F&I products to do online searches,
with that new information,” he said. “When
Burgiss said. “They don’t know the lingo.”
it gets more complex, they tend to want huThe MakeMyDeal study showed that many
man contact.”
consumers who said they were familiar with
The goal, May said, should be to make onF&I products could not identify them correctline F&I digestible but comprehensive so
ly. Nearly half of respondents who said they
consumers are prepared when they visit the
were familiar with a vehicle service contract
dealership.
chose an incorrect definition, and
Mike Burgiss, founder of Makeslightly more than half of responMyDeal, said the percentage of condents who said they were familiar
sumers who researched F&I prodwith prepaid planned maintenance
ucts in the Automotive News-Dealidentified it incorrectly.
erRater survey could have also been
Inform, not replace
low because F&I product informaJohn Stephens, senior vice presition online is limited.
dent of dealer services at F&I prodBurgiss pointed out that there’s a
ucts provider EFG Cos., said F&I
difference between listing F&I Collins: Profits
products and asking customers not driven down product details should be available
to inform, but not replace, the conwhether they researched them, as
versation with the F&I manager.
the Automotive News-DealerRater survey
“To the customer, time is important. So
did, and asking customers whether they
the more information available prior is alwould have liked to research F&I products
ways helpful,” he said. It enables customers
before going into the F&I office, which is
to take the time to make an informed deciwhat MakeMyDeal asked, he said.
sion without lingering in the store.
MakeMyDeal’s respondents who said they
F&I managers still need to get to know the
were interested in researching F&I products
customer and make sure the product fits the
before visiting the dealership didn’t necescustomer’s lifestyle.
sarily do so, he said.

Introducing products online, though, is
and will continue to be important for dealerships’ profits and relationships with customers, F&I professionals say.
Some dealers had feared that introducing
products online would drive profits down,
but that hasn’t been the case, said Michael
Collins, senior vice president of lender and
F&I solutions at Dealertrack, a lending software and digital marketing provider.

‘Challenged’
“For those dealers that don’t embrace retailing online, they will be the ones that are
going to be challenged to maintain their
back-end profits,” he said, adding that consumers with access to information online
may buy more frequently.
Online education and selection of products is a “consistent experience to what consumers do beyond auto. They’re very comfortable with how they’re buying, not just
what they’re buying,” Collins said.
Putting F&I products online gives the
customer control. Online, they can select
products that the dealer has configured,
Collins said. With that choice and easy access, he said, consumers avoid “being told
or sold.” c

AFSA boss: Compliance focus dents other spending
From F&I Report March 9, 2016
Hannah Lutz
hlutz@crain.com

ETROIT — Compliance remains a
hot topic in auto finance these
days, but auto lenders’ investment
in compliance training may be digging into their spending on technology and
other business resources, the American Financial Services Association said this week.
“I think there’s an overreliance in using all
of their available resources to prepare for
compliance, especially now that they’re under the larger participant rule,” AFSA CEO
Chris Stinebert said in a discussion here
with Automotive News editors and re-

D

porters.
dent, told Automotive News in SepIn June, the Consumer Financial
tember 2014, shortly after the rule
Protection Bureau published the
was proposed.
“larger participant rule,” giving it
Lenders would like to spend more
oversight of any nonbank lender —
resources on technology, risk analyincluding automakers’ captive fisis, big data and predictability modnance arms — that originates
els, Stinebert said this week.
10,000 or more auto loans or leases
That doesn’t mean auto lenders
annually. The CFPB now has super- Stinebert: “A
are completely disregarding those
vision over 34 of the largest non- singular priority” other areas, Stinebert said, but it’s a
bank auto lenders, which, the bu“quantitative issue.”
reau says, originate about 90 percent of
“How much can you do when your focus
nonbank auto loans and leases.
and so much of the leadership within the orThe rule includes not only big auto lenders
ganization has a singular priority?” he said.
but also small lenders with tiny market
Hiring a compliance manager or a complishare that could see their compliance costs
ance department isn’t enough to ensure
rise, Bill Himpler, AFSA executive vice presicompliance, Stinebert said. “The CFPB has

made it very clear that it has to be from the
top down.”
Depending on the finance company and
the employee’s position, a staff member
could be spending five to 20 hours on compliance training per quarter, Stinebert said.
“Everybody within [an auto lending] organization, many of those who never touch or
see a consumer, all have to have compliance
training.”
AFSA University has more than 100 compliance-related training courses designed
for individuals at various levels of a company. The compliance programs started about
a year and a half ago, and as of last month,
22,000 employees from AFSA’s member
companies had participated. c
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Tips from F&I Report

Eliminate paper for
stronger security
Embrace e-contracting to increase security, says Jim Dunn, general manager at JM
Lexus in Margate, Fla. “With the sensitivity
for private information,
the less paper you have,
the more secure you become,” he said. If a customer requests hard
copies, the F&I manager
still has the ability to
print documents, which
could bolster customer
Dunn
satisfaction, he adds.

Limit compliance
staff to a trained few
Appoint a select group of compliance
staffers, advises Karen Rowe, finance director at Elk Grove Toyota in Elk Grove, Calif.
Having seven trained compliance staffers
handle that part of the transaction rather
than all 40 employees is the best way to go to
ensure your dealership stays on the right

F&I TIPS

❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙ Have a good F&I tip to share? Email Hannah Lutz at hlutz@crain.com. ❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙
side of the law, she says.

Know lenders’ niche
areas to ease deals
If you don’t know your lenders’ niches,
ask. Some will say they’re “everything to
everybody,” says Mary Byrne, general manager of Bruce Titus Automotive Group in
Olympia, Wash., “but they really aren’t.”
Some only want credit scores over 600, others predominantly want subprime customers. Pressing the lender to identify its
niche will help both the dealership and the
lender, she says.

Start relationships right away
“Form a rapport in the first 30 seconds” the
customer is in the F&I office, advises Rasheed
Creary, business manager at Sutliff Volkswa-

Creary

gen in Harrisburg, Pa. “If
you don’t do that, you’re
going to be shut out.” He
added: “Customers think
F&I managers are just robotic.” Joking around
with them makes the
process more enjoyable
and increases customer
retention.

Finesse the timing
of document printouts
Print only the temporary plate and customer menu before inviting the customer
into the F&I office, recommends Bill
Paschen, finance director for Tuttle-Click
Automotive Group. “If you have all documents preprinted, you don’t get the rap-

port-building opportunity” to chat about,
say, birthdays. “You can control the dealflow by how fast you print” — for example,
faster for those in a hurry, he says. And if you
made a mistake, “you save trees.”

Give employees price
deals on F&I products
Offer employees special pricing on F&I
products, advises Richard Wentz, F&I manager at Shields Automart (Buick-CadillacChevrolet-GMC) in Paxton, Ill.
“From the receptionist to the technicians,
having each of them ready to pipe up that
they’ve used the vehicle service contract or
tire-and-wheel is so beneficial to the entire
organization. Not only knowing the value
but being able to speak to how well the
products have personally helped them is
key.”

Do your warranty homework
F&I managers build credibility — and
sales — when they know the details of the
service contracts they sell. “Read it cover to
cover.
Know the exceptions and limitations for
all of them,” advises F&I veteran Jacqueline
Paquette-Weedo. Finance managers should
also know manufacturer warranties inside
and out, she says. “It helps handle objections, limit chargebacks and adds incredible
credibility to our jobs as F&I professionals.”

Light day? Don’t laze it away
Don’t while away the hours on a slow day.
“Focus on constructive activities,” George
Angus, head trainer at Team One Group, advises F&I managers. “Use this time to hone
your skills.
Practice your presentation. Develop your
lender relations. Be a cheerleader. Whether
you know it or not, the people around you
look to you for direction.”

new ways to drive
Visit us at booth #6553N
ZZZFIWSURGXFWVFRP
639800

SEE THE FUTURE of selling
with our Virtual service and F&I experience
The8OWLPDWH5HWHQWLRQ3URGXFt
DQG3URJUDPWREXQGOeRUsellas
VWDQGDORQH
,QFUHDVHV6HUYLFHVisitVDQG
*HQHUDWHV0RUH5HYHQXH
&RPSOHWHO\&XVWRPL]DEOHDQG3HUIHFWIRU
5HLQVXUDQFH
/RZ'HDOHU&RVW+LJK3HUFHLYHG&RQVXPHU
9DOXH
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Lenders leaning toward alternative data
From F&I Report Feb. 10, 2016
Hannah Lutz
hlutz@crain.com

enders are using alternative data to evaluate the creditworthiness of consumers
with scant credit history, with auto
lenders becoming especially adept
at plumbing data sources, TransUnion said.
A TransUnion survey of 317 lenders, conducted by Versta Research, showed how
lenders are using alternative data to better
assess risk and pricing for consumers with
no credit report or an insufficient credit history, according to the credit bureau.
Alternative data can include, among other
things, property, tax and deed records, debit
and checking account information and payday lending information.
The TransUnion survey participants included, among others,
auto
and
mortgage
lenders and credit card
companies. The survey
found that 87 percent of
lenders reject some credit
applicants because they
cannot be scored. However, 83 percent of those
Mondelli: “Auto using alternative data to
is ... the leader.” score applicants said they
have seen “tangible benefits.” And about two-thirds of the respondents said alternative data had helped them
reach more creditworthy consumers, TransUnion said in a statement last week.
Auto lenders made up about a quarter of
the survey’s participant pool, Mike Mondelli, TransUnion’s senior vice president of alternative data services, told Automotive
News on Tuesday. In the auto space, the
adoption rate for using alternative data is
between 85 and 90 percent, he said.
“Auto is really the leader because the underwriting process is robust in terms of all
the data they ask for,” Mondelli said. “As I
think about larger participants in [the auto
lending] space, I can’t think of one who’s
not doing something with alternative data.”
TransUnion is a player in the alternative
data arena. It released its credit scoring application CreditVision Link last year. The
application combines credit bureau data

L

and alternative data sources to enable
lenders to score up to 95 percent of the U.S.
adult population, according to TransUnion.
As many as 60 million previously unscorable
consumers can be scored with CreditVision
Link, TransUnion says.”In just the last few
months, we have seen immense interest
from lenders in reaching consumers who
may not have been traditional prospects,”
he said in a statement.
CreditVision Link shows up to 30 months

of historical information, including payment history, such as dollars paid, amount
paid vs. minimum due, and the amount
borrowed over time.
“This is especially important because a
traditional credit report may tell you a consumer has $5,000 in credit card debt, but
one using trended data will show you
whether they have built up or paid down
that balance over time,” Mondelli said.
Mondelli hopes CreditVision Link will ex-

pand beyond the lender-dealer relationship
and overlap to the dealer-consumer relationship, he said.
“We’re trying to go down that path. We
want to expose the score to consumers,” he
said.
That could mean making the modified
score available on a dealership’s rate sheet
some day, he said. “To date, we have not
quite crossed that bridge,” he said. “A lot of
lenders want it to be proprietary.” c

Judge OKs claim of race, gender bias against Santander
Eric Freedman
autonews@crain.com

ccusations of predatory lending and
discrimination directed at subprime lenders are nothing new.
Now, though, a federal judge in
Chicago is letting an auto borrower pursue
an Equal Credit Opportunity Act claim of
race plus gender bias against Santander
Consumer USA Inc.
The judge, however, tossed out plaintiff
Joyce Pettye’s related claims under the federal Truth in Lending Act and the Illinois
Motor Vehicle Retail Installment Sales Act.
In March 2015, Pettye, who is AfricanAmerican, bought a 2012 Ford Focus for
$13,000 from Al Piemonte Supercar Outlet in
Northlake, Ill., according to the decision. The
store assigned her retail installment sales
contract, with a 27.06 percent interest rate
and $29,785 total sale price, to Santander.
The suit contends the dealership failed to
provide information or full disclosure about
an $895 GAP addendum and that the store
“imposed” the GAP coverage “as a result of
Santander’s discriminatory practice of encouraging dealers to aggressively market
such add-ons and interest rate markups after approving the deal at the buy rate when

A

sources indicating that “black women pay
far higher interest rates and are saddled
with more add-on charges than any other
group, including white men” when borrowing from indirect lenders such as Santander.
The judge held that Pettye provided a sufficient factual basis to show that she was injured by Santander’s purportedly
discriminatory
“We’ve been
‘Plausible’ claim
credit pricing and markup
investigating
Last week, U.S. District
policies, “including that
Santander for years. she paid an inflated interest
Judge Amy St. Eve ruled
We believe this is a
that the ECOA claim is
rate in financing her car
“plausible on its face” and
and paid for a GAP insurkind of ideal test
can continue.
ance policy that she alleges
case to explore the
That claim contends that
is worthless.”
significant impact of
although Santander’s disPlaintiff’s lawyer, Christothe intersection of
cretionary credit pricing
pher Langone of Chicago,
policy may be neutral on its
told Automotive News:
race and gender.”
face, it has a “dispropor“We’ve been investigating
Christopher Langone, attorney
tionately negative effect”
Santander for years. We beon black women. It also allieve this is a kind of ideal
leges that “the disparities between the terms
test case to explore the significant impact of
of the credit transactions involving Africanthe intersection of race and gender.”
American women and the terms involving
It’s too soon to estimate the size of the powhite consumers, and white men specificaltential national class of black women who
ly, could not have occurred by chance and
obtained financing from Santander, Lancannot be explained by factors unrelated to
gone said. The next steps in the litigation are
race and gender.”
discovery and a motion to certify it as a
The suit cites data from the Consumer Ficlass-action suit, he said.
nancial Protection Bureau and other
In court papers, Santander unsuccessfully
selling to African-American women,” according to the decision.
The suit also alleges that the GAP addendum is “void and worthless” because it imposes program limits that include a maximum APR of 24.00 percent and that the APR
on the retail installment contract exceeds
the program limit.

“

“

From F&I Report March 2, 2016

challenged the adequacy of Pettye’s general
statistical data and argued that Pettye presented no evidence that the lender knew her
race or gender.
Langone said: “We will hire as many statistical experts as are necessary to prove this case.”

Clear disclosure
As for the truth-in-lending and state financing law claims, the judge found insufficient
evidence to support Pettye’s charge that Santander failed to make the required disclosures
with respect to the $895 GAP fee. The written
disclosure above Pettye’s signature line clearly and conspicuously said GAP coverage was
voluntary, the judge said, and she concluded
that Santander, as the assignee, isn’t liable for
the dealership’s erroneous inclusion of the
$895 GAP fee in the “amount financed” part
of the retail installment sales contract.
She also said Petty’s assertion that the GAP
coverage was “worthless and illusory” is a
matter of contract law unrelated to the
Truth in Lending Act.
Pettye didn’t sue Al Piemonte Supercar
Outlet, but Santander said in court papers
that it will bring the dealership into the case.
Langone said Pettye may seek an individual
settlement with the store.
A Santander spokeswoman said the company does not comment on litigation. c
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Automotive News annually ranks the top U.S. dealership groups
by new retail unit sales. Here, we rank them by total revenue.
Top 100 dealership groups in the U.S. – ranked on 2015 total group revenue
2015
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227,290

4,041

73,753

644,164

254

1

198,459

7,220

84,556

523,759

263

2

582,282

–

376,186

967,335

145

115

124,153

–

57,226

355,993

152

3

117,123

1,872

30,168

287,292

99

4

81,628

4,733

55,002

258,194

101

6

99,109

3,389

38,167

278,151

137

5

82,589

–

–

188,570

84

7

48,995

3,144

50,613

165,228

55

10

39,813

4,757

26,967

143,240

50

8

22,708

1,225

21,952

111,353

30

9

20,427

–

21,897

75,814

35

16

11,804

1,178

10,652

48,354

17

25

27,185

–

21,694

97,115

50

11

25,805

–

15,501

79,133

17

14

20,202

4,285

9,805

68,110

41

15

15,770

–

13,978

76,848

18

12

15,641

–

8,391

64,376

15

13

8,050

38,224

4,958

64,355

14

75

10,697

–

9,929

44,711

14

30

12,194

–

10,103

54,248

27

17

17,986

298

22,570

69,354

25

20

24,090

7

8,062

59,659

39

21

19,408

1,971

9,013

53,318

18

35

14,619

78

11,518

51,536

28

24

17,433

1,114

10,761

51,116

16

38

15,237

8,602

11,064

57,573

33

36

14,055

356

13,397

48,347

22

42

17,609

–

15,196

58,377

26

22

14,074

–

13,146

57,142

21

19

9,712

2,004

9,615

39,935

19

51

4,941

–

4,792

29,454

15

47

15,334

112

5,683

36,292

16

63

15,109

–

13,371

49,204

23

41

12,841

–

9,750

47,002

22

28

14,838

425

12,494

51,928

43

29

17,648

99

5,304

42,186

27

49

9,368

143

8,393

42,328

31

27

15,202

–

11,756

51,676

35

26

14,932

502

7,401

45,822

23

33

8,780

–

8,154

38,855

15

37

11,856

–

7,722

50,170

13

18

13,557

707

9,542

44,971

15

40

8,750

1,400

4,655

38,727

19

31

21,679

–

–

47,013

15

23

Dealership group

Address

Top Executive

AutoNation Inc.
(954) 769-7000; autonation.com
Penske Automotive Group Inc.
(248) 648-2500; penskeautomotive.com
CarMax Inc.
(804) 747-0422; carmax.com
Group 1 Automotive Inc.
(713) 647-5700; group1auto.com
Sonic Automotive Inc.
(704) 566-2400; sonicautomotive.com
Hendrick Automotive Group
(704) 568-5550; hendrickauto.com
Lithia Motors Inc.
(541) 776-6401; lithia.com
Asbury Automotive Group, Inc.
(770) 418-8200; asburyauto.com
Larry H. Miller Dealerships
(801) 304-4900; lhmauto.com
Ken Garff Automotive Group
(801) 257-3400; kengarff.com
Staluppi Auto Group
(561) 844-7148; atlanticautogroup.net
Herb Chambers Cos.
(617) 666-8333; herbchambers.com
Fletcher Jones Automotive Group
(702) 739-9800; fletcherjones.com
Greenway Automotive
(407) 275-3200; greenway.com
Jim Koons Automotive Cos.
(703) 448-7000; koons.com
Suburban Collection
(248) 519-9700; suburbancollection.com
David Wilson Automotive Group
(714) 516-3111; wilsonautomotivegroup.net
Keyes Automotive Group
(818) 907-4456; keyescars.com
Bommarito Automotive Group
(636) 391-7200; bommarito.com
Braman Dealerships
(305) 576-1889; bramanmiami.com
Potamkin Automotive Group Inc.
(305) 779-4061; planetautomotive.com
West-Herr Automotive Group Inc.
(716) 926-7052; westherr.com
Serra Automotive Inc.
(810) 694-1720; serrausa.com
Mac Haik Auto Group
(713) 932-5000; machaik.com
Findlay Automotive Group
(702) 558-8888; findlayauto.com
Kahlig Auto Group
(210) 341-8841; kahligauto.com
Napleton Automotive Group
(630) 530-3955; ednapleton.com
Chapman Automotive Group
(480) 970-0740; chapmanchoice.com
RML Automotive
(469) 671-0730; rmlauto.com
Earnhardt Auto Centers
(480) 893-0000; earnhardt.com
Holman Automotive Group, Inc.
(856) 663-5200; holmanauto.com
Ray Catena Motor Car Corp.
(732) 549-6600; raycatena.com
Kuni Automotive
(360) 553-7350; kuniauto.com
Prime Motor Group
(617) 469-1000; driveprime.com
DARCARS Automotive Group
(301) 622-0300; darcars.com
Ganley Auto Group
(440) 584-8200; ganleyauto.com
RFJ Auto Partners Holdings Inc.
(469) 326-9300
Ourisman Automotive Group
(301) 423-4000; ourisman.com
Victory Automotive Group
(734) 495-3500; victoryautomotivegroup.com
Sheehy Auto Stores
(703) 802-3480; sheehy.com
Pohanka Automotive Group
(301) 899-7800; pohanka.com
CAR Group, The
(562) 809-3705; thecargroup.com
Jeff Wyler Automotive Family Inc.
(513) 752-7450; wyler.com
Servco Pacific Inc.
(808) 564-1300; servco.com
Rick Case Automotive Group
(954) 377-7400; rickcase.com

200 S.W. 1st Ave.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
2555 Telegraph Road
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48302
12800 Tuckahoe Creek Pkwy.
Richmond, VA 23238
800 Gessner, Ste. 500
Houston, TX 77024
4401 Colwick Road
Charlotte, NC 28211
6000 Monroe Road
Charlotte, NC 28212
150 N Bartlett St.
Medford, OR 97501
2905 Premiere Parkway, Ste. 300
Duluth, GA 30097
9350 S. 150 E., Ste. 500
Sandy, UT 84070
405 S. Main, Ste. 1200
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
133 U.S. Hwy. One
North Palm Beach, FL 33408
259 McGrath Hwy.
Somerville, MA 02143
7300 W. Sahara Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89117
9001 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32817
2000 Chain Bridge Road
Vienna, VA 22182
1795 Maplelawn
Troy, MI 48084
1400 N. Tustin
Orange, CA 92867
5855 Van Nuys Blvd.
Van Nuys, CA 91401
15736 Manchester Road
Ellisville, MO 63011
2060 Biscayne Blvd.
Miami, FL 33137
6200 N.W. 167th St.
Miami Lakes, FL 33014
3552 Southwestern Blvd.
Orchard Park, NY 14127
3118 E. Hill Road
Grand Blanc, MI 48439
10333 Katy Fwy.
Houston, TX 77024
310 N. Gibson Road
Henderson, NV 89014
9207 San Pedro
San Antonio, TX 78216
1 E. Oak Hill Drive, Ste. 100
Westmont, IL 60559
P.O. Box 12375
Tempe, AZ 85284
1547 S. Stemmons Fwy.
Lewisville, TX 75067
7300 W. Orchid Lane
Chandler, AZ 85226
244 E. Kings Hwy.
Maple Shade, NJ 08052
910 Route One
Edison, NJ 08817
17800 SE Mill Plain, Ste. 190
Vancouver, WA 98683
425 Providence Hwy.
Westwood, MA 02090
7550 Wisconsin Ave.
Bethesda, MD 20814
8748 Brecksville Road, Ste. 210
Brecksville, OH 44141
500 N. Central Exwy., Ste. 440
Plano, TX 75074
4400 Branch Ave.
Marlow Heights, MD 20748
46352 Michigan Ave.
Canton, MI 48188
12701 Fair Lakes Circle, Ste. 250
Fairfax, VA 22033
1772 Ritchie Station Court
Capital Heights, MD 20743
20322 S.W. Acacia St.
Newport Beach, CA 92660
401 Milford Pkwy., Ste. A
Milford, OH 45150
P.O. Box 2788
Honolulu, HI 96803
14500 W. Sunrise Blvd.
Sunrise, FL 33323

Mike Jackson
$20,862,000,000
339,080
chairman & CEO
Roger Penske
$19,285,000,000
233,524
chairman & CEO
Tom Folliard
$14,268,700,000
8,867
CEO
Earl Hesterberg
$10,632,505,000
174,614
president & CEO
B. Scott Smith
$9,624,340,405
138,129
CEO
Rick Hendrick
$7,931,836,862
116,831
chairman
Bryan DeBoer
$7,864,251,691
137,486
president & CEO
Craig Monaghan
$6,588,300,000
105,981
president & CEO
Clark Whitworth
$4,439,997,260
62,476
CEO
Robert Garff
$4,108,869,431
71,703
chairman
John Staluppi
$2,983,383,577
65,468
& John Staluppi Jr., CEOs
Herb Chambers
$2,522,762,046
33,490
chairman & president
Fletcher Jones Jr.
$2,273,420,218
24,720
chairman
Frank Rodriguez
$2,254,177,905
48,236
& Carl Atkinson, principals
James Koons
$2,173,058,503
37,827
chairman
David Fischer
$2,163,916,980
33,818
president & CEO
David Wilson
$2,153,793,466
47,100
CEO
Howard Keyes
$2,137,727,707
40,344
president
Frank Bommarito
$1,966,670,561
13,123
CEO
Norman Braman
$1,845,467,994
24,085
chairman
Alan Potamkin
$1,679,002,119
31,951
& Robert Potamkin, co-chairmen
Scott Bieler
$1,673,016,822
28,500
president
Joseph Serra
$1,612,095,434
27,500
president
Mac Haik
$1,580,830,994
22,926
owner
Cliff Findlay
$1,533,002,040
25,321
president
Clarence Kahlig II
$1,530,544,147
21,808
president
Edward Napleton
$1,494,216,404
22,670
president
Jerry Chapman
$1,465,406,919
20,539
chairman
Robert Johnson,
$1,463,712,153
25,572
Franklin McLarty & Thomas McLarty III, principals & CEO
Hal Earnhardt III
$1,457,325,907
29,922
president
Melinda Holman, Chairman $1,449,599,272
18,604
Carl Ortell, CEO
Raymond Catena
$1,439,205,406
19,721
owner
Gregory Goodwin
$1,431,532,239
15,163
CEO
David Rosenberg
$1,399,946,710
20,724
president
John Darvish
$1,394,743,282
24,411
chairman
Thomas Ganley
$1,313,420,343
24,171
owner & chairman
Richard Ford
$1,307,967,565
19,135
president & CEO
Mandell Ourisman
$1,249,628,119
24,424
chairman
Jeffrey Cappo
$1,223,719,479
24,718
president
Vincent Sheehy
$1,180,054,000
22,987
president
John Pohanka
$1,178,562,000
21,921
chairman
David Conant
$1,163,734,500
30,592
CEO
Jeffrey Wyler
$1,158,514,413
21,165
chairman & CEO
Mark Fukunaga
$1,146,211,000
23,922
chairman & CEO
Rick Case
$1,130,500,685
25,334
chairman & CEO
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Summit Automotive Partners LLC
(303) 209-3965; summit-ap.com
Prestige Management Services
(201) 265-7800; driveprestige.com
Bob Rohrman Auto Group
(765) 448-1000; rohrman.com
Performance Automotive Network
(513) 870-5020; ShopPerformance.com
Premier Automotive
(504) 940-0000; premierautomotive.com
Bergstrom Automotive
(920) 725-4444; bergstromauto.com
Rusnak Auto Group
(626) 449-0770; rusnakonline.com
Open Road Auto Group
(732) 650-1550; openroad.com
Galpin Motors Inc.
(818) 787-3800; galpin.com
Ed Morse Automotive Group
(800) 336-6773; edmorse.com
Ancira Enterprises
(210) 558-5324; ancira.com
John Eagle Auto Group
(214) 357-0461; johneagle.com
Rosenthal Automotive Organization
(703) 553-4300; rosenthalauto.com
McCombs Automotive
(210) 821-6523; redmccombs.com
Sullivan Automotive Group
(310) 829-1888; lacarguy.com
Tuttle-Click Automotive Group
(949) 598-4800; tuttleclick.com
Priority Auto Group
(757) 366-5000; PriorityAuto.com
Del Grande Dealer Group
(408) 979-3706; dgdg.com
Zeigler Auto Group
(269) 488-2271; zeigler.com
World Class Automotive Group
(214) 560-1602; therandallreedfamily.com
Sam Pack Auto Group
(888) 478-0654; sampack.com
Gillman Companies
(713) 776-7000; gillmanauto.com
Shammas Automotive Group
(213) 748-8951; dtlamotors.com
Balise Motor Sales Co.
(413) 733-8604; baliseauto.com
Germain Motor Co.
(614) 383-4965; GermainCars.com
LaFontaine Automotive Group
(248) 887-4747; thefamilydeal.com
Garber Management Group
(989) 790-9090; garberauto.com
Ken Page Auto Group
(954) 796-4509;
Ron Tonkin Family of Dealerships
(503) 255-4100; tonkin.com
Future Automotive Group
(916) 786-3673; futureautomotivegroup.com
Wilde Automotive Group
(262) 513-2770; wildeauto.com
Bob Moore Auto Group
(405) 605-2363; bobmoore.com
Ferman Automotive Group
(813) 251-2765; ferman.com
Boucher Group Inc.
(414) 427-4141; boucher.com
Morgan Auto Group
(813) 936-3125; morganautogroup.com
Price Simms Auto Group
(415) 808-4800; pricesimmsinc.com
Lia Auto Group
(518) 489-2111; liacars.com
Fox Motors
(616) 774-4044; foxmotors.com
Hertrich Family of Auto Dealerships
(302) 629-5100; hertrichs.com
Phil Long Dealerships
(719) 575-7000; phillong.com
Piercey Automotive Group
(949) 369-6000; pierceyautogroup.com
#1 Cochran Automotive
(877) 262-4726; cochran.com
John Elway Dealerships
(602) 381-6594; elwaydealers.com
Bobby Rahal Automotive Group
(717) 691-5600; bobbyrahal.com
Car Pros Automotive Group
carpros.com
Anderson Automotive Group
(919) 787-0099; andersonautomotivegroup.com
Kenwood Dealer Group Inc.
(513) 683-5484; cincyautos.com
Piazza Auto Group
(610) 630-7911; piazzaautogroup.com
Huffines Auto Dealerships
(972) 867-6000; huffines.net
Blaise Alexander Family Dealerships
(570) 546-4925; blaisealexander.com
Gunn Automotive Group
(210) 472-2501; gunnauto.com
David Stanley Auto Group
(405) 632-3600; davidstanleyautogroup.com
Gettel Automotive
(941) 921-2655; gettel.com
Kenny Ross Automotive Group
(724) 863-9000; kennyross.com
Sanderson Automotive
(623) 842-8682; sandersonford.com

10301 E. Arapahoe Road, Ste. 200
Centennial, CO 80112
50 Williams Drive
Ramsey, NJ 07446
3900 South St.
Lafayette, IN 47905
5726 Dixie Hwy.
Fairfield, OH 45014
13040 I-10 Service Road
New Orleans, LA 70128
One Neenah Center
Neenah, WI 54956
267-337 W. Colorado Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91105
1140 U.S. Hwy. 22
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
15505 Roscoe Blvd.
North Hills, CA 91343
2850 S. Federal Hwy.
Delray Beach, FL 33483
10855 IH 10 W.
San Antonio, TX 78230
PO Box 7007
Dallas, TX 75209
1902 Association Drive
Reston, VA 20191
755 E. Mulberry Ave., Ste. 600
San Antonio, TX 78212
2440 Santa Monica Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90404
41 Auto Center Drive
Irvine, CA 92618
1800 Greenbrier Pkwy.
Chesapeake, VA 23320
911 Capitol Exwy. Auto Mall
San Jose, CA 95136
4201 Stadium Drive
Kalamazoo, MI 49008
PO Box 1047
Addison, TX 75001
2070 Diplomat Drive
Farmers Branch, TX 75234
10595 W. Sam Houston Pkwy. South
Houston, TX 77099
1801 S. Figueroa St.
Los Angeles, CA 90015
122 Doty Circle
West Springfield, MA 01089
4250 Morse Crossing
Columbus, OH 43219
4000 W. Highland Road
Highland, MI 48357
999 S. Washington Ave.
Saginaw, MI 48601
9400 W. Atlantic Blvd.
Coral Springs, FL 33071
122 N.E. 122nd Ave.
Portland, OR 97230
650 Auto Mall Drive
Roseville, CA 95661
1710 A Hwy. 164
Waukesha, WI 53186
101 N. Robinson, Ste. 820
Oklahoma City, OK 73102
1306 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33606
4141 S. 108th St.
Greenfield, WI 53228
1101 E. Fletcher Ave.
Tampa, FL 33612
135 E. Sir Francis Drake Blvd.
Larkspur, CA 94939
1258 Central Ave.
Albany, NY 12205
200 Ottawa Avenue, Ste. 800
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
26905 Sussex Hwy.
Seaford, DE 19973
1212 A Motor City Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80905
16901 Millikan Ave.
Irvine, CA 92606
4520 William Penn Hwy.
Monroeville, PA 15146
2425 E. Camelback Road, Ste. 1155
Phoenix, AZ 85016
6715 Carlisle Pike
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050
181 S 333rd St., Ste. 210
Federal Way, WA 98003
9101 Glenwood Ave.
Raleigh, NC 27617
9500 Kings Automall Road
Cincinnati, OH 45249
401 S. Schuylkill Ave.
Norristown, PA 19403
4500 W. Plano Pkwy.
Plano, TX 75098
10 Alexander Drive
Muncy, PA 17756
227 Broadway
San Antonio, TX 78205
614 SW 74th St.
Oklahoma City, OK 73139
5959 E. SR 64
Bradenton, FL 34208
11250 Route 30
North Huntingdon, PA 15642
P.O. Box 1407
Glendale, AZ 85311

William Carmichael
$1,105,138,741
president & CEO
Joseph Dockery
$1,101,091,789
CEO
Robert Rohrman
$1,099,402,791
president & owner
Michael Dever
$1,096,627,752
president
Troy Duhon
$1,088,839,535
owner
John Bergstrom
$1,059,685,344
chairman & CEO
Paul Rusnak
$1,058,345,734
chairman
W. Rodman Ryan
$1,056,285,327
CEO
Herbert Boeckmann II
$1,053,268,389
owner & CEO
Edward Morse Jr.
$1,050,988,732
COO
Ernesto Ancira Jr.
$1,042,448,266
president
John Eagle
$1,032,468,311
CFO
Robert Rosenthal
$1,028,440,245
chairman & CEO
Tim Cliver
$1,008,963,000
COO
Michael Sullivan
$1,002,175,005
president & managing member
Robert Tuttle
$962,884,510
& James Click, co-managing partners
Dennis Ellmer
$937,027,000
CEO
Shaun Del Grande
$923,339,997
president
Aaron Zeigler
$914,970,181
president
Randall Reed
$912,442,913
CEO
Sam Pack
$887,936,298
dealer principal
Stacey Gillman-Wimbish
$884,828,720
president & CEO
Darryl Holter
$882,692,674
VP & CEO
James Balise Jr.
$874,867,960
owner
Stephen Germain
$831,582,358
president & CEO
Michael LaFontaine Sr.
$812,421,640
owner
Richard Garber
$802,058,200
president
Kenneth Page
$797,098,777
president
Brad & Ed Tonkin
$791,583,700
co-president
G. Steven Pleau
$785,841,460
president
Mark Wilde
$784,357,762
VP
Mark Moore
$783,590,437
CEO
James Ferman Jr.
$780,401,000
president & CEO
Gordon Boucher
$767,512,000
CEO
Larry Morgan
$765,617,181
CEO
Tom Price
$754,879,513
chairman & CEO
William Lia Sr.
$751,068,349
president
Daniel DeVos
$722,216,408
chairman & CEO
Frederick Hertrich III
$715,363,802
president
Gerald Cimino
$711,729,665
CEO
William Piercey
$665,148,962
chairman
Robert Cochran
$663,464,374
president & CEO
Mitch Pierce
$658,020,000
CEO
Ron Ferris
$655,001,892
CEO
Ken Phillips
$643,131,494
president
Fred Anderson
$637,966,880
CEO
Robert Reichert
$631,743,514
president
Vince Piazza
$630,938,964
president
S. Ray Huffines
$626,848,083
owner & CEO
Blaise Alexander
$626,634,207
owner & president
Sean Gunn
$625,099,704
chairman
David Stanley
$620,501,167
president & owner
James Gettel
$615,315,055
president
James Ross
$604,234,080
chairman
David Kimmerle
$599,835,724
CEO
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Mopar expands custom network
Larry P. Vellequette
lvellequette@crain.com

small experiment in the
U.S. by Fiat Chrysler’s
Mopar parts and service
brand to boost its accessory sales has been successful
enough to warrant taking the idea
to another hemisphere.
The brand has opened its 11th
custom shop — and its first outside
North America — at FCA’s sprawling new assembly plant in Pernambuco, Brazil, which assembles Jeep
Renegades.
The network of shops installs

A

dealer-ordered Mopar accessories
on new FCA vehicles shortly after
they leave the assembly line, allowing the vehicles to be re-stickered
with the accessory price included
and the warranty intact.
“Last year, we processed in our
custom shops more than 230,000
vehicles,” said Pietro Gorlier, global
head of Mopar. “Virtually every
dealer is using the custom shop as
an opportunity. There are some
that are using more, and some less.
But it’s pretty well spread across
everyone in the dealer network.”
Mopar opened its first custom

shop in 2003 near its former St.
Louis assembly plant. Over the next
13 years, Mopar added shops
throughout its assembly operations
in the United States, Canada and
Mexico. It also broadened its range
of add-ons to more than 25,000 accessories and performance parts,
many of which can be installed in
the custom shops, Gorlier said.
For dealers, the factory add-ons
have multiple benefits, including
increasing profitability and customer satisfaction, as well as shortening a vehicle’s days on the lot,
Gorlier said. c

VW
Execs pledge more
production for U.S.
continued from Page 1

SPECIAL CENTENNIAL
EDITION COMING
JANUARY 23, 2017

In 2017, the National Automobile
Dealers Association will celebrate
a new century of serving and
representing franchised
new-vehicle dealers in
the United States.
Automotive News will mark
this milestone with a special
issue dedicated to NADA, to be
published on January 23, 2017.
Be a part of this indispensable
record of all things NADA.

Join the celebration!
autonews.com/NADA100
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Dealers will get an extra 20,000
units of both the Tiguan compact
crossover and Beetle Classic this
year than originally planned, according to Mathew Welch, general
manager of Auburn VW near Seattle. VW will send 75,000 units of the
Golf SportWagen Alltrack to the
U.S. market next year after shipping
15,000 here for its fourth quarter
launch, Welch said.
In the near term, VW pledged to
send more production to U.S. dealers this year to help the brand reverse a 12.5 percent drop in sales
through the first quarter.
The additional product will help
dealers through what’s shaping up
to be a tough 2016. Longer term,
VW dealers need annual U.S. sales
of around 500,000 by 2017 or 2018
to be the brand’s new “baseline,”
Alan Brown, chairman of VW’s
dealer council, told reporters after
the make meeting, noting that VW
failed to “turn a profit” in 2012
when its U.S. sales were at record
levels of more than 430,000 units.
“That’s where [Volkswagen] AG is
going to start to see wins; that’s
where the dealer network will really
start to see a return on sales,”
Brown said.
Diess said volume targets weren’t
discussed in the meeting but said
in a statement to reporters that VW
wanted to “grow the volume consistently above past levels” in the
U.S.

VIRTUAL
Development cost:
$400,000 per car
continued from Page 6

Oculus VR is now shipping a $600
competitor called the Oculus Rift
with a built-in screen. This fall,
Sony plans to launch a $400 add-on
headset for the PlayStation 4 gaming console.
Showing the promise of the technology, Audi showed a VR system
this year at the CES technology expo that would allow customers to
build their dream car, then imagine
it in various scenic locations. Audi
plans to install the system in a number of world markets, with the first
installation in the U.S. this year.
Volvo has similarly offered cus-

JOE WILSSENS

VW dealers at the press conference, from left: Dennis Gaudet, CEO of
AutoServ in Tilton, N.H.; Alan Brown, partner at Lewisville Volkswagen
near Dallas and chairman of the VW National Dealer Advisory Council;
Jason Kuhn, chairman of Kuhn Automotive Group in Tampa, Fla.; Michael
DiFeo, dealer principal at Linden Volkswagen in Roselle, N.J.; and Doug
Miles, owner of Seacoast Volkswagen in Greenland, N.H.
“We’re looking forward to really
managing through the crisis and
then really relaunching the brand
and looking at a much more positive future,” Diess told reporters after the 90-minute meeting.
What he meant by relaunch is unclear. Michael DiFeo, dealer principal at Linden Volkswagen in Roselle,
N.J., said any branding shifts should
reinforce a message of “price-competitive German engineering.”
“It’s not going to be anything
that’s not what we’ve been fighting
for and what Michael Horn has
been fighting for, since 2008 when
Stefan Jacoby put us on a volume
path,” DiFeo said.
In the meantime, a handful of
dealers tapped to negotiate a settle-

ment with VW hope to begin talks
as “soon as possible,” said Jason
Kuhn, head of the team and chairman of the Kuhn Automotive
Group in Tampa, Fla.
The so-called investment committee, an offshoot of the dealer council, was formed to seek compensation for losses incurred by dealers,
and reduce the risk that breakaway
dealers will sue the automaker.
“The dealer body is unified in the
thought process that it is not in our
best interests at this moment to take
a litigation posture with our partners,” Kuhn told reporters. “I can’t
promise that every dealer will be on
board, but I can speak for vast majority of the dealer body that they
are aligned in this process.” c

tomers a virtual test drive of the
XC90 using Google Cardboard, a
simple $15 headset that allows customers to slip a smartphone inside
a cardboard case with two plastic
lenses for a 3-D effect.
And in late 2015, Mini sponsored
a cinematic six-minute VR video
called Backwater about a diamond
heist. Distributed by The New York
Times, which sent 1 million Cardboard devices to subscribers to promote its VR app, the video featured
a bright-yellow Mini as a getaway
vehicle.
Evox produced Mini’s video player,
but the company has a budding rival
in San Francisco-based Izmocars,
which argues that computer-generated images will deliver a better experience than Evox’s photographs.
Izmocars, a division of Izmo, is
giving demonstrations using an

Oculus Rift headset at the convention. Users rode inside a virtual
Honda HR-V through a cartoonish
seaside town, with Honda’s Asimo
robot behind the wheel.
Developing this sort of marketing
content costs $300,000 or $400,000
per car, Izmocars President Tej
Soni said in an interview. He said
automakers may be willing to fund
such projects for their own purposes, such as experiential marketing
at festivals, and work with dealers
to have VR headsets installed in
showrooms.
Yet the company is not rushing to
market. It is impossible to predict
which type of viewer customers will
gravitate to — or whether the technology will be widely adopted at all.
“We don’t know what’s going to
happen,” Tej said. “VR is up in the
air.” c
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Succession issues
motivate sellers

Lincoln: 40,000 show
interest in Continental
Lincoln already has a list of
40,000 people who have
expressed interest in buying
the upcoming Continental,
and brand executives on
Saturday said they plan to
start working with dealers
soon to help turn those leads
into reservations ahead of
the sedan’s arrival this fall.
“We’ll have extensive
prelaunch activities,” Matt
VanDyke, director of global
Lincoln, told Automotive
News after the make meeting.
The Continental “handraiser” list, made up of
consumers who’ve provided
their name and contact
information for follow-up, is
double that of the MKX
crossover before its
introduction last year,
VanDyke said.
— Nick Bunkley

continued from Page 3

Adviser George Chaconas, whose
company, Performance Brokerage
Services, is on course to have a
record year, said an aging dealer
body is contributing to the activity.
“We’re starting to see more dealers exiting and that will continue,”
Chaconas said. “A lot of the children of dealers don’t want to work
as hard as their parents did.”
Succession issues also are bringing sellers to market, said Tim York,
managing partner of the dealerships practice at accounting firm
Dixon Hughes Goodman LLP.
Buy-sell adviser Alan Haig said
the retail industry’s growing complexity makes it harder to run a

dealership. He said some who grew
up in the business and saw what
their parents went through aren’t
sure they want to do it themselves.
Nontraditional buyers such as
family offices and private capital
are also contributing to the mix.
Aaron Jacoby, managing partner
at law firm Arent Fox in Los Angeles, said outside investors are less
hesitant to make purchases now
that big names such as Warren Buffett and George Soros have done so.
“The fear factor of the unknown
seems to be no longer there due to
the big headlines of these new entrants,” he said.
Scott Earthy, managing partner of
Fremont Private Holdings, which
acquired a majority stake in Morrie’s Auto Group in Minneapolis, is
looking at adding to the group or
making more dealership purchases
outside the group.
Erin Kerrigan, managing director

ADESA wraps up Brasher’s
Auto Auctions acquisition
ADESA, the nation’s
second-largest auction
company, completed the
acquisition of Brasher’s Auto
Auctions, the top executive
of ADESA’s parent company
said.
Jim Hallett, CEO of KAR
Auction Services Inc., said
the $283 million cash
purchase of the eight-site
group brings the number of
ADESA physical auction sites
to 74 in North America.
The former Brasher’s
auction sites are in Idaho,
Nevada, Utah and California.
The deal includes Brasher’s
floorplan financing business.
The former owners of the
group will stay on to manage
the sites, Hallett said.
— Arlena Sawyers

Amy Wilson contributed to this
report.

Project Pinnacle
details for dealers

Mercedes-Benz USA execs
try to get more crossovers
Mercedes-Benz USA
executives are working with
Daimler AG in Stuttgart to
get more of the crossovers
that U.S. dealers are
clamoring for.
“We continue to get a little
bit more here, a little bit
more there,” said MercedesBenz USA CEO Dietmar
Exler after the brand’s make
meeting Saturday. Allocation
should increase throughout
the rest of the calendar year,
Exler said, but he didn’t
provide numbers. Dealers
have complained about
shortages for the brand’s
truck models.
Exler noted that Mercedes
will launch seven new,
redesigned or freshened
vehicles in the next three or
four months. Launches
include the redesigned Cclass coupe, freshened SL
and SLC roadsters and the
all-important redesigned Eclass sedan.
— Amy Wilson

of buy-sell advisory firm Kerrigan
Advisors in Irvine, Calif., expects
more dealership groups vs. individual stores to come up for sale in
2016, a trend that began last year.
And when the deals involve
groups rather than individual
stores, Kerrigan said manufacturers
appear less likely to exercise their
right of first refusal.
In the first quarter, buy-sell adviser Todd Berko of Bel-Air Partners in
Hopewell, N.J., said he’s seeing
more large groups come to market.
That’s because the pricing is strong
and will likely remain strong
throughout the year, he said.
“I call it market timers,” said
Berko. “They want to make sure
they don’t miss every last dollar
now that they’ve seen the market
has turned a bit.” c
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ORDERING
Is Tesla’s method a
hint at the future?
continued from Page 1

highest unsold inventory levels —
3.8 million units — since June 2006.
That’s over $100 billion in assets sitting on lots around the country, being floorplanned and requiring incentives to attract buyers.
Ben Waller of U.K. consultant
ICDP, which studies vehicle distribution trends, estimates the buildto-order rate in the U.S. at 6 percent.
Contrast that with Europe, where
about half of new-car buyers pre-order their vehicles and wait for them
to arrive. That means most dealers
over the pond don’t stock large inventories, allowing smaller dealerships to get by with less overhead.
And by being able to judge the relative strength of their products with
sold orders, European automakers
can better manage assembly plants
so that supply and demand don’t
get out of whack, experts there say.
Yet the chances of the U.S. market
shifting to more of a build-to-order
system remain slim.
“Inventory is not just an interest
expense, it is advertising,” says Bob
Shuman, owner of an FCA dealership in Walled Lake, Mich. “If a guy
looks in the paper and sees I have
20 [minivans] and another guy has
60, where’s he going to go?”
Eric Lyman, chief analyst and vice
president of industry insights at
TrueCar, said: “I think we’re moving in a direction that works against
the idea of build-to-order. Look at

Amazon Prime,” where consumers
pay annually in part to get their
purchases delivered faster.
“Even if you could reduce [wait
times] from six to eight weeks now
to a month, is that enough given the
moving target that we are creating
with technology and other things in
our life to deny instant gratification?”

Pipe dream
Europe’s build-to-order system
largely developed during the continent’s recovery from World War II.
With everything from money to
materials in scarce supply, it made
little sense for automakers to build
tens of thousands of cars on spec to
have them sit in the elements to
wait for a buyer.
To many Europeans, America’s
system of selling and distributing
cars appears odd.
Thiemo Rusch, general manager
for sales and operations for Audi of
America, grew up in Germany.
When he was assigned to the U.S. a
few years ago, he was intrigued by
the differing systems.
“It was quite fascinating to understand how many things need to go
right from a manufacturing and
distribution perspective to make
sure that the customer chooses one
of your products versus one of the
competition’s,” he said.
Automakers have repeatedly
studied what it would take to convert American consumers to a
build-to-order model. Hurdles are
everywhere, from the supply base
and overwhelming logistical challenges all the way through the
pipeline to impatient consumers
sitting in the dealership itself.

At the make meeting, Cadillac
President Johan de Nysschen
fielded questions about Project
Pinnacle, his proposed
compensation system for
dealers, and said he would host
town hall-style meetings
nationwide starting in June to
present more details of the plan.
Here, after the meeting, de
Nysschen, right, confers with
dealers Daniel Jobe, left, of
Capitol Cadillac in Greenbelt,
Md., and Brian Hamilton of
Midway Cadillac in Kearney, Neb.

In 2000, Ford Motor Co. and General Motors raced to see if they
could allow consumers to order
cars online and have them delivered to their doors within a week.
Former GM purchasing boss
Harold Kutner was assigned by GM
to see what the automaker would
have to change to make such a
dream possible.
His answer? “Everything” had to
change: purchasing, manufacturing, assembly, logistics, ordering,
dealer operations, inventory control — everything from top to bottom and back again. It didn’t.
Build-to-order remains a pipe
dream, though with some important caveats. For example, about a
quarter of Mini’s U.S. sales are
build-to-order, says Mariella Kapsaskis, spokeswoman for the brand.
Mini, she says, focuses “on making it easy for customers to specify
their own vehicle, offering most options a la carte to maximize customer freedom in building a car
with exactly what they want or
need.”
The average wait from order to
delivery? Four to eight weeks.
Tesla’s Model 3 announcement
this week is a testimonial to the
power of the Internet to change the
way cars are sold.
But it may not portend the future.
“You get people who literally
want their car today,” says Rebecca
Lindland, senior analyst for Kelley
Blue Book, who in 2002 ordered
one of the first Mini Coopers, and
waited 18 months for it to arrive.
In America, Lindland says, “we’re
not a just-in-time-manufacturing
country, we’re a just-in-time-todrive-it-home kind of society.” c

?
QUICK

QUESTION
What have you seen at the
show that interests you?
Jay Rosario, dealer principal,
Wesley Chapel Nissan in
Wesley Chapel, Fla.:
“Technology. We just signed up
for Stockwave today. The old
days of going to the auction
and picking out a car, picking
out a color because it looks
good — those days are gone.
It’s really technology based. If
you’re not using technology for
buying a used car — the price
point, the type of car — you’ll
just miss it.”
Rik Fregia, vice president,
Courtesy Auto Group in
Danville, Ill.: “We want to add
tablets to our service
department. We want to make
everything mobile. I saw a
couple of good vendors and I’m
looking to do something with
them. We want to make the
service department more
efficient.”
Steve Ewing, CEO, Wade
Ford in Smyrna, Ga.: “The
most impressive thing I saw
was at the Ford Motor Co.
display. They are looking at
using technology in video
monitors, presentations and
other dealer display. They are
going to feed content to the
franchise dealers. Now, they’ll
have a consistent message
throughout their franchises. So
when you’re in a dealership
you’ll have video and audio
sent to you by the
manufacturer. Monitors all
over. In the service
department, there will be
monitors that have specials. In
the showrooms, customers
have iPads that have movies
and all kinds of things. Dealers
can opt in. You won’t have to
scrap anything you have. You
retrofit.”
Franklin McLarty, CEO, RML
Automotive in Lewisville,
Texas: “Parts and service is
what will get you through the
downturn. It’s your ability to
generate the fixed absorption.
That is the focus for us. We got
our corporate fixed ops director
out here trying to lead the
charge on behalf of our stores to
make sure we’re fully in the
loop about the latest and
greatest.”
Greg Cole, dealer principal,
Athens Chevrolet in Athens
Ga., and Cole Chevrolet in
Pocatello, Idaho: “I bought a
tire balancing machine
yesterday and I’m looking at
front-end alignment machines.
The wheels on vehicles are
continuing to get larger. What I
have at home doesn’t handle
22-inch wheels. I’m also
looking for digital marketing
ideas.”
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GOOD
TIMES

Lisa Wardell, executive
vice president of RLJ Cos.,
the parent company of
RML Automotive, with
National Association of
Minority Automobile
Dealers Chairman Perry
Watson, left, dealer
principal at Lexus of
Mishawaka in Indiana, and
Jay Rosario of Wesley
Chapel Nissan in Wesley
Chapel, Fla., at the NADA
Minority Dealers’ reception
at the Encore hotel.

Receptions, award ceremonies and the many
other gatherings during the convention are
times to make new friends and catch up with
old ones. And with the U.S. auto industry
coming off six straight years of rising sales,
who doesn’t have some good stories to share?
JOE WILSSENS

JOE WILSSENS

Above: Big Lucky vocalist Val Peterson and saxophonist
Paul Frederick entertain Mazda dealers and their guests
with “Fly Me To the Moon” and “Kansas City.”
Left: Dealers enjoy the Mazda North American
Operations party at the Wynn Las Vegas hotel.
JOE WILSSENS

JOE WILSSENS

Above: Fiat Chrysler dealers flocked to the FCA
reception at the Encore hotel.
Left: Ford CEO Mark Fields, left, with Bill Currie III,
owner of Bill Currie Ford in Tampa, Fla., and his
daughter, Jennifer Currie-Bellomo, vice president
of the dealership, after Currie received a Salute to
Dealers award for his support of local children’s
hospitals and members of the military.

JOE WILSSENS

SAM VARNHAGEN

Fred Diaz, right, Nissan North America vice president for
trucks and light commercial vehicles, with Jim Press, a
former Chrysler and Toyota executive who is now president
of RML Automotive, at the Nissan North America dealer
reception in the Venetian Resort Hotel Casino.

EVERY DAY IS GAME DAY.
We’re bringing our A-Game every day to help you bring yours.
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for a complimentary consultation to learn
how to optimize your digital marketing performance.
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THE SOLUTIONS THAT
SEND MY SALES INTO
THE STRATOSPHERE.

The slightest edge is what it takes to triumph in the automotive industry.
John Neglio gets his from Manheim. To save time and money, reduce risk and
grow his business, he counts on the array of innovative solutions available from
Manheim, all on display this year at NADA. Find out how Manheim solutions can
help build your success story. MyManheim.com/Story
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